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PREFACE

From leisure to labor unrest—to say nothing of politics—health

care has been topic A in the United States and Canada for some

time. In 1997, US movie audiences erupted into applause when

actress Helen Hunt went on a verbal rampage against the restric-

tions in her son’s fictitious managed-care plan in the hit movie, As

Good As it Gets. Half a decade later, Hollywood sent actor Denzel

Washington on a literal rampage against the dominant form of

health coverage in the United States. In John Q, Washington takes

over an emergency room in an attempt to secure his critically ill son

treatment that has been denied by his health insurance company.

The Canadian health care system found itself on the silver screen

in 2003 as the backdrop in the award winning film, The Barbarian

Invasions. “I voted for medicare, I’ll accept the consequences,”

intoned the film’s main character Remy, a left-wing Canadian pro-

fessor dying from cancer. Remy was responding to his son’s effort

to secure him better, and more comfortable care in the United

States. “I’m lucky I’m not in the hall,” Remy quips at another point.

Frustrations with health care have spilled off the screen and onto

the streets in both countries as well. From October 2003 to March

2004, 59,000 Californians left their grocery store jobs to go on

strike, causing themselves and their employers economic hard-

ship and California shoppers inconvenience, in hopes of keeping

the company-paid health insurance to which they had become

accustomed.

The media portrayed the strike as emblematic of what’s wrong

with the US health care system—it’s expensive for employers and

employees alike. The leading Democratic presidential candidates,
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who, at the time, were engaged in a primary battle, rushed to sup-

port the workers and offer health care plans aimed at fixing the US

health care system.

Three months later, labor unrest erupted 1,300 miles north in Van-

couver, Canada. An estimated 43,000 health support workers

struck in opposition to efforts to reduce wages and eliminate union

jobs. The illegal week-long walkout forced the cancellation of more

than 6,000 surgeries. Thousands of other critical diagnostic proce-

dures such as X-Rays, CT scans, and MRIs were delayed as well.

In one case, an urgent neurological procedure had to be delayed,

causing the patient’s condition to deteriorate precipitously.

“Once we start to cancel patients who are urgent, they can start to

get sicker, sicker, and sicker,” Dr. David Matheson, vice president

with the Fraser Health Authority, told the Globe and Mail. “It

increases the level of patient anxiety.”1

I wrote this book to address the root cause of the frustration and

confusion felt in the US and Canada about health care. While the

strikes and movies mentioned above seem to be about distinct

issues—managed care, cash-strapped hospitals, or employees

having to pay a portion of their insurance premiums—in each case

dysfunctional government policies and regulations have over

many years created the conditions that culminated in widespread

frustration, even anger, with the system.

As a former Canadian growing up under a single-payer health care

system, I’m all too familiar with the limits of government-

financed medicine. By the early 1990s, it became clear to me that

Canada’s government-run health care system was running into

trouble. I realized that over the next decade, Canadians would be

suffering from increased rationing, queuing for care, an absence of

access to the latest technological innovations, a drug formulary

system that did not give them an opportunity to acquire the latest

pharmaceuticals, and few affordable private alternatives to the

declining system.

In mid-1991, I was given the opportunity to run a free-market

think tank in San Francisco. While this move meant leaving The
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Fraser Institute and my family in Vancouver, one of the major rea-

sons I accepted the opportunity was my frustration with the dete-

rioration of Canada’s medicare system. I wanted to live and work

in a country where there was still some belief in the concept of pri-

vate health care.

But in the 12 years that I have been living and working in America,

I have seen a significant encroachment by government into the US

system. This is an alarming trend. I address some of the key prob-

lems, including a growing number of uninsured individuals,

expensive prescription drugs, and a failing managed-care system.

But these pale in comparison to what is going on in Canada.

Fortunately, there are clear solutions in both countries. While I

am less optimistic about the Canadian government’s interest in

ever allowing private alternatives, I hope this book will help to

stem the tide that is flowing toward a single-payer system in the

US, whereby the government would become the only financier of

health care. In the last few years, flirtation with this system has

been gaining increasing momentum in the US at both the state

and national levels.

The goal of a health care system should be to provide all citizens

with access to quality and affordable health care. These goals can

only be accomplished by strengthening the sovereignty of the

patient and restoring the doctor-patient relationship, both of

which require reducing the role of government.

Today, people come to the United States from all over the world,

including Canada, for their health care because this country is still

the leader with the most recent innovations, best medical treat-

ments, and cutting-edge pharmaceuticals. As a relatively new

immigrant, I want to preserve the ability of Americans to enjoy

access to the best health care system in the world. If we continue

on the present path of giving more and more power to the state,

this country will suffer the same problems as are being faced

north of the border.

The purpose of this book is to provide the general reader with an

easy-to-understand guide to the issue—an overview of the prob-
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lems and clear solutions. It is written in a very accessible style,

with this mainstream audience in mind. Once Americans are

made aware of what a government-run, single-payer system like

Canada’s really means for consumers’ access to health care, I

believe they will realize that the growing fascination with a sin-

gle-payer system is not in their best interest.

This book provides insights into the fallacies of the Canadian sys-

tem, something the American media have failed to do. Govern-

ment control is not the solution and if forced upon us, Americans

would rebel over the lack of access to the health care that they

have grown to view as a right. But it will be too late.

I hope that readers find this book engaging and useful, and I wel-

come comments and questions. If we are unable to stem the tide

of total government control of our health, where will we go for

access to the best quality care? Canadians use the US system as a

safety net. America’s options will be few.

Sally C. Pipes

Pacific Research Institute

July 1, 2004
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FOREWORD

“‘They can’t be fitted into our system of universal, free,
public health services.
‘Universal and public—yes, they could. Free, no,’
Oreshchenkov confidently asserted.”
—Aleksandr I. Solzhenitsyn, The Cancer Ward

I regard as one of the great examples of creative imagination the

few pages in Solzhenitsyn’s Cancer Ward in which he portrays

what medicine was like before the Revolution through the words

of an elderly physician whose practice pre-dated 1918.2

Solzhenitsyn himself had no personal experience on which to base

his account and yet his character presents an accurate and moving

vision.

The essence of that vision is the consensual relation between the

patient and the physician. The patient was free to choose his phy-

sician, and the physician free to accept or reject the patient. The

physician set the fee for his service and the patient paid the fee.

No third party was involved in the strictly voluntary transaction

between them.

That vision was a fairly accurate description of medical practice in

both the United States and Canada up to the end of World War II.

As Sally Pipes makes abundantly clear in this book, it no longer is.

The patient may still be free to choose a physician, though often

the choice is subject to severe limits, but in most cases the patient

no longer regards the physician who serves him as “his” or “her”

physician responsible primarily to the patient. Similarly, the phy-

sician in most cases no longer regards himself as primarily
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responsible to the patient. He will be paid not by the patient, but

by an insurance company or government official, who will have to

approve the medical treatment the physician recommends. The

insurance company or the government is effectively the physi-

cian’s employer, and it is their interests, not his patients, that he

is committed to serving.

Neither patients nor physicians are happy with this arrangement.

So we have the paradox that while scientific medicine continues

to advance, formerly incurable diseases become curable, and pain

can be more readily managed, nonetheless patients and physi-

cians express more and more dissatisfaction with medical care.

What should be mutually satisfactory cooperation between

patient and physician turns all too often into a bureaucratic night-

mare.

In this excellent book, Sally Pipes undertakes to examine the pres-

ent state of medical care in the United States and in her native

Canada. She points out that although the two countries handle

medical care in very different ways, both display symptoms of the

same disease—excessive reliance on third-party payment. Both

are headed for still more trouble unless they correctly diagnose

their problems and take the right medicine.

She examines how they got into this fix and what they can and

should do about it. I believe that you will find her analysis infor-

mative and lucid and her recommendations attractive.

Milton Friedman

Hoover Institution

May 19, 2004
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INTRODUCTION:

Why is Health Care Such a Mess

and What Can We Do About It?

“There are a thousand hacking at the branches of evil to
one who is striking at the root.”
—Henry David Thoreau

We are living longer than ever before. We are healthier than every

preceding generation. Each passing year yields powerful new ther-

apies and wonder drugs. And each passing year brings a new low

in public satisfaction with health care in both the United States

and Canada.

We remember the halcyon days of the family practitioner, the

black bag and the home visit, the long and intensive check-ups in

which doctors were literally hands-on. Why does it seem like

health care costs more and delivers less? Why does health care

seem today, for all its wonders, so broken?

When you bring it down to the most basic level, people ask three

things from their health care providers: affordability, accessibility,

and high quality.

These three factors are essential to a properly functioning health

care system. And yet it is becoming harder to get these three ele-

ments in one package. You can easily find one of them, often two.

It is increasingly difficult to get all three—health care that you can

afford, that is always available, and is high quality.
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Why is it such a mess?

To understand what is wrong with health care, it is useful to first

consider the-grass-is-greener relationship between the United

States and Canada.

In the United States, affordability is a critical issue, with more

than 43 million Americans uninsured. Americans who do have

health insurance chafe at the mounting restrictions that compro-

mise the quality of managed care. Therefore, many US

policymakers look to the advantages of Canada’s single-payer sys-

tem, in which coverage is universal and policies can be changed by

fiat.

The single-payer system also addresses another central issue, that

of access. By seeming to provide care “free,” Canada’s system

holds great allure for US policymakers who often mistakenly con-

flate insurance to pay for health care with access to treatment.

In Canada, while policymakers chide their southern neighbor for

subjecting patients to the vagaries of the free-market system, they

secretly pine for a level of quality and access to the technological

dynamism that is the hallmark of US health care. Access in Can-

ada is also a full-blown crisis—as Canadians find themselves

forced to endure long waiting lines for basic care.

This contrast is paradoxical because it appears that the systems in

the United States and Canada are mirror opposites. In fact, the

health care systems in both countries suffer from the same dis-

ease. Both are choking on complexity created by excessive govern-

ment regulation.

The sheer complexity of regulatory intervention is causing both

the United States and Canada to lose the contest to manage the

third element—quality.

Constraints in costs lead to delays or outright denials of treat-

ment, which leave consumers furious. Worst of all, the problems

in the health care systems in the United States and Canada are so
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deep that many needed changes would be too painful to be politi-

cally feasible.

Yet something needs to be done. At a time when the rest of the

service sector is ever more responsive and geared for just-in-time

delivery, health care is increasingly hampered, unresponsive, and

out of touch.

In the United States, the element of affordability is complicated by

unrealistic public perceptions. Of course, affordability is a major

public issue, with spending by government and business on

health care spiraling out of control. But the complaints of US con-

sumers often diverge from reality; the truth is that while public

and business spending on health care is out of control, most

Americans as individuals spend far less on health care than they

imagine.

On average, Americans spend $2,350 annually on health care, just

under six percent of their income. This is far less than they spend

on other essentials—food, housing, and transportation. It’s

roughly equivalent to what they spend on such non-essentials as

dining out, $2,276, and entertainment, $2,079.3

Sound unbelievable? Consider that, according to the Centers for

Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), Americans reach into

their own pockets for only 14 cents of every health care dollar

spent.4 Someone else paid for the other 86 percent. Why, then, is

perception so contrary to reality?

The reason is the US tax code, which for decades has subsidized

the sponsorship of health insurance by our employers. This isn’t

the case with other necessities that are of similar importance in

people’s lives—housing, food, and transportation. We are not

outraged that we must bear the full cost of our grocery bill, nor do

we expect our employers to pay for the car we need to get us to

work.
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Free health care?

Most Americans are, however, so unused to directly bearing the

full cost of health care that they’ve grown accustomed to thinking

of it as an entitlement. It is for this reason that politicians have

grown used to speaking of health care as if it were a constitutional

right.

Using employers and the tax code to subsidize the cost of health

care does more than give American consumers an unrealistic idea

about the true cost of health care. It also gives every working

American a stake in the current system, making the prospect of

reform doubly difficult.

In Canada, health care is not just perceived as a right—it is one.

Every Canadian can, in theory, count on free, comprehensive

health care promised by the Canada Health Act. The only alterna-

tive to this health care system is to seek care in the United States.

Actually to compete with the national system in Canada is, with a

few exceptions, a crime. Obviously, to change a system as embed-

ded and universal as Canada’s is a daunting task.

Change in a system is possible, however, whenever the system

finally hits its limits and starts to produce noxious results. The

need for change in both countries is apparent. In the United

States, this need is expressed in the widespread rebellion by the

insured against rationing enforced by managed care. Americans

are rebelling over bureaucratic interference in the doctor-patient

relationship.

Further, many are worried about the fate of the more than 43.6

million Americans who have no health insurance coverage at all.

Few understand the extent to which these problems, especially

the legions of the uninsured, are the unintended consequences of

the US approach of employer-sponsored health insurance.

Because health insurance is linked with employment, coverage

moves up and down with the business cycle. Everyone is pleased

when the number of people covered by job-based insurance

increases during economic booms. But when these levels decline
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during periods of recession, people lose their jobs and insur-

ance—and this usually happens just as government safety-net

programs are strapped for funding.

This cycle, already painful, will only become more acute as premi-

ums rise. The Kaiser Family Foundation reports that health care

premiums for families in employer-sponsored plans soared 13.9

percent in 2003, the third year of double-digit growth.5

In Canada, the system is also hitting its limits. Provincial govern-

ments have been utterly unable to control costs. The response in

Canada has been to shift the costs from the strapped Canadian

taxpayer to the Canadian patient, who pays the price in the

non-monetary forms of increased pain and suffering, lost wages,

and the expense of traveling to the United States for prompt treat-

ment.

Thirty years of government intervention has left Canadian health

care suffering from long waiting times for critical procedures, lack

of access to current technology, and a brain drain of doctors.

Thousands of patients languish in wait for Magnetic Resonance

Imaging (MRI) machines, though they can easily get a scan for a

family pet for $20. Canadian political leaders who extol the vir-

tues of their system can often be found in US hospitals the instant

they cannot get in to see a Canadian doctor.6

It is time to acknowledge a basic truth: In both countries, these

problems originate from ill-conceived government intervention in

the marketplace.

What can we do about it?

In the United States, the public needs to know that it can safely

move away from a tax system that encourages employer-provided

health insurance. In Canada, the public must be weaned off a sys-

tem in which public health care brooks no competition. In both

instances, less government intervention can yield greater

affordability, access, and quality.
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Of course, if reformers simply rail at government intervention,

they will only be tilting at windmills. Reformers have a responsi-

bility to see the world as it is. It is our intent here to suggest prac-

tical and achievable changes, while supporting the three basic

human health care needs. Any plan that fails in one of the key val-

ues—affordability, access, and quality—will fail the test of public

acceptance, and deservedly so.

Reform in the United States must close the gap for the uninsured,

so that all Americans are protected against catastrophic loss from

unexpected health care needs. For the insured, reform must

address quality and the deterioration of the doctor-patient rela-

tionship. In Canada, health care reform must reverse the growing

crisis of rationing, achieved by creating long waiting lists for care.

It must also reverse the deteriorating state of Canadian medical

and pharmaceutical technology.

In both instances, incremental and relatively painless reform can

be achieved by moving toward greater personal control of health

care. We need more freedom to allow the health care market to

flourish.

In the United States, reformers must:

• Eliminate the preferential tax treatment was given to

employers as a concession at the end of World War II when

wage and price controls were in effect.

• Give individuals the opportunity to purchase health care with

pre-tax dollars regardless of whether they have a job or not.

Such a legislative change would break down the third-party

payment system and reform the way health care costs are paid.

Health insurance would be returned to its proper role of

providing coverage for catastrophic events. Individuals could

join all manner of voluntary groups, seeking the best deal and

the health care plan that is right for them.

• Move from managed care—the dominant system of insurance

in the United States—to a system of consumer-directed plans

such as HSAs, defined contribution plans in which individuals

are empowered to make the most important decisions affecting

their health.
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• Abolish state regulations and mandates that needlessly

complicate health care policy and make health care more

expensive. By opening up the market, insurance companies

should be able to offer, and consumers to purchase, insurance

on a nationwide basis.

• Reform medical malpractice insurance and a system that

currently encourages lawsuit abuse.

• Remove the barriers to entry that make the health care industry

a restricted monopoly.

• Restructure Medicare so that it becomes a menu of choices

among privately run, competitive insurance programs similar

to those enjoyed by federal employees.

In Canada, reformers must:

• Make provincial insurance plans—and the taxes that fund

them—voluntary.

• Open government plans to direct competition from private

insurers, both non-profit and for-profit.

• Allow doctors to charge whatever they like, and to organize

their practices in any way they choose.

• Permit private companies to build and operate the necessary

capital-intensive facilities that Canada currently lacks—and to

do so at a profit.

In this book, Part One details the problems with US health care,

how those problems developed over time, and offers solutions.

Part Two takes a similar look at the Canadian health care system.
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CHAPTER ONE:

What is the Real Nature of

Health Care in the United States?

The myth of the US health care system is that it is a freewheeling,

cold-hearted, for-profit system. And it is true that for-profit insur-

ance companies, medical supply corporations, hospitals, and phy-

sician practices are notable actors in the US health care

environment. It is for this reason that the United States has the

most dispersed and dynamic health care system in the world.

Dr. Michael Porter, noted professor at the Harvard Business

School, writes, “Competition should force providers to equal or

exceed the value created by the best in their region or even nation-

ally. For the most part, however, health care competition is local.

Such competition insulates mediocre providers from market pres-

sures and inhibits the spread of best practices and innovations.”7

However, few realize how US tax policy distorts the market for

health care and health insurance. Federal and state governments,

too, are hardly passive observers on the sidelines. Government

has been the largest single player in the US health care market-

place since the 1960s.

In 1960, direct federal spending accounted for nine percent of

health spending. By 2001, direct federal spending was up to 32

percent of all health care spending. Add in local and state efforts,

and government directly pays for 45 percent of health care spending

in America.8
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Such direct spending does not include the value of tax subsidies,

the imposed costs of regulations on private insurers, or the tax-

payer funds that are used to provide health insurance to federal

government workers under the Federal Employees Health Bene-

fits Program (FEHBP). When you consider these costs, the reality

becomes apparent—despite the strong role of free enterprise, US

health care is more socialist than not.

In recent years, the federal government

has begun directly regulating health

insurance.

Noted economists John Goodman and

Gerald Musgrave report that these

“regulatory requirements intrude in a

highly visible way on the activities of

medical staff and affect virtually every

aspect of medical practice.”9

Government is now the largest finan-

cier of health coverage in the United

States, spending $587 billion in 2000.10

Medicare alone purchases one-third of all hospital care and pays

for nearly 20 percent of physician fees.11

The government also operates the Veterans Administration (VA)

health system, the country’s single largest health care provision

system, spending roughly $20 billion a year to serve four million

veterans in 1,300 facilities.12

Add to these explicit costs the intrusion of regulations that direct

almost all health care activity. The American Health Lawyers

Association’s comprehensive publication on health care law,

United States Health Care Laws and Rules 2004-2005, is so heavy that

customers must make special shipping arrangements if they order

more than five copies. And this just accounts for the federal

load.13 Regulating health care is a favored activity of state govern-

ments, which fill state statute books with provisions that health

insurance must cover.
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US hospitals spend billions of

dollars a year just filling out

government forms. Some

hospitals in California

answer to as many as 39

governmental bodies and

must file as many as

65 periodic reports.



After passing the Health Mainte-

nance Organization (HMO) Act of

1973 and the Consolidated Omni-

bus Budget Reconciliation Act

(COBRA) of 1985, Congress has

accelerated its involvement through

the Health Insurance Portability

and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of

1996 and the Mental Health Parity

Act of 1996.

Washington also issued federal

mandates to insurers for minimum

maternity stays in 1996 and breast

reconstruction surgery in 1998.

Other regulations that are currently

before Congress include a Patients’

Bill of Rights and full mental health

parity.

Seemingly neutral factors as tax law also distort health care eco-

nomics, by rewarding some forms of health care (employer-pro-

vided) and punishing others (self-insured).
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In the name of controlling costs, the federal government has

become heavily involved in persecuting doctors over allegations of

fraud and abuse. “The insanity is running wild,” says Dr. Michael

Harris of Traverse City, Michigan. “A friend and son of one of my

patients was arrested, handcuffed, and put in jail today for

‘insurance fraud,’ for billing for the midwife’s services at a

birthing center. He is one of the most honest physicians I know.”

(Source: Michael Harris, “Are You Next?,” Letter to Editor,

AAPS News, volume 57, no. 12 (December 2001).

Available at http://www.aapsonline.org/newsletters/dec01.htm.)

There are over 1,500 state-

mandated benefits in effect

across the United States, most

of them enacted since 1990,

covering benefits, specifying

which providers are included,

and identifying people who

should be covered.

(Source: “State Legislative

Health Care and Insurance

Issues: 2001 Survey of Plans,”

Blue Cross Blue Shield

Association.)





CHAPTER TWO:

How Did Big Government

become Big Medicine?

One reason why government intervention has grown to such an

extent is because of a decidedly ambiguous attitude toward regu-

lation on the part of physicians.

This may seem counterintuitive. After all, the American Medical

Association (AMA) emerged as a powerful force in the twentieth

century by defeating plans for nationalized health insurance.

However, the AMA and state medical organizations have less pub-

licly advocated another goal—to protect the physician’s place at

the center of health care arrangements.14

It is easy to understand why so many good physicians would be

hostile to third-party payers. Many doctors do not want to be

given a choice between being employees of large, for-profit orga-

nizations, or being forced into large group practices to attract

business. “The dislike of physicians for ‘socialized medicine’ is

well known,” writes historian Paul Starr. “But their distaste for

corporate capitalism in medical practice was equally strong.”15

Thus, physicians organized to pass restrictive laws that prevented

the “corporate practice of medicine,” such as prepaid lodge,

union, and tenement doctors, many of these early forms of man-

aged care. They also sought government licensure of both physi-

cians and medical schools, restricting the supply of caregivers and

turning what was a once low-paying profession into a profession

of high status and high income. In many ways, physicians have
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often acquiesced or even abetted the growth of government inter-

vention in health care.

An even greater source of government intervention in health care

is the ambition of social planners. The history of health care in

recent decades is largely the history of social planners intervening

to undo the unintended consequences of their earlier interven-

tions. When it comes to health care policy, social planners have

never taken to heart the Hippocratic Oath, “First, do no harm.”

Too many or not enough?

Consider the history of public policy and hospitals. In 1946, Presi-

dent Harry Truman signed the Hospital Survey and Construction

Act, known as the Hill-Burton Act, which has since pumped $4.6

billion of federal taxpayer money into the building of non-profit

hospitals. In exchange for a federal subsidy, these hospitals were

obliged to provide charity care for the destitute (an early attempt

to provide a national safety net).16

All of this, of course, cost money; so later government planners

decided that America had the opposite problem—too many hospi-

tals and too much high-tech equipment. So Congress passed a law

giving planners more power over the approval of new hospitals

and expansions of current hospitals. In 1974, the federal govern-

ment cracked down on costs even more with a Certification of

Need (CON) mandate as part of the National Health Planning and

Resources Development Act. These measures have been utter fail-

ures at cost control.17

The federal government’s right foot on the gas, left foot on the

brake approach to health planning wasn’t limited to hospitals. In

the 1950s and 1960s, government planners projected a physician

shortage and proceeded to pump billions of dollars into medical

schools. By the 1980s, planners perceived that the problem was

that the United States had too many doctors.18

President Clinton’s 1993 health care plan sought to increase the

number of general practitioners relative to specialists (a fine-tun-
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ing that managed care is already able to achieve in the market-

place). In the Balanced Budget Act of 1997, Congress devoted

taxpayer money to pay hospitals to reduce the number of physi-

cians they train.19

Incredibly, while the government restricts the numbers of special-

ists, it is still subsidizing specialist training to the tune of $6 bil-

lion a year. “It is somewhat numbing to think that we need a

government program to correct the ‘problem’ of specialist over-

supply that itself is the result of another government program,”

writes health economist David Dranove. “In such ways, one regu-

latory program begets another.”20

State edicts

State legislators, too, have been eager to impose their vision on

health care. Upset with variation in the market among health

insurance policies, states have mandated that each policy must

cover a host of procedures.

The unintended consequence of such mandates is to increase the

cost of insurance. How does government react? The very same

politicians who fomented this crisis create new government pro-

grams to regulate health care even more or expand mandated cov-

erage.

Consider the Health Maintenance Act of 1973, which mandated

that employers of more than 25 people must offer their employees

at least one health maintenance organization (HMO) option.21

Measures like these, well intentioned as many of them are, have

driven up costs and forced many middle-aged workers into unem-

ployment, with a corresponding lack of health care coverage.

Thus the logic of intervention continues, one solution begetting

one crisis after another—until breakdown, forcing the entire sys-

tem to become government run.
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CHAPTER THREE:

How is Washington Responding

to Health Care Now?

“Politics is the art of looking for trouble, finding it ev-
erywhere, diagnosing it incorrectly, and applying the
wrong remedies.”
—Groucho Marx

Washington policymakers are bipolar when it comes to health

policy.

Consider the issue of prescription drugs. One the one hand,

policymakers applaud prescription drugs, as they should. After

all, properly used pharmaceuticals save health care purchasers

money and improve the lives of patients. And policymakers view

pharmaceuticals as so important that they are willing to spend bil-

lions of taxpayer dollars to include them in the government-run

Medicare program.

Washington’s other personality views the issue a bit differently.

While never disputing the importance or value of the product, it

attacks the industry that produces it as greedy. It seeks to pass

laws and regulations that would make it legal to import

pharmaceuticals from Canada and directly regulate the purchase

price of drugs, which would cripple the industry and prevent it

from producing the next generation of life-enhancing drugs.

Washington is also often at odds with itself over what the central

problem with health care is. When economic times are good, as
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they were in the late 1990s, policymakers become critically con-

cerned with ensuring quality by passing regulations.

The Patients’ Bill of Rights (PBR), which actually passed both

houses of Congress in 2001 but was never signed into law, is an

example of this concern. This bill, which may be reintroduced at

some point, provides an excellent example of policymakers’ urge

to regulate and control health care, replacing the informal evolu-

tion of the market with dictates of central planners. If ultimately

successful, the PBR will mark another round of expansion of the

federal government into private health care.

Like most other government efforts in health care, this bill works

against its purported goals. The House bill, for example, declares,

“Congress finds that continually increasing the complex Govern-

ment regulation of the health care delivery system has proven

ineffective in restraining costs and is itself counterproductive in

fulfilling its purposes and detrimental to the care of patients.”22

That declaration is attended, however, by 237 pages worth of new

regulations.

Such regulation doesn’t come cheap. If passed into law, the bill’s

costs will be passed on to those who purchase private insurance.

The Congressional Budget Office estimates that the PBR alone

would increase premiums by 4.1 percent over what they other-

wise would be. The result will be another 1.2 million Americans

who would find their employers no longer able to afford to offer

them medical insurance.23

In times of economic downturn, Washington’s focus shifts to the

issue of the uninsured. That’s the current case and the reason why

the PBR is on the back burner.

Part of Washington’s bi-polar condition stems from the views of

the two political parties. Democrats, in general, favor government

regulation while Republicans, with many, many exceptions,

espouse a more free-market orientation.
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The 2004 presidential race bears this out. Democratic presidential

nominee John Kerry offers a $1 trillion plan that puts the taxpayer

on the hook for paying the preponderance of medical claims of

more than $50,000. In return, he would demand that employers

offer health insurance to all of their workers, regardless of

employment tenure or number of hours worked.

The health care agenda pursued by the Bush administration and

some Congressional leaders is centered on increasing the role of

private markets and market mechanisms in health care. The idea

is that by reducing regulations and, therefore, reducing the price

of insurance, more Americans will be able to afford it.

An excellent example of this agenda in action is the Health Sav-

ings Accounts, HSAs, which passed as part of the Medicare Pre-

scription Drug Improvement and Modernization Act of 2003,

signed by President Bush on December 8, 2003. This legislation

promises to extend prescription drug benefits to Medicare recipi-

ents in 2006. HSAs are totally tax-free savings accounts in which

individuals can accumulate money to pay out-of-pocket medical

expenses not covered by health insurance plans.

Unlike health insurance, money contributed to HSAs is not “use it

or lose it” by nature. Any money not used in one year can be kept

in the account, earning interest or market returns, for use in the

future. HSAs, when combined with high-deductible insurance

policies, promise to be an excellent choice for many Americans.

In addition to tax-free HSAs, President Bush proposed in his 2004

State of the Union address that the actual premium of cata-

strophic insurance policies should be tax deductible, provided

that it accompanies an HSA. The president also called for refund-

able tax credits of $1,000 per individual and $3,000 per family to

help low income Americans purchase health insurance.

In addition, the president has endorsed Association Health Plans,

an arrangement that would allow small businesses to band

together to obtain access to more favorable insurance rates.
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CHAPTER FOUR:

What is a Third-party Payer—

and What’s So Bad About It?

“If you think health care is expensive now, wait until
you see what it costs when it’s free.”
—P.J. O’Rourke

“I doubt that a single doctor I have seen over the last 10 years

would know me if he or she fell over me in the street, including

my current ‘primary-care physician’ whom I’ve probably seen six

or seven times over the past two years,” a woman wrote to the New

York Times medical columnist, Jennifer Steinhauer. “I don’t get the

feeling the doctors care one whit about me as an individual.”24

At one time, private health insurance in the United States was pri-

marily a fee-for-service model. Americans chose their doctors, and

trusted them to determine the best course of care. For those who

were privately insured, the patient’s health insurance company

paid the majority of the cost. The doctor-patient relationship con-

stituted the core of this US health care system, a system that was

deemed by many as among the best in the world.

However, for third-party payers the system was less than ideal,

both for politicians watching health care costs gobble up

Medicare/Medicaid budgets, and for employers watching health

insurance costs. By the end of the 1970s, General Motors was

complaining that it sent larger annual checks to its health care

providers than it did to US Steel, its largest supplier.25
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Both government and companies responded by placing limits on

providers—and directly interfering in the practice of medicine. In

Medicare, this meant clamping down on price controls and failing

to update benefit packages. Medicare recipients, for example, have

just recently secured limited coverage for prescription drugs, even

though drugs are a critical component in the health care system.

In the private sector, managed care emerged to systematically

organize patient care and control costs. The result in both cases

was the deterioration of the doctor-patient relationship. Payers,

after all, insisted on a say. And, since he who pays the piper calls

the tune, they got it.

The result was that many of the 177 million Americans with pri-

vate, employer-sponsored insurance found themselves pushed

into managed care.26 Employers—the payers—chose to limit their

employees’ options in exchange for lower costs. As a rule, people

are generally happy with their choices, even difficult ones, as long

as those choices are truly theirs. But all of a sudden, Americans

were told they could no longer see their doctor because he wasn’t

on a managed care list, or they couldn’t go straight to a specialist as

they had in years past, but first had to see a primary-care doctor.

By 2000, 163 million Americans—92 percent of those with

employer-sponsored health insurance—were enrolled in some

form of managed care.27 Dissatisfaction escalated and a wave of

complaints followed.

There is no systematic evidence that managed care has reduced

the overall quality of US health care.28 It is clear, however, that

managed care limits patients’ choices and, at some level, rations

care. And in a country as large as the United States, this inevitably

produces more than a handful of horror stories.

Middle America’s anxiety about health care once centered on

whether people would lose insurance in an economic downturn.

In the 1990s, with health maintenance organization horror stories

gaining attention, Americans started shifting their primary worry

from being uninsured, to the fear that their insurance would fail

to provide them with coverage they might need. When asked
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about HMOs in a national poll

conducted in 2001, slightly more

than half had an unfavorable opin-

ion of them.29

The problem remains that the

largest customers in the US

health care market are not the

ultimate consumers, the people

who must bear the marginal

costs. The largest customers are

third-party payers—employers

and insurance companies. Added

to these ranks are the federal and

state governments that provide

health care for 71 million Ameri-

cans, including some “dou-

ble-dippers” who receive both

employer plans and government

programs.

Having third parties make so

many purchasing decisions

reduces the ability of consumers

to call the shots. In a normal market, unhappiness with

third-party agents would prompt many consumers to find other

competitive providers. Not so in health care. The strong gravita-

tional pull of the tax code influences the purchase of health insur-

ance by employers. (After all, if you could cut your grocery bill in

half by funneling the purchase through an employer, you might

rely on them to buy your food as well.)

Employers, on the other hand, understand that health insurance

is a part of their employees’ total compensation package. It’s good

business to purchase health insurance for employees because it’s

a pre-tax purchase and group coverage can often be bought at a

lower price than an individual policy. Employees have come to

expect it as a part of the job, and some employers use health cov-

erage to entice new workers to their firm. But the disadvantages of

this system are beginning to outweigh the advantages.
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In March 2001, Dr. Donald

Palmisano, a trustee of the

American Medical Association,

told a congressional committee of

a case in which a man died of

stomach cancer after failing for

two and a half years to get his

insurance company to pay for the

treatment the company’s own

physician recommended. (Source:

Donald J. Palmisano, “Statement

of the American Medical

Association to the Committee on

Energy and Commerce

Subcommittee on Health,” United

States House of Representatives,

March 15, 2001.)



Americans expect salary increases as well as medical insurance,

yet a dollar spent on insurance premium increases is a dollar that

cannot go toward a raise. The two are in direct competition, espe-

cially in recession years like 2001. The incentives of third-party

payment, which give patients little reason to choose services or

providers on the basis of cost, will continue to drive such

increases.
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CHAPTER FIVE:

Is Managed Care Good or Bad?

As is often the case, popular culture delivered the verdict on

Health Maintenance Organizations, the most restrictive, and for a

time promising, form of what is known as managed care. “F***

HMOs. Bastard pieces of s***,” exclaimed actress Helen Hunt

portraying a single mother in the 1997 movie As Good as It Gets. A

nonplussed doctor replies to the apologetic Hunt, “It’s okay.

Actually, I think that’s their technical name.” Theater audiences

erupted into applause.

In 2002, Denzel Washington starred in a movie whose entire

script was written to attack the penny-pinching practices of

HMOs. In the movie John Q, a working man, played by Washing-

ton, holds an emergency room hostage in order to get a heart

transplant for his seriously ill son. Like the rationing by queue in

Canada, managed care has produced its share of horror stories.

Ian Malone, a Washington State infant born with brain damage,

was initially denied coverage for his care by his family’s HMO,

which suggested that his parents should give Ian up for adoption

in order to get coverage.30 These stories, trumpeted in newspa-

pers and on television newsmagazine shows, have been a cause of

anxiety for Americans.

Nothing new

Forms of managed care have a history as long as formal medicine

in the United States—and they’ve been under attack by some
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organized interest the entire time. “America’s romance with the

health maintenance organization reflects all the contradictions

inherent in the US health care system,” write the editors of Health

Affairs, the preeminent journal of health policy. “They want to

eliminate waste, yet they bristle at mandatory preauthorization of

care. They have high-quality, proven health care treatment, yet

they reject practice guidelines issued by insurers.”31

Managed care first emerged in the early twentieth century as

industrialization and urbanization presented new challenges to be

solved by entrepreneurial organizations. Industrialization meant

large numbers of individuals were often working in acci-

dent-prone environments and employers responded by hiring

doctors to keep employees healthy. “In 1930,” notes Pulitzer

Prize-winning historian Paul Starr, “these programs covered an

estimated 540,000 workers in mining and lumbering and approxi-

mately 530,000 railway employees.”32

In densely populated cities, fraternal societies and lodges were

paying hard-pressed doctors, who were in ample supply since gov-

ernments had not yet restricted medical education, as little as

$2.00 per member annually to take care of people who got sick.33

This is a classic story of bottom-up capitalism. Families were will-

ing to pay a modest, predictable sum of money to ensure that

should a member need care in the future, they wouldn’t face

crushing bills. Many physicians, who were hungry for patients,

were more than willing to strike such bargains. More established

doctors, however, feared the competition and called on govern-

ments to do something about it. The result was a steady march of

increasing income.

HMOs, from their earliest form to their remnants today, exist to

address two issues central to health care. First, they offer insur-

ance, and offered informal insurance long before the formal indus-

try existed. HMOs also serve to coordinate and deliver cost

effective care. In its early forms, this often meant housing doctors

on large industrial work projects. More recently, it meant dealing

with a major flaw in the US health care environment: the
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third-party-payer system that renders both patients and doctors

completely insensitive to the cost of health care services.

Government loves me; it loves me not

Governments in the United States also have a love-hate relation-

ship with HMOs. State governments, at the behest of organized

medicine, outlawed early forms of HMOs. Yet a few decades later,

national policymakers became infatuated with them. Facing the

threat of nationalized health insurance, the federal government

subsidized, and all but mandated, what the states for so long had

used the law to prevent.

The Health Maintenance Act of 1973 established government

subsidies for the creation of non-profit HMOs, with the integrated

Kaiser, which wasn’t subsidized, as the model. It also mandated

that employers of more than 25 employees offer employees at

least one HMO option.34

In its modern form, managed care emerged to control costs by

placing limits on both health care providers and consumers, at the

behest of the buyers. On the supply side, managed-care compa-

nies attempt to keep costs in line by rationalizing care, which in

practice means negotiating lower fees with physicians and hospi-

tals, shifting risks to doctors, and managing provider networks

that limit consumer choice of providers and hospitals.

On the demand side, managed care clamps down on patients in

more subtle ways. Even while companies work to reduce the

out-of-pocket expense for individuals, they seek to raise the

non-monetary costs of using expensive care. They do this primar-

ily by requiring patients to see a primary care doctor first, who will

then coordinate all specialty care.

As the cost of health insurance became an important issue in the

1980s and 1990s, employers and policymakers again turned to the

HMOs for help. At the start of the 1980s, there were fewer than

100 HMOs in existence. Five years later, more than 500 HMOs

were open for business.35 In 2001, there were 531 HMOs.36 By
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2000, 163 million Americans—92 percent of those with

employer-sponsored health insurance—were enrolled in some

form of managed care.37

Managed care has delivered mixed results. It has certainly kept

costs lower than what they otherwise would have been. From

1994 to 1997, average health benefit costs remained roughly con-

stant, a remarkable achievement.38 Health care economist David

Dranove estimates that managed care reduced health care spend-

ing in 2000 alone by $300 billion compared to what was estimated

in 1993 by the Congressional Budget Office.39 That’s a savings of

nearly $2,000 per privately insured American.

There is little evidence that it has done so, in the aggregate, at the

expense of quality. “Each month’s new studies generally confirm

what many have already concluded,” writes Dranove. “Namely,

that the quality of care in [managed care organizations] is compa-

rable to that under traditional indemnity insurance.”40

However, polls show that managed care has taken a toll on physi-

cians, who, over the decade of its emergence, showed declines in

professional satisfaction. “Physicians showed the most dissatis-

faction with their professional autonomy, amount of leisure time

available, and with the time available to spend with patients,”

reports a Reuters Health wire story.41 And as the $300 billion a year

reduction in health spending would indicate, they’re frustrated

with having to accept lower incomes. “In 1986 about 75 percent of

the physicians said that they were satisfied or very satisfied with

their total earnings,” Dr. Dana Gelb Safran told Reuters Health. “In

1997, that number dropped to 55 percent.” 42

Under attack

The 1990s rush to HMOs spurred a predictable backlash, once

again. As a booming economy shifted the central health care con-

cern from the uninsured to the quality of care for those who had

insurance, an unholy coalition of doctors, patient advocates, and

trial lawyers attacked the industry on multiple fronts. HMOs

found themselves on the defensive in court and in statehouses.
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On the national level, Congress debated the Patients’ Bill of

Rights, which, if it were to become law, would eviscerate the

HMO business model. Most important, the market moved away

from HMOs. Employers, the largest purchaser of health insur-

ance, shifted away from HMOs, just as they shifted from tradi-

tional indemnity insurance a decade earlier.

In 2003, only 24 percent of people covered by employer-pur-

chased insurance were in HMOs. The less restrictive Preferred

Provider Organization (PPO) had emerged as the insurance orga-

nizational form of choice, increasing from 11 percent of covered

individuals in 1988 to 54 percent in 2003.43

“Today the conventional contents of the managed care ‘tool-

box’—most notably, aggressive utilization management, selective

contracting with caregivers, and financial incentives to physicians

to limit care—play much less prominent roles in health insurance

business strategy than they did in the mid-1990s,” write profes-

sors M. Gregg Bloche and David M. Studdert. “Americans with

health insurance have more freedom to choose among doctors

and hospitals and to obtain costly tests and treatments.”44
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CHAPTER SIX:

Why Can’t We Get the Best

Health Care at the Best Prices?

The problems created by government intervention, coupled with

the distorting effects of the tax code on health care, are two great

sources for individuals and doctors in the private market. “This

fundamentally irrational system is designed for conflict and tur-

moil, for political posturing and lawsuits,” writes Lawrence Mirel,

the District of Columbia’s commissioner for insurance and securi-

ties. “It’s definitely not designed for providing the best health care

at the best prices.”45

The very nature of prepaid medicine prompts people to overuse

health care services. The federal tax subsidy makes health care

inexpensive compared to other goods and services, and that alone

would cause Americans to demand more of it even without the

third-party payment system. Throw in the third-party payer fac-

tor—and require that medicine must be purchased in advance

each year—and demand goes through the roof.

What do we mean by a system of prepaid medicine? To fully

understand the negative effects of the current prepaid system, it is

necessary to also appreciate that the term “medical insurance” is a

bit of misnomer.

“The general definition of an ‘insurable event’—from traffic acci-

dents to tornadoes—is something that is first, unlikely to happen;

second, will come without warning; and, third, is not something

that the person who is insured wants to happen,” notes Mirel.
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“That definition applies to such catastrophic health events as seri-

ous illness or injury. But it does not apply to routine health main-

tenance.”46

Homeowners’ insurance covers fires, trees collapsing on roofs,

and other similarly large events. Automobile insurance covers

major dents, broken glass, and total wrecks. But what travels

under the name of health insurance in the United States has

expanded to cover just about everything, including the routine,

the predictable, and the easily affordable. It’s as if automobile

insurance paid for the 3,000-mile oil change and the 30,000-mile

tune up, or if homeowners’ insurance paid to replace burnt out

light bulbs and repair leaky faucets.

Milton Friedman cautions that there is no such thing as a free

lunch. By lowering the price, insurance increases the amount of

services and products purchased. This, in turn, creates new dis-

tortions, as the largest portion of the cost is paid in a lump sum

premium regardless of how many services someone uses.

Visits may or may not require a token co-payment, set at a flat fee,

or, under traditional indemnity insurance, a percentage of the

total costs. Patients are thus extremely desensitized to the cost of

any service they receive. “People think a doctor’s office visit costs

less than a haircut, which is frightening,” says Ryan Levin of Des-

tiny Health in Oak Brook, Illinois. “Because they think it’s so cheap,

they’re less concerned about whether to utilize care or not.”47

This system drives up costs. The increase in costs, in turn, forces

managed-care companies to issue edicts that compromise the

doctor-patient relationship. Rising costs also push more people

into managed care, while ultimately increasing the numbers of

Americans who are uninsured.

Such overuse drives double-digit cost increases. In response,

insurance companies can only:

• pass on the costs in the form of premium increases,

• attempt to reduce the fees they pay providers,

• or work to limit the services they offer enrollees.
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The first option, raising premiums, exacerbates the problem of

the uninsured, as both businesses and individuals obey the law of

supply and demand—resulting in less insurance purchased as

prices increase.

Health care actuary Mark Litow estimates that each one percent

increase in health insurance premiums, over and above normal

trends, increases the uninsured rate by 0.3 percent.48

Annual out-of-pocket health care only costs the uninsured $241,

according to a recent study by Yale economist Bradley Herring.

Two-thirds of the cost of care consumed by the uninsured is

essentially donated.49 Many people simply won’t buy health

insurance if it’s too expensive. So when premiums are raised, we

see a rise in the level of the uninsured.

The second option, controlling costs by reducing fees, is like

squeezing a balloon—the costs will only “pop out” somewhere

else, in the form of reduced care or limited choices.

The third option, controlling costs by limiting care, forces

patients to first see a primary-care doctor, who then coordinates

all specialty care. This is meant to actively discourage people from

coming to the doctor’s office; in effect, it is a form of rationing.

Like Canada’s single-payer system, it pushes some costs onto

other parties. Physicians, for example, bear the burden of

increased bureaucracy and paperwork. Patients are forced to

spend time asking permission of “gatekeepers” before they can

turn to specialists.

The American public, at least for now, has rejected the most

restrictive forms.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:

What’s Wrong with Tying

Health Care to Jobs?

“We have become so accustomed to employer-provided medical

care that we regard it as part of the natural order,” said economist

and Noble laureate Milton Friedman. “Yet it is thoroughly illogi-

cal.”50

It is important to remember that private health insurance is not

the same as a free market in health insurance or health care. In a

free market, buyers and sellers, including corporations, unions,

and mutual benefit societies, would be at liberty to strike bargains

for any number of health care arrangements. This is not the case

in the United States today.

Sixty-three percent of Americans are covered by private,

employer-based insurance. When individuals who are enrolled in

government health insurance programs are excluded from the

pool, this number jumps to 74 percent.51

However, despite the rising dissatisfaction with managed care, it

is important to remember that most people are relatively content

with their private insurance. For four years running, two-thirds of

respondents to a Harris Poll have given their current plan an A or

B grade, and would recommend it to a friend or family member.52

Indeed, it is the satisfaction with private arrangements that has

repeatedly frustrated efforts for universal health insurance.
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Remember the “Harry and Louise” television spots that won the

debate against the Clintons’ attempt to create national health care

in 1993? They informed people that the Clinton plan might force

them to give up their private arrangements.

Still, despite a relatively high level of satisfaction, the fact remains

that the current structure of the private health care marketplace

produces a distorted outcome that is fueling growing consumer

anger among some of the insured, while swelling the ranks of the

uninsured.

As illogical as it seems to academics, the linkage between employ-

ment and health care makes some sense to average working peo-

ple. It provides extensive coverage, since most Americans live in a

household where at least one person is working. Employers tend

to hire healthy people. When there are large pools of healthy peo-

ple, the risks associated with those who are major users of the

health care system, are spread out.

But there is a downside to using the tax code to push health insur-

ance. First, there are issues of fundamental fairness. By making

medical insurance cheaper for individuals employed by third par-

ties, it becomes more expensive for the unemployed and students,

who must use after-tax dollars to purchase care.

The health care paradox

Assuming a marginal tax rate of 40 percent, a person without

employer-provided health insurance must earn $1.67 to buy $1 of

health insurance.53

Employers spent, on average, $3,713 per employee enrolled in

HMOs in 2000 and an additional $300 for those who chose less

restrictive Preferred Provider Organizations (PPOs).54 But an

individual would have to earn more than $6,000 to purchase the

same health care plan.

Looking at it from the opposite direction, people can cut their per-

sonal cost of health insurance by almost one-half by having their
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employers purchase it for them. The federal tax subsidy for

employer-based health insurance is worth $110 billion a year—

perhaps the largest single distortion in the US health care system.55

Artificially lower costs lead to the fundamental problem with US

health insurance. “(Medical insurance) contains a built-in contra-

diction,” writes Lawrence Mirel. “The insurance system works

best when the fewest people use it (i.e., make claims); the health-

care system works best when the most people use it (i.e., get check-

ups and tests and vaccinations). The goals are incompatible.”56

This contradiction produces a paradox—the reason health care is

so expensive in the United States is because it’s so cheap. “The

irony,” note economists John Goodman and Gerald Musgrave in

their book, Patient Power: Solving America’s Health Care Crisis, “is

that health care costs are rising because, for individual patients,

medical care is cheap, not expensive.”57

Thus, the economics of an employment-based health insurance

system fuel the crisis of the uninsured. Since 1987, there have

never been fewer than 31 million uninsured Americans.58 Studies

of the uninsured have found that roughly four out of five have jobs

(usually very low paying employment), or are part of a family

where there is at least one working member.59 Two out of three

belong to families with incomes less than $50,000.60

Health insurance is a take-it-or-leave-it proposition—and some

decide to leave it. An employer typically offers a plan of its choos-

ing and often requires that employees must pay a set amount out

of their income toward the premium. The employee’s share of the

premium can be significant and is likely to increase from year to

year. Low-income workers, particularly if they are young and

healthy, may feel they are better off keeping this money as income

and forgoing the insurance coverage.

An even bigger problem is coverage for family members. Many

employers require employees to pay the full cost of coverage for

dependents from their salaries. In 2002, the average annual

worker contribution for employee-only coverage was $454, but it

was $2,084 for family coverage.61
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Double dipping

Dual-income families present a special dilemma.

A family where both spouses work can obtain coverage from two

insurance policies without paying out-of-pocket toward the

cost—a great deal for the family. But having two sources of insur-

ance coverage is extremely inefficient. One hundred percent cov-

erage of medical events leads to over-consumption of health care,

which results in higher premiums in future years. As a result,

these costs are passed on in the form of higher premiums for

one-earner families, and ultimately higher costs for everyone.

Health-insurance coverage is also concentrated among workers in

large firms. Ninety-nine percent of firms with 200 or more work-

ers offered health insurance in 2002, against only 61 percent of

firms with fewer than 200 workers.62

There are two main reasons for this disparity. First, large employ-

ers have enough workers that they can self-insure their benefits.

This allows them to escape state regulations and mandates and

instead be subject to the less bureaucratic federal Employee

Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA). While self-insuring

shifts the risk to the employer, it also enables companies to offer

coverage at a lower cost.

Second, states often heap additional regulations on to the small

group market, usually defined as businesses with 50 or fewer

workers. As a result, small group policies in many states have

higher premiums per person than individual policies.

Other factors may lead small businesses to forgo health insur-

ance. Small companies are more likely to employ low-wage work-

ers for which health insurance premiums represent a larger

percentage of compensation. When insurance premiums rise at a

faster rate than wages, this disproportionately affects the compen-

sation of low-wage workers.

Small businesses that can’t afford to see employee compensation

rise by large amounts will tend to react by dropping insurance cov-
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erage. Also, minimum-wage workers are shut out from receiving

health insurance on the job because the law specifies that they

must receive their compensation as wages.

Due to the nature of employer-sponsored health insurance, the

tax subsidy for the wealthiest workers (those with annual

incomes greater than $100,000) averages $2,780 per worker,

while the subsidy for low-income workers ranges from zero to

only a few hundred dollars per worker.63 Americans with incomes

greater than $100,000 account for 14 percent of the population

yet garner more than a quarter of the total tax subsidy. In contrast,

the nearly six in 10 families with incomes of less than $50,000 a

year enjoy just under 29 percent of the total value of the tax sub-

sidy.64 This disparity contributes to the large number of

low-income workers who do not have any health insur-

ance—hardly the outcome expected from “liberal” social policy.

Remarkably, many of the same people who proclaim the plight of

the uninsured as a national shame will turn around and ardently

defend adding new mandates to employment-based health insur-

ance. They should realize that adding new mandates expands the

ranks of the unemployed and uninsured. They should also realize

that the employer-sponsored model made more sense when

households typically had one breadwinner who tended to remain

with one company over his or her entire career. It makes much

less sense today, in a world where individuals change jobs often

and families are composed of two earners, each of whom may take

time out of the workplace at some time over a working career.
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CHAPTER EIGHT:

Is There a Better Way Than

Employer-sponsored Health Care?

Employer-sponsored health care may soon undergo the same sort

of changes that have come to retirement savings. For much of the

twentieth century, workers relied on administratively complex,

defined-benefit pensions—those that pay employees a set per-

centage of their pre-retirement income for life. Over the last two

decades, these have slowly given way to defined-contribution

401(k) accounts that individuals continue to own after they leave

a job.

These plans are so popular that the AFL-CIO union opposed

401(k) reforms in 2002 in the wake of the Enron debacle because

its members were concerned the reforms would impinge on their

freedoms.65 A similar transformation is beginning to take place in

the health insurance sector.

The tax exclusion of employer-sponsored health insurance consti-

tutes a large government distortion in the health care market-

place. As we’ve seen, at the federal level alone, this tax break is

expected to total almost $140 billion in 2002.66

Ideally, the government would not introduce any tax distortions

into consumption decisions, be it prodding individuals to pur-

chase a house or employers to purchase health insurance for

employees.
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One solution is to remove these tax distortions and put all indi-

viduals on level ground when making major decisions about what

mix of goods and services to purchase and consume. But here real-

ity must intrude: Taking away tax incentives is disruptive for indi-

viduals and industries.

If the federal tax subsidy to employers were eliminated, MIT econ-

omist Jonathan Gruber estimates that 22 million Americans

would lose their employer-provided coverage, a 50- percent boost

in the numbers of US residents who are uninsured.67

We must bow to reality and work within the framework of the

existing system. The goal must be to implement reforms that

increase affordability. Two reforms that would achieve this are

Association Health Plans and extending a full tax break to individ-

uals who purchase health insurance.

Association Health Plans, which President Bush endorsed in his

2003 State of the Union Address, would allow large, non-

employer based groups, such as lodges, trade associations, and

religious organizations, to sponsor group health plans. In addi-

tion, small employers could band together to form large groups

and secure lower premiums. Extending full deductibility to indi-

vidual health insurance purchases, another reform that President

Bush endorsed, would make such plans more affordable.
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CHAPTER NINE:

So What is the Solution?

The solutions to the problems with the US health care system

could be improved enormously by extending favorable tax treat-

ment to individuals and families regardless of whether or not they

have employment-based health insurance. This removes the bias

towards job-based insurance, and makes health insurance more

attractive to individual purchasers.

Government, after all, is already heavily involved in subsidizing

health care. Of the nation’s health care bill, valued at $1.42 trillion

in 2001, the share that was financed by taxes, either through gov-

ernment programs or through the tax exclusion for

employer-sponsored insurance, is estimated to be close to 56 per-

cent,68 or roughly $850 billion in 2001.

At this point, the question is no longer whether governments

should subsidize the purchase of health insurance, but how?

Dr. Stuart Butler of the Heritage Foundation has fleshed out the

details of a remedy. His idea is to transform gradually the tax

exclusion into a refundable tax credit that can be used by all to

purchase any type of insurance policy.69 Employees could con-

tinue to receive health insurance through their employers if they

wished; and for those people, the shift from the tax exclusion to a

refundable tax credit would occur gradually.

For Americans without employer-sponsored insurance, however,

the new refundable tax credit would provide a significant new

subsidy, allowing them to purchase a policy on their own or by
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joining a group to purchase a group insurance policy. And by pro-

viding a limited subsidy, the tax credit would also have the effect

of making people more prudent shoppers of health insurance.

There would no longer be an incentive to purchase prepaid medi-

cine, which would reduce costs by reducing unnecessary, overuse

of health care.

Most important to American consumers, they would have the

power to choose their own doctor and facilities.
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CHAPTER TEN:

How Did Medicare/Medicaid

Get So Big?

“Medicare is the worst health coverage that money can’t
even buy. If a company tried to sell it, the state insurance
department would shut it down.”
—Mike Leone, financial planner, Leone Financial Services

The irrationalities of the private insurance market are matched by

serious problems in the public sector. Americans need not look to

Canada to see the rationing and waiting lines that compulsory

government health insurance can create. Medicare and Medicaid

are bringing the same ills that afflict Canada to the US elderly and

poor.70

As if this were not bad enough, Medicare is the platform that

advocates of government health care hope to use in order to

expand government coverage to the entire US population. “The

answer is a single-payer system that covers everyone and more

efficiently uses the resources we allocate to health care,” writes

the former editor of the New England Journal of Medicine and current

lecturer at Harvard medical school, Marcia Angell. “This is tanta-

mount to extending Medicare to all Americans. Medicare is not

perfect, but it provides a uniform set of benefits to nearly every-

one who qualifies and it does so more efficiently than the private

employment-based system.”71

The Clinton administration sought to extend Medicare’s coverage

to people as young as 55.72 It is worth, then, paying close atten-

tion to both the history and current operation of Medicare—what
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it means for patients, physicians, and taxpayers—in order to

develop a fully informed view of what nationalized health care

would mean for the United States.

Far from showcasing the virtues of government health insurance,

the Medicare experience exhibits its problems, including an

inflexible and inadequate benefit package, inability to control

spending, and an increasingly uncertain, unfair, and burdensome

set of regulations on providers.

Medicare for the elderly and Medicaid for the poor were the fruits

of 60 years of political efforts, culminating in the passage of the

Mills Medicare Act in 1965. The act was also meant to be the first

significant step on a road that would end in universal government

health insurance.

The Socialist party first proposed government provision of sick-

ness insurance in 1904. Theodore Roosevelt, running for presi-

dent as a progressive, endorsed government-funded hospital

insurance in 1912, a period in which there was much academic

and policy agitation for the United States to follow Western

Europe’s lead and get the government involved in health care.73

After World War I and the Russian Revolution, the German and

Russian models became much more controversial. In 1935, a line

in the Social Security Act authorizing the Social Security Board to

study national health insurance caused an uproar.74 That didn’t

stop some in Congress from pushing for nationalized insurance.

Each year from 1939 to 1950 there were efforts to pass national

health insurance legislation. After a large push and equally large

failure in 1950, President Harry Truman and health insurance

advocates shifted to an incremental approach.75

They realized that if they got seniors—a sympathetic and politi-

cally potent constituency—covered first, they could build from

there. This “foot in the door” approach, as one advocate character-

ized it, 76 met with success a decade later in 1960, when Congress

passed the Kerr-Mills bill, which established a federal and state

program to extend taxpayer-financed medical insurance to

low-income seniors.
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Five years later, legislators passed the Mills Medicare Act, often

characterized as a three-layer cake. The first layer, Medicare Part

A, paid for some hospital expenses and was to be funded by a pay-

roll tax and a trust fund. The second was Medicare Part B, which

paid for physician services and was to be funded by a combination

of premiums and general tax revenue. The final layer was Medicaid,

a federal and state program to pay for hospital and physician ser-

vices for poor Americans. This third layer was supported by orga-

nized medicine, since it meant only new funding for new patients.

Today, all three layers of the Medicare/Medicaid cake are begin-

ning to collapse. In March 2004, the Medicare board of trustees

warned that the hospital insurance program’s trust fund might be

empty by the end of the next decade. The trustees warned that,

“The financial status of the fund has deteriorated significantly,

with asset exhaustion projected to occur in 2019 under current

law compared to 2026 in last year’s report.”77 As insurance, cer-

tainly, these programs leave much to be desired.

Sound insurance, as noted earlier, insures against unplanned

expenses too burdensome to pay out of pocket. Yet Medicare’s

hospital insurance has significant co-payments for the seriously

ill, and doesn’t cover any expenses after 150 days in the hospital.

Medicare Part B, although costly to the taxpayers at $154 billion

in 2003, and bureaucratically brutal on physicians with its thou-

sands of billing codes, doesn’t offer dental or eye care.

Sixty percent of seniors had private health insurance before

Medicare’s birth in 1965.78 While Medicare decimated this private

market, it didn’t do away with the need for specialized insurance.

In 1999, more than 25 percent of seniors had private Medigap

insurance, supplemental private insurance that pays for deduct-

ibles that Medicare does not cover and emergency medical

expenses abroad.79 Still, this doesn’t seem to limit health care

expenses. By 1987, seniors devoted the same proportion of their

income to health care as they had before Medicare was created.80

In 1999, the average Medicare beneficiary over age 65 was pro-

jected to spend $2,430 of his own money, or 19 percent of income,

on health care.81
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Nor are the benefits universal, as

Angell maintains.

“Whether Medicare will pay for,

or consider covered, the same

medical service for a patient may

depend on which side of the road,

or which side of the river, that

patient lives,” says health care

lawyer Timothy Blanchard. “Con-

sider this analogy: If (Medicare)

were responsible for interstate

highways, we would have a

national speed limit that went

something like ‘reasonable and necessary; fast enough but not too

fast,’ with authority delegated to each state to figure out what that

meant.”82

While Medicare doesn’t have a standard for medically necessary

care, that doesn’t stop bureaucrats from attempting to figure it

out on a case-by-case basis. Nor does it stop the bureaucrats from

punishing doctors when Medicare’s payment contractors feel the

doctors have violated the rules.

Bureaucratic control

Here, perhaps, is the greatest lesson in the unintended conse-

quences of social engineering. The day before President Lyndon

Johnson signed Medicare into law, the president assured repre-

sentatives of the American Medical Association that the new pro-

gram would not interfere in the doctor-patient relationship.

Today, Medicare routinely inserts itself between doctors and

patients, even when patients aren’t aware of it. It second guesses

doctors and binds them in red tape. What it decides it will or

won’t pay for often determines the care that seniors receive.

“There’s a blatant way, of course, that the Medicare bureaucracy,

or HCFA (now Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services), con-

trols what I do,” says Dr. William G. Plested, a thoracic and car-
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regulations—six times as many

as the very complex US tax

code—govern what is or is not

covered by Medicare. Even

then, decisions often come

down to what a bureaucrat

working for a local payment

contractor thinks is proper.



diovascular surgeon and an AMA trustee. “And that’s by covering

or not covering a particular service or operation.”83

Criminal diagnosis

Sometimes Medicare’s rules put physicians at risk of committing

what the bureaucracy considers fraud. Dr. Plested notes, for exam-

ple, that Medicare won’t pay for screening evaluations for elderly

individuals with cardiovascular disease. “In order for me to get that

patient covered for a thorough screening evaluation, I must state

that I think the patient has heart disease,” says Dr. Plested. “I am

then at risk of being charged with fraud and abuse, saying that I

think he has something just so he can be protected from some-

thing that can be easily found in a pre-operative evaluation.”84

The worry of being prosecuted for fraud and abuse is not an idle

one. In 1999, HCFA administrator Nancy-Ann DeParle announced

the discovery of $12.6 billion in improper Medicare payments, and

promised to crack down on it. The government has been doing so

by rewarding seniors who snitch on their doctors with 30 percent

of the recovered funds.

“It’s called whistle-blowing for fun and profit,” says attorney Rob-

ert Charrow.85 (Participating seniors, however, might be sur-

prised that these investigations open their private medical files to

public scrutiny.)

While there are certainly cases of fraud, there is little evidence to

suggest that it’s close to the $12.6 billion figure DeParle claimed.

The preponderance of these costs, it seems, are billing errors,

most of which are random and therefore may net out to much less

than the full amount. It’s also easy to see how doctors could make

an error, given the complexity of the system.

Administration on the cheap?

Single-payer advocates like Angell often claim that Medicare is

efficient. It only spends 2 percent of revenues on overhead—they
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are fond of citing—compared to figures as high as 20 percent for

managed-care plans.

This figure is misleading because it fails to account for the costs

that the system transfers to hospitals and physicians such as

Huntoon, who spends half of his time dealing with the Medicare

bureaucracy. It’s as if the IRS claimed the costs of our complicated

tax code were limited to the agency’s processing costs, neglecting

the hours that individuals and companies must spend complying

with the law.

A study by the consulting firm PricewaterhouseCoopers found

that for every hour hospital physicians devote to caring for a

Medicare patient, hospital administrators spend 30 minutes deal-

ing with Medicare paperwork.86 The ratio of time on patients to

time on paperwork jumps to one to one for emergency room care.87

Health care attorney Jonathan Emord reports that the solo and

small group practices he represents spend anywhere from a quar-

ter to half of their time on Medicare paperwork.88
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The Medicare system has over 7,000 billing codes. “You know

you’re in trouble in medicine today when there’s a code not only

for flatulence, but one for the guy standing downwind as well,”

said Dr. Lawrence Huntoon, a neurologist and president of the

American Association of Physicians and Surgeons. “There’s a

code for injury due to legal intervention by gas, a code for injury

from being pecked by a bird, a code for injury from prolonged

weightlessness, and a code for injury due to a fall from a

spacecraft, flagpole, or commode. There’s even a code for a

person sucked into a jet engine.”

(Source: Grace-Marie Arnett et al., “How Medicare Paperwork

Abuses Doctors and Harms Patients,” p. 7.)



One effect is to force physicians to join ever-larger practices to

spread out the administrative costs more efficiently over a larger

patient base. But even here, the figures can be staggering.

According to Physicians Man-

agement, an industry journal,

a group practice of 284 physi-

cians spent $130,000 to

$195,000 each month just on

the file dictation services

required to comply with

Medicare’s regulations.89

Missing the mark

Medicare’s legislative back-

ers projected the hospital

program would cost $9 bil-

lion in 1990. It actually cost

$66 billion in 1990.90 Last

year, the combined spending

for Medicare Parts A and B

was $245 billion.

The government’s effort to control costs has led to ever-increasing

meddling in medical practice, harming both patients and physi-

cians. It started, as President Lyndon Johnson promised the AMA,

by reimbursing hospitals and doctors on a cost-plus basis (the

costs being determined reasonable by the profession).91 But costs

soon far outstripped projections, so bureaucrats and health plan-

ners scratched their heads and came up with new, non-market

ways, to control costs.

Cost-saving measures pushed hospitals to economize on care, dis-

charge patients earlier, and in general discriminated against

sicker, harder-to-serve patients. One effect, notes Goodman and

Musgrave, is that fewer people died in hospitals while more died

in nursing homes.92 One effect that wasn’t achieved was cost

management.
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Medicare has decided that stroke

victims who are released to

nursing homes aren’t worth the

effort or cost of extensive physical

rehabilitation, Dr. Huntoon

notes, and must satisfy themselves

with whatever the facility

provides. And if they disagree,

there’s little they can do about it.

Under Medicare regulations, they

aren’t allowed to pay providers

extra money for better care.

(Source: Arnett et al., “How

Medicare Paperwork Abuses

Doctors and Harms Patients,” p. 5.)



From 1985 to 2001, total spending on Medicare Part A increased

from $48 billion to $143 billion. Medicare Part B, the program

that pays the physicians, is even more meddlesome than the Hos-

pital Insurance with its 7,000 billing codes. It requires extensive

and expensive record keeping. It operates under strict price con-

trols—controls it’s been ratcheting lower and lower, and controls

that essentially determine the care seniors get, whether they

know it or not.

Amazingly, physicians aren’t even allowed to treat Medicare

patients free of charge. “We decided that we were not going to

charge our Medicare patients,” says Dr. Joseph Marshall. “We

would see them free of charge. We’d fill out the forms, and that

would take care of that. I called up Medicare to confirm this. They

told me that if I was to do this, I was gong to be fined and/or end

up in prison. I said, ‘What?’ They

said, ‘You’re not allowed to do

that.’”93

Limited access

With the government having cut

physician fees 5.4 percent in 2002,

an increasing number of physi-

cians are choosing to limit how

many Medicare patients they will

see.

According to the American Acad-

emy of Family Physicians, 17 per-

cent of family doctors are refusing

to take new Medicare patients.94

One clinic in Kirkland, Washington, that Dr. Paul E. Buehrens

directs, is among the 17 percent of Medicare refusniks. Medicare

cut Dr. Buehrens a check for $60 for an office visit, $40 less than

the $100 it costs a doctor in his clinic to see the patient. Says Dr.

Buehrens, “Medicare is almost charity care.”95
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“I love my elderly patients,”

says Dr. Mark H. Krotowski, a

family doctor in Brooklyn, New

York. “But they are very sick.

They need a lot of attention, a lot

of medications, and a lot of time.

Medicare reimbursement has not

kept up with inflation or the cost

of providing care to the elderly.”

(Source: Robert Pear, “Doctors

Shunning Patients with

Medicare,” New York Times,

March 17, 2002.



CHAPTER ELEVEN:

What About the Condition

of Our Seniors?

No demographic group is more politically powerful than Ameri-

can senior citizens, and no demographic group makes greater use

of the health care system and the products of the pharmaceutical

industry. Their economic clout has increased over time.

In 1969, one in four seniors lived in poverty. That fell to one in

eight by 1999, and fewer than one in 10 by 2002.96 (Even these

figures overstate the current poverty rate among seniors. They

measure annual income but ignore stocks of wealth accumulated

in such things as houses and retirement accounts. In 2001, half of

US seniors were worth more than $176,000.)97 In contrast, the

poverty rate for Americans under the age of 18 stood at 16 percent

in 2002. One in 10 adults under the age of 65 lives in poverty.98

“Seniors did have increased medical expenses,” notes Business

Week writer Margaret Popper. “But that was offset by income

gains.”99 Despite their relative affluence, seniors get more legisla-

tive attention than the poor of all ages.

Seniors, stuck with a 1960s government benefit package, initially

warmed up to managed care, which provided a way to gain access

to services Medicare wouldn’t cover, such as prescription drugs

and eye care, often for less out-of-pocket expense. In exchange for

giving up some freedom of choice in doctors, seniors got addi-

tional services, a bargain that millions were pleased to strike. In

1990, three million seniors had signed up for managed care. By
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the end of the decade, the number had climbed to 6.3 million

seniors.100

Surveys showed that seniors like their Medicare HMOs, especially

when compared to the traditional system.101 Yet this system soon

started to unravel. The money the government was willing to pay

for senior care, managed-care companies complained, was insuffi-

cient to provide quality care and expanded services. Managed-care

companies started to drop Medicare contracts, affecting hundreds

of thousands of seniors each year.

By 2003, 2.4 million seniors had been involuntarily dropped from

their Medicare HMO.102 Many found themselves being pushed

back into the limited, and yet still expensive, traditional Medicare

program. “It totally destroys the continuity of medical care,” com-

plains Betty Schmidt, a California senior whose HMO left the

Medicare program.103

More recently, the government has increased the money it will

pay to HMOs for Medicare patients and companies are again

actively soliciting business. How long this will last is anyone’s

guess.
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CHAPTER TWELVE:

What’s Wrong with

Prescription-drug Coverage

for Seniors?

Until 2006, Medicare won’t pay for prescription drugs consumed

by patients at home. Even in 2006, seniors may be surprised at

what the new prescription drug benefit covers. The benefit is a

confusing jumble that few would purchase in the private market.

For an estimated premium of $35 a month, a senior faces an

annual deductible of $250 before the cost of any drugs will be cov-

ered. The benefit will then pay 75 percent of purchases from $250

to $2,250, then nothing at all until the beneficiary has purchased

$5,100 of product. At that point, a senior will have spent $420 on

the premium and $3,600 on drugs.

In other words, it operates like a prescription drug plan with a

$4,000 deductible!

Even before 2006, Medicare does, however, purchase prescription

drugs for seniors who are being treated in hospitals. Low-income

seniors can receive coverage for pharmaceuticals through

Medicaid. More than 1.5 million seniors receive subsidies for drug

purchases from state and local programs operated in 30 states.104

Like everything about Medicare and Medicaid, the drug program

operates on top-down mandates and orders. In 1990, Congress

passed a law mandating that pharmaceutical companies give
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Medicaid purchasers a 15.1 percent discount off the average

wholesale price of brand-name drugs.

Even with this deep discount, total costs to the government bud-

get continued to increase. The problem in the Medicaid program

is not the price at which governments purchase the drugs, but the

artificially low price at which beneficiaries get them. Facing only

small co-payments regardless of how expensive the drugs, con-

sumers have no incentive to shop for lower-priced alternatives.

Yet instead of restructuring the program to put consumer

self-interest to work, governments have attempted to solve the

problem of heavy-handed regulation with even more regulation.

And when this doesn’t work, state attorneys general have turned

to that most American of solutions—self-interested, profit-seek-

ing trial lawyers.

Largely due to Medicaid’s

drain on state budgets, pre-

scription drugs have

become a hot issue at the

state level. In 2002, more

than 180 bills dealing with

pharmaceuticals were con-

sidered by state legisla-

tures.105

They are sure to find that

whenever the tools are gov-

ernment mandates, the

results are the same—rationing and restrictions. For example,

Michigan is in the vanguard of states trying to deal with the

results of the perverse incentives of Medicaid—by implementing

more perverse incentives. To control its spending on drugs, Mich-

igan has created a state-approved “formulary” of drugs that it will

purchase for Medicaid patients.

Restricted formularies are clearly the future for state drug pro-

grams. Florida has a similar program and many other states are

considering them. California, Florida, and New Mexico are using
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On average, people who are 65 and

over spend less on pharmaceuticals

($884 per person in 2001) than they

do on entertainment ($1,067 per

person in 2001).

(Source: US Department of Labor,

Bureau of Labor Statistics, Consumer

Expenditure Survey, 2001, Table 3.)



the formularies as a tool to extract even greater discounts from

drug manufacturers. If drug manufactures don’t give another

“supplementary discount” over and above the 15.1 percent they

are already required to grant, state bureaucrats won’t include

their products on state-approved lists. So much for science and

best medical judgment driving medical decisions.

Despite their relative affluence, seniors are spending more money

on drugs and they don’t like it. It’s hard to blame them. Medicare

covers hospital and physician visits. It covers nursing home care

in certain instances. Why should it not provide coverage for pre-

scription drugs?

Spending on prescription drugs has been shown to reduce hospi-

talization and other health care expenses by several times

more.106 Thus, federal legislators have long promised seniors a

Medicare prescription drug benefit. On December 8, 2003, Con-

gress delivered with the benefit plan set to take effect in 2006.

While the availability of pharmaceuticals for seniors is good

health policy, the prescription drug benefit is a dangerous new

entitlement for several reasons.
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It’s not just the legislators who have targeted the pharmaceutical

industry. Trial lawyers, fresh off of their $208 billion dollar

payday from the tobacco industry, are once again joining with

state attorneys general, this time to target companies that make

people healthier. No fewer than 35 states are working together

to use the resources of the state to sue pharmaceutical companies.

While individual cases vary, the fundamental charge is that

companies have defrauded the states by falsely reporting the

average wholesale price, from which the mandated discounts

are computed.

(Source: Andrew Caffrey, Scott Hensley, and Russell Gold,

“States Go to Court in Effort to Rein in Costs of Medicine,”

Wall Street Journal, May 21, 2002.)



First, the Medicare program is already in extremely precarious

financial shape. Medicare spending represented 2.56 percent of

the nation’s gross domestic product (GDP) in 2002. This figure is

predicted to rise to 4.75 percent of GDP in 2030, and to continue

upward to 9.05 percent of GDP in 2075.107 Medicare (and the

other entitlement nightmare, social security) will crowd out other

spending by the federal government. Without reform, it will ulti-

mately lead to a Hobson’s choice between massive budget deficits

or substantial tax increases.

Even without a drug benefit, Medicare will consume 20 percent of

federal income tax revenues in 2026. If a drug benefit that pays 25

percent of beneficiaries’ drug costs were added, Medicare would

consume 24 percent of income tax revenue in 2026. If the drug

benefit pays 75 percent of drug costs, Medicare would consume

35 percent of income tax revenues in that year.108 This is new

spending for the government that displaces private spending.

Therefore, the government will have to increase revenue to

accomplish it.

Second, a Medicare prescription drug benefit would inevitably be

subject to price controls, which would severely jeopardize the

development of next-generation drugs. (Spending by the drug

industry on research and development, R&D, is closely linked to

its profits.)109 In 2003, the pharmaceutical industry spent 33 bil-

lion in R&D.110

Price controls on drugs for Medicare beneficiaries will also lead to

increased prices in the private sector. This was demonstrated

when Medicaid, the health care program for the poor, imposed

price controls on drugs. After a 1990 law mandated that Medicaid

recipients get the “best price,” manufacturers responded by

reducing their discounts to the private sector.111

However, because the prescription drug benefit does not become

effective until January 1, 2006, a coalition of health care organiza-

tions, including pharmaceutical companies and retail pharmacies,

announced in March 2004 the establishment of a Medicare-

approved drug discount card. The coalition offers low-income

Medicare beneficiaries immediate assistance in obtaining pre-
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scription medicines through the Centers for Medicare and

Medicaid Services (CMS). The new card program is called the U

Share Prescription Drug Discount Card (“U Share Card”) and it

went into effect in June 2004. It is sponsored and managed by

United Health Group.

This new program is designed to provide Medicare beneficiaries

with access to prescription drugs while at the same time main-

taining the integrity of the patient-physician and patient-pharma-

cist relationships that are at the heart of the US health care

delivery system. Such initiatives are important steps in preserving

the viability of the US pharmaceutical industry.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN:

Is There a Solution for Seniors?

The answer for seniors, as it is for the working insured and the

uninsured, is to redirect the existing government subsidy to pro-

vide consumers with a choice of privately-run health-insurance

plans. Americans under the age of 65 do not have to ask whether

drug benefits will be part of their health plan. Private sector health

plans long ago saw the value of prescription drugs for providing

cost-effective care and integrated them into their benefit offerings.

A model for providing seniors with a choice of health plans

already exists—Congress, congressional staff, and nearly all

employees of the federal government use it. This system is known

as the Federal Employees Health Benefits Program (FEHBP).

The FEHBP offers a menu of insurance plans to federal employ-

ees. There are 12 national fee-for-service insurance plans available

nationwide to any federal employee. Furthermore, there are six

national fee-for-service plans that enroll certain categories of fed-

eral workers. In addition, HMOs operate in many metropolitan

areas.

The result is that the FEHBP offers federal employees a much

greater choice of health plans than non-federal workers receive

under the employment-based health-insurance system.

A variation of a defined contribution, called “premium support”

finances the FEHBP. The government contributes 75 percent of

the premium for a plan, up to a maximum contribution of $2,842

for individual enrollees and $6,490 for families in 2003.112 Federal
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employees must pay the difference between the premium and the

government contribution. This gives employees an incentive to

shop for lower-priced plans.

In a similar way, we could give seniors a wider range of choices,

appropriate to their condition, while restraining costs.

One of the best kept secrets, at least from the media and

policymakers who continually talk of a drug cost “crisis” for low

income seniors, is that there are already programs, both spon-

sored by governments and private companies, that significantly

subsidize this group’s purchases of prescription drugs. American

seniors who are retired on incomes of less than 100 percent of the

poverty level and who have amassed few assets on which to live

are eligible for both Medicare by virtue of their age, and Medicaid

by virtue of their economic status. It is these seniors, roughly one

in six, for whom paying for prescription drugs is the greatest bur-

den.113 Thanks to a taxpayer-supported program, they are largely

relieved of this burden.

Seniors who earn too much to qualify for Medicaid but still

struggle economically may be eligible for state-based drug sub-

sidy programs. “If you’re looking for relief from the high cost of

prescription drugs, start with your own state,” advises AARP.

“Most states offer some sort of pharmacy assistance program,

many of which require little or no up-front payment to

join—making these plans the first option for cost conscious

consumers.”114

Thirty-four states currently sponsor plans. Seniors in Connecticut

with incomes under $28,100, for example, can purchase the more

generous of a month’s supply of a prescription or 120 caplets for

$16.25 per prescription.115

One-and-a-half million seniors are enrolled in a state-sponsored

plan. So even before the new Medicare drug benefit started, nearly

20 percent of seniors, the poorest one in five, were receiving

highly subsidized prescription drugs. And this doesn’t even count

what the pharmaceutical companies offer.
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An administrative fee of $12 purchases a month’s supply of any

Eli Lilly and Co. product for lower income seniors or disabled

Americans without prescription drug coverage. The same is true

for Novartis products. Pfizer’s fee for a month’s supply is $15.116

The United States is a compassionate country and, as the above

programs illustrate, has long been assisting its neediest citi-

zens—those unable to support themselves—with the necessities

of life.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN:

What is the Proper Role of Doctors?

The managed care revolution has been even tougher on doctors

than on patients.

Accustomed to being their own boss, doctors found themselves

ordered around and second-guessed by managed care companies.

Doctors had successfully fought off the direct government provi-

sion of health care only to find themselves at the mercy of MBAs.

“The inability to control the way we practice medicine and deliver

care to patients is the reason that physicians are leaving medicine

in record numbers,” a physician complained to the New York Times.

“I can tell you that on an ordinary working day, if I didn’t have a

single patient to see, I would still be busy for eight or nine hours

doing nothing but paperwork and phone calls that are directly

related to managed care issues.”117 The result, complain doctors,

is a reduction in quality—and, though they talk less about it, a

reduction in income.

Pay cut

The Massachusetts Medical Society Physician Practice Environment Index

shows that in the 1990s, Bay State doctors worked more hours for

less money. In 1992, they had an average income of $140,000 and

worked 49.5 hours a week, which dropped to an estimated

$120,600 for 52.8 hours in 2000.118
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SimpleCare, based in Renton, Washington, is enabling doctors and

patients to reestablish trust in one another by removing third parties

from the relationship. Doctors participating in SimpleCare agree to

offer their “best price” for their services and patients agree to pay

their fees at the time of service. Patients pay an annual membership

fee of $20 a person or $35 a family to enroll in the system.

Patients are encouraged to purchase high-deductible insurance for

true medical emergencies.

In return, doctors can rid themselves of administrative staff and the

time spent coding and filing insurance claims, enabling them to offer

low prices for medical care. By paying a lower fee directly to the

doctor at the time of service, consumers can expect more personalized

attention and a higher quality of care. Some doctors charge as little

as $35 for a visit.a “It costs less than a plumber,” says Lloyd

Sullivan, a self-employed stock trader from Bellingham, Washington.

“It’s more than fair and I couldn’t be happier about it.”b

Dr. Robert Berry of Greeneville, Tennessee, a SimpleCare member,

even calls his practice the PATMOS Emergiclinic, the acronym

standing for “Payment At Time Of Service.” He publishes his fees

and reports that many of his patients are uninsured.

Even if they don’t join a group such as SimpleCare, many doctors

are, nevertheless, abandoning HMOs and preferred provider

contracts. A recent survey by the University of California, San

Francisco found that only 58 percent of doctors in California are

accepting new HMO patients.c

(Sources: a“Reimbursement: Doctor’s group expands patient payment

system,” Managed Health care Info, April 22, 2002.
bQuoted in “Reimbursement: Doctor’s group expands...”

cSabin Russell, “Doctors in state fleeing HMOs,” San Francisco

Chronicle, February 9, 2003.



According to a recent survey of physicians published in the New

England Journal of Medicine, 24 percent of primary-care doctors and

38 percent of specialists reported they were uncomfortable with

the amount of care that primary-care physicians are expected to

provide their patients before sending them to a specialist.119

“I couldn’t stand it anymore—the day was an absolute tread-

mill,” complains Dr. Bernard Kaminetsky, who set up a special-

ized practice that offers personalized services for a substantial

fee. “I wanted to devote more time to patients. I wanted to enjoy

practicing.”120

Studies may not show that managed care diminishes the quality of

care. But doctors are convinced it does. A Kaiser/Harvard survey

found that seven in 10 doctors believe that the quality of care has

decreased. In fact, almost half of doctors admit to manipulating the

system by exaggerating their patients’ symptoms to get their

patients the care they need.121 The managed care revolution also

did indisputable damage to the doctor-patient relationship.

Shifting decisions back to individuals and families would have a

beneficial effect on relations between patients and doctors. To

this end, many doctors have already taken action by dropping

their third-party insurance contracts. Some new organizations

have arisen to help them.

Tender loving care

Some doctors, rather than eliminate third parties and lower their

fees, have begun boutique or “concierge” medical practices that

cater to individuals willing to pay a premium for their services.

The rapid growth of these services reveals the hunger for a resto-

ration of the doctor-patient relationship.

Empowering individual patients to make their own health care

choices would be a boon to doctors, giving them more autonomy

to make the best medical decisions. It would restore the potential

for increasing income. But its greatest benefits would be felt in the

heart—the ability to have a relationship with patients based on

trust.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN:

What’s the Best Role

for Insurance Companies?

The promise of HMOs, which takes decisions out of the hands of

doctors and patients and puts them in the hands of expert plan-

ners, stayed in favor for some time. President Bill Clinton’s 1993

plan to remake the entire US health care system centered on

HMOs. But the fascination could not last. President Clinton’s

plan failed and its regional health alliances, that would have put

all US health care under government control, disappeared, hope-

fully forever. However, the spirit of the Clinton plan remained,

and the distorted health care market soon accomplished one com-

pany at a time what President Clinton would have done in one fell

swoop: Companies traded unaffordable indemnity medical insur-

ance plans for managed care.

From 1993 to 2001, enrollment in managed care, broadly defined

as HMOs, PPOs, and point-of-service plans, increased from 52

percent to 92 percent of employees.122 As noted earlier, patients

and doctors soon chafed under the restrictions. Again, the call

went out for the government to do something, and it responded at

all levels.

States were the first to regulate managed care, passing so-called

“patients’ bills of rights” that restricted the most onerous prac-

tices of HMOs. Doctors were particularly eager to open up the

networks with “any willing provider” legislation to force insur-

ance companies to pay their fees to any doctor willing to provide

services.
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Other popular provisions sought included outside review boards

to second-guess decisions made by insurance company bureau-

crats. Managed care liability laws allowed beneficiaries to sue

their plan. By late summer 2001, nine states had passed such lia-

bility laws: Arizona (2000), California (1999), Georgia (1999),

Maine (1999), New Jersey (2001), Oklahoma (2000), Texas

(1997), Washington (2000), and West Virginia (2001).123

It wasn’t long before the federal government got into the game,

with legislators offering their own patients’ bill of rights. As it

stands now, the lead bill is sponsored by Democratic Senator

Edward M. Kennedy from Massachusetts, an effective legislator

committed to national health insurance. However, Senator Ken-

nedy’s proposal is a Pandora’s box of unintended consequences.

(At this writing, the bill is not expected to become law in this

Congress, though it will likely reemerge.)

In the economic boom of the late 1990s, the perceived problem in

US health care shifted from the plight of the uninsured to the

quality of health insurance. In the marketplace, firms responded

to employee preferences by offering less restrictive PPO plans,

which cost employers and employees more but allowed more free-

dom of choice. One result has been a return to increases in medi-

cal insurance premiums.

From spring 2000 to spring 2001, employer-sponsored

health-insurance premiums jumped 11 percent, the largest

increase since 1992.124 Medical insurance premiums for federal

employees and their families increased by 13.3 percent in 2002.125

As we saw earlier, this trend is continuing, with the Kaiser Family

Foundation reporting that health care premiums for families in

employer-sponsored plans soared 13.9 percent in 2003, the third

year of double-digit growth.

Factors driving the increases, according to the Wall Street Journal,

include “a rapidly rising pharmaceutical bill,” “stronger medical

organizations that are better able to extract bigger pay increases

from insurers,” and “a continuing backlash against the main prin-

ciples of managed care, such as restrictions on choice and manda-

tory referrals.”126
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So what is the best role for insurance companies? They can sort

out their competitive advantages to the benefit of the con-

sumer—but only if we first change the tax code so that the incen-

tive for buying health care is transferred from the workplace to the

individual. Under this plan, people would still join groups to buy

health care, but they would do it through myriad, voluntary

arrangements. In this way, companies can keep costs down by

relying on market forces and competition.

Individuals could count on greater choice. Doctors could count on

greater freedom to rely on their judgment. And insurance compa-

nies could be free of much of the rancor and politics of the present

arrangement.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN:

Why Not Crack Down on Greedy

Pharmaceutical Companies?

No one complains of automobile price inflation if people spend

more of their income on vehicles because they purchase more

vehicles per household, or buy a fully loaded SUV instead of a

compact car. But then people don’t expect someone else to buy

their cars for them. They do expect third parties to buy their

drugs, and those third parties often care more about the total

amount they spend on drugs, rather than the value they deliver to

individuals.

Pharmaceutical companies are also easy targets because they are

profitable and they aggressively market their products on televi-

sion. “Big drug companies are putting more money into advertis-

ing and promotion than they are into research and development,”

declared presidential candidate Al Gore in 2000. This is com-

pletely false but that fact hasn’t stopped other politicians from

repeating him.

In 2001, the industry spent $19.1 billion on all promotional activi-

ties. Of this amount, only 14 percent was for direct-to-consumer

advertising, while 55 percent was for handing out free product

samples for doctors to give to their patients.

By comparison, as previously mentioned, the industry spent $33

billion on R&D in 2003. Gore’s narrative depicted an evil industry

victimizing a poor citizenry. His campaign story of 79-year-old

Winifred Skinner, a former auto-worker who supposedly had to
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walk Iowa’s highways collecting cans to pay her $250-a-month

bill for blood pressure and heart medications, turned out to be

something of a ruse.127

The attack on the pharmaceutical industry was absurd in other

ways. People don’t normally attack the institutions that provide

them with a better quality of life. Few people curse car companies

for charging high prices for their products in order to make a profit.

Cheap pills

Actually, pharmaceuticals are comparatively inexpensive. Ameri-

cans as a whole spend one percent of their income on drugs,

according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics.128 Seniors over age 65

spend three percent of their income on drugs, less than the

amount they spend on entertainment.129

In fact, Americans spend less on prescription drugs than they do

on alcohol, tobacco, and admission fees to concerts, movies, and

cultural and sporting events. “You could just as easily say that

football was the problem,” says Princeton economist Uwe

Reinhardt.130 Nor is spending on drugs as a share of total health

spending significantly above historical levels. In 1960, Americans

spent 10 percent of their health care dollars on pharmaceuticals.

This declined to five percent in the 1980s, and only now has risen

back up to the 10-percent level.131

By most standards, modern drugs ought to be seen as an extraor-

dinary value. Given a choice between the medicine cabinet of 1970

or 2002, few would take the past over the present. Per-person

spending on drugs was only $110 in 1970. Today it exceeds $400,

but the benefits are much greater.

Powerful medicine

In 1988, Congress added prescription coverage to Medicare as

part of the Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act. When the costs

of the act became clear—and, more important, it became clear
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that seniors would be forced to pay for all of the increased

costs—senior citizens rebelled and Congress repealed the act in

short order.132

Meanwhile, seniors—indeed, all Americans—have increased their

third-party coverage of prescription drugs. In 1990, 59 percent of

pharmaceutical spending in the United States was out-of-pocket

spending by individuals.133 By 2002, out-of-pocket drug spending

had dropped to only 30 percent. Insurance covered 48 percent and

governments paid for the remaining 22 percent.134 Although

Medicare still provides no coverage for outpatient prescription

drugs, roughly two-thirds of seniors receive drug coverage from

another source.

For the large health plans

responsible for the compre-

hensive care of individuals,

it’s not hard for them to see

that pharmaceuticals are

powerful medicine indeed.

By using the best and latest

drugs, patients enjoy better

quality of life and often

avoid invasive procedures.

In 1998, WellPoint Health

Networks, a large health

insurer, noticed a growing

trend of emergency room

hospitalizations for asthma

patients—a trend that hurt

the company as well as the

patients. It worked with a

pharmaceutical consultant

to set up a program to train patients to use inhalers more effec-

tively. “We found that even though drug costs went up about 20

percent, hospital admissions and emergency room visits went

down by 80 percent—and overall costs by 48 percent,” stated

Kathleen A. Johnson, the University of Southern California phar-

maceutical economist who helped develop the program.135
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Pfizer’s Neal A. Masia: “In 1970,

there were no pills to treat

Alzheimer’s Disease or impotence; no

statin drugs to lower cholesterol; no

proton pump inhibitors to treat ulcers

or GERD; no advanced antihistamines

to treat allergies and congestion; no

revolutionary products to treat

depression and anxiety; and so on.”

(Source: Neal A. Masia,

“Pharmaceutical Innovation:

Lowering the Price of Good Health,”

Economic Realities in Health Care

Policy, vol. 2, issue 2 (April 2002).)



For some reason, government is often oblivious to this bene-

fit-cost dynamic. Politicians and bureaucrats tend to only look at

drug spending in searching for ways to hold down costs. States

that administer the Medicaid program for low-income Americans

complain that pharmaceutical

spending is breaking state budgets.

Their worries are misplaced.

The real problem is a program that

rejects consumer empowerment in

favor of price controls and bureau-

cracy. There is a disconnection

between who pays for care and who

benefits from it. Pharmaceuticals

often improve the quality of life for

patients, especially when compared

to other options, but state govern-

ments look at the line items and

only see that drug spending is

growing.

Preventing progress

By cracking down on the ability of

pharmaceutical companies to earn

profits on given drugs, state bureaucrats put at risk what close

observers of the pharmaceutical industry call “the third revolu-

tion.” This revolution, according to scholar John Calfee, combines

all the elements of our modern market economy, prolific science,

powerful computers, venture capital, flexible labor markets, and

creative advertising and marketing, to bring a new wave of wonder

medicines to this world.136 This revolution is occurring in a few

places and driven by identifiable factors, most notably the profit

motive. But the entire world stands to benefit from drugs and

therapies that can save lives and reduce suffering. Once they are

developed in the US, they can be enjoyed around the world.

A whole generation of lifestyle products has also come to market

that improves people’s lives in myriad ways. These products treat
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In a year-long disease

management program, Humana

Hospitals studied 1,100

congestive heart patients. While

its pharmacy costs increased by

60 percent, it reduced hospital

costs by 78 percent, resulting in

net savings of $9.3 million. The

use of pharmaceuticals also saved

lives. The expected death rate

dropped from one in four

patients to one in 10.

(Source: Ronald Bailey,

“Goddam the Pusher

Man,”Reason, April 2001.)



allergies, pain, mild obesity, depression, and even hair loss.137 Sci-

ence writer Ronald Bailey, for example, credits a drug with saving

his marriage. The drug is not Viagra. It’s Pfizer’s Zyrtec, a

one-pill-a-day, non- drowsy antihistamine that allows him to

coexist with his wife’s cats.

“A month’s supply costs

$66.25 at my local phar-

macy,” writes Bailey. “But

what price love?”138

During the 1990s, the phar-

maceutical industry made

almost 400 new drugs avail-

able to consumers, which

either provided a treatment

where none existed before or

significantly improved on

existing drugs.139 The United

States is clearly the arena for

this revolution. Since 1980,

half of the new drugs avail-

able have been developed and

produced in the United

States. The top ten sellers are

also US products.140 Such

creativity is not something

that government planners can

produce or replace if regula-

tion destroys the right mix of

incentives and actors.

The right mix

These innovations can only

come from profit-seeking cor-

porations working in market

environments that are

increasingly rare in the world. Policymakers have failed to catch

up to the ground-breaking improvements of this third revolution.
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Twenty-three drugs accounted for

half of the increased drug spending

in 2000. These drugs—including

Vioxx and Celebrex for arthritis,

Lipitor for cholesterol, and Prevacid

for heartburn—greatly enhance the

quality of life.

According to a study by the

National Institute for Health Care

Management Research and

Educational Foundation, 42 percent

of the increased spending in 2000

was due to an increase in the

number of prescriptions purchased,

and 36 percent was from a shift to

more expensive— and presumably

more effective— prescriptions. Yet

price increases for existing drugs

accounted for only 22 percent of the

increase in total spending.

(Source: “Prescription Spending Up

18% in 2000; Fifth Straight Year

of Increases,” Reuters

Health, May 4, 2001.)



Increased spending on drugs should be viewed as a sign of prog-

ress, not of failure.

Yet attention remains focused on drug prices. Numerous

researchers have studied this issue, relying on a variety of sources.

What they’ve repeatedly found is that price increases are not the

main driver of drug spending. Instead, spending increases are

driven largely by two factors—increased use of existing drugs, and

spending on new prescription drugs.

Single-entry bookkeeping

Some regulators are oblivi-

ous to the fact that many

drugs reduce the total cost

of treating diseases. This

became clear in October

2000 when the New Hamp-

shire Medicaid program

limited the number of pre-

scriptions for which it

would pay. The bureaucrats

may have saved some

money in their pharmaceu-

tical budget line, but the

practical effect was to put

chronically ill elderly

patients in the admission

line for nursing homes.

Their rate of admission

doubled.141

The clot-busters for stroke

victims save four times as

much as they cost.142 For

schizophrenia patients and

their families, $4,500 a year

may seem like a lot to spend

on medications. But this
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Since the first protease inhibitor

for HIV-patients was approved in

1996, the mortality rate for

HIV/AIDS has dropped in the

US by 75 percent.a And the drugs

have saved money while doing so.

One study documented a $433

per-patient, per-month savings

for HIV-infected patients after

the introduction of an

antiretroviral cocktail.b

(Sources: aLee Gillespie-White,

“Patent Protection & Patients’

Access to HIV/AIDS Drugs in

Sub-Saharan Africa,” Fraser Forum

(February 2001): 12.
bS.A. Bozzette et al. “Expenditures

for the Care of HIV-Infected

Patients in the Era of Highly Active

Antiretroviral Therapy,” New

England Journal of Medicine,

vol. 344, no. 11 (March 15,

2001): 817-819.)



expense not only purchases freedom, it saves $73,000 a year in the

cost of institutional care.143

The stomach-acid-blocking Tagamet and Zantac have saved thou-

sands of individuals from the pain and expense of surgeries for

peptic ulcers. Ronald Bailey notes that in 1977, the first year such

drugs appeared, 97,000 Americans endured such surgeries. By

1993 a mere 19,000 had this operation, even though the popula-

tion had increased by more than 37.5 million.144

According to research by Columbia University professor Frank

Lichtenberg, every $1 of increased spending on newer

pharmaceuticals reduces other health care expenditures by an

average of $7.17.145 In Canada, a recent study found that the best

way to reduce waiting times for surgery would be for government

to spend more money on drugs.146 That’s just the money saved

within the confines of the health care system. Yet there are signifi-

cant costs of sickness that fall outside of the health care sys-

tem—the costs paid by individuals in diminished quality of life,

and by employers in lost productivity.

Migraine headaches, for example, cost health care payers $1 bil-

lion. It is estimated that their effects cost American employers 13

times that much.147 Pharmaceutical companies introduced a new

class of medicines to treat migraines in 1993. A 1999 study

showed that individuals taking these drugs had only half the

absenteeism of workers who took a placebo. Employers experi-

enced a productivity increase from the drugs of $850 per worker,

half of it stemming from fewer missed days and the other half

attributable to the effects of workers feeling better on the job.148

In a high-profile ABC News Special in May 2002, anchor Peter

Jennings told viewers that pharmaceutical manufacturers are the

most profitable industry in the country, presumably basing this

claim on annual industry rankings by Fortune magazine.149

According to Fortune, the top 14 pharmaceutical companies had a

median profit as a percentage of revenue of 18 percent, which

wasn’t out of line with other US industries. The median profit for

commercial banking and savings institutions, for example, was

only slightly lower at 14 percent.150
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In judging the profits of “greedy” pharmaceuticals, few report that

profits vary between individual companies, and from year to year

for each company. In 2001, for example, Amgen was the most

profitable drug company with a 28 percent return on revenue.151

In 2002, however, it had losses of $1.4 billion, ranking it dead last

among the pharmaceutical companies.152 In 2001, Pharmacia and

Abbott Laboratories each earned a 7 percent return on revenue,

but in 2002, Pharmacia’s profit was only 4 percent while Abbott’s

was 16 percent. Meanwhile, Genzyme suffered losses in both years,

with a -9 percent return in 2001 and a –1 percent return in 2002.153

By comparison, Coca-Cola enjoyed 20 percent and 16 percent

returns in 2001 and 2002, respectively. A Coke tastes great, but as

policy analyst Merrill Matthews has commented, “Coca-Cola

never saved a life.”154

Interestingly, Barr Laboratories, a generic drug maker, made the

list of the Fortune 1000 companies in 2002. Its profits were 18 per-

cent of revenue, which was better than many of the research drug

companies on the list. This raises another flag with regard to prof-

its: simple measures of profitability fail to take into account the

risk involved in earning that return.

Paying for progress

Research drug companies spent $33 billion on research and devel-

opment in 2003, with no guarantee of a return on investment.

Pharmaceutical companies spend an average of $897 million to

develop a new drug, including studies conducted after receiving

regulatory approval for the drug.155 The process commonly takes

between 12 and 15 years.156

Barr Laboratories, meanwhile, makes no such investment. With

its low-risk profile, Barr’s 18 percent return signals to investors

that generics are a better bet than a research drug company, even

when both companies have similar returns.

In fact, there is some reason to worry that R&D has become risk-

ier. In 2001, the industry spent three times more on research
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than what it spent a decade earlier, yet is producing fewer

drugs.157 Bristol-Myers Squibb has sunk $16.5 billion into R&D

since 1990 and, as of April 2002, didn’t have a single new product

to show for it.158

For every product a company

brings to market, it abandons

scores of others. Only one in

five prospective drugs that

enters clinical trials emerges

as a viable product.159 And

only three out of 10 drugs that

make it to market return what

is invested in them.160

The products we enjoy today

are the results of research

costs that were incurred years

ago. Still, current research

budgets must be directly

related to expected future

profits.161 Innovative drugs in

the next decade depend on

research that is done now.

Any threat to current profits is

a direct threat to future prod-

ucts—and potentially, a threat

to human health and lives.

As Wall Street Journal columnist Holman W. Jenkins, Jr. notes,

drugs ought to be the easiest sector of the health care system in

which to control costs. Unlike most health services, they are a

quantifiable product, their effects and relative costs easily stud-

ied, and they exist in a national market.

The main problem with drugs is that a functional market has been

distorted by a dysfunctional payment system. Writes Jenkins,

“How does a system with a vast tax subsidy to channel every ache

and pain through the insurance system make sure consumers are

careful about bringing cost and benefit into balance?”162
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Between 1981 and 1991,

the industry’s annual increase

in R&D spending averaged 11

percent, and had never dropped

below seven percent. When

President Clinton proposed

price controls for

pharmaceuticals in 1994 as

part of his Health Security Act,

annual growth in R&D

dropped to three percent. It was

four percent in 1995, and only

recovered in subsequent years.

(Source: Calfee, Prices,

Markets, and the

Pharmaceutical

Revolution, p. 46.)



As mentioned previously, in May 2002, ABC News anchor Peter

Jennings, a Canadian by birth, hosted an investigative special on

the pharmaceutical industry. The overriding theme of the special

was, as Jenkins notes, “Anything bad about the drug industry

must be true and anything true must be bad.”163

Jennings’ report was replete with non-sequiturs and contradic-

tions. Specifically, Jennings fingered the key problem as the pat-

ent system, which supposedly grants monopolies. But the anchor

also claimed that the problem was me-too drugs, which, by defini-

tion, means there is competition. Striking closer to the heart of

the matter, Jenkins writes, “Obviously the problem isn’t an

absence of choice but a failure of patients and doctors to exercise

choice based on price.” That is hardly the fault of big PhRMA.164
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN:

How Should We Treat

Pharmaceuticals?

Given their effectiveness, prescription drugs should continue to

consume a greater percentage of health care expenditures. To

fully benefit from these drugs without exploding health care bud-

gets will require creative thinking.

Currently in development are 402 new medicines to fight cancer,

123 new medicines for heart disease and stroke, 83 drugs and vac-

cines for HIV/AIDS, and 176 new drugs for neurological diseases.

Your life may depend on maintaining the viability of the free- mar-

ket system to transform science into products.

With the mapping of the human genome, a future generation of

drugs based upon genetic research holds tremendous promise for

battling illness, improving lives, and holding down overall health

costs. Yet even with all their beneficial effects, as drug costs

account for a greater proportion of total health care costs, there

will be continued scrutiny.

The focus, then, should not be on drug prices, but rather on how

we pay for drugs.

Today, many insurance plans offer drug benefits that do not

enable the most efficient use of prescriptions. Most health plans

continue to use co-payments as the method of cost sharing.

Co-payments are a flat dollar amount, with a typical drug benefit

having, for instance, a $10 co-pay for generic drugs and a $20
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co-pay for brand-name

drugs. Co-pays eliminate the

price differences between

drugs and shield consumers

from their true cost.

Co-pays became a standard

part of drug-benefit design

during the managed care

revolution of the 1990s.

However, they are not part

of a rational benefits

design. They exist more as

an afterthought. Many on

the political left believe

that patients should not

have to pay anything out of

their own pockets for

health care. Indeed, the sin-

gle-payer proposal defeated

by Oregon voters in 2002

imposed no co-payments or

deductibles.

HMOs were also built

around the idea of “improv-

ing access” to health care

by removing out-of-pocket

costs. Of course, when con-

sumers face no cost for ser-

vices, they will tend to

greatly overuse those ser-

vices. The HMOs put con-

trols in place to counteract

that inclination. Still, when

something is free, there

remains an overwhelming

tendency to consume as

much of it as possible. If

there is no cost to see your
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Not everyone welcomes the PBM

innovation. By bringing efficiencies

and national scale to the drug

market, they take sales away from

less efficient stores. Those stores

banded together and, like mohair

producers at the dawn of synthetic

fiber, they are working the halls of

Congress and the state capitols to

protect their profits by restricting

competition. Their goal is to subject

PBMs to state pharmacy regulations,

and hence increase their costs and the

cost of drugs.

The local pharmacists enjoyed their

first success in 2002, when Georgia

passed a law that would regulate

PBMs. The particular irony is that a

year earlier, the state’s Medicaid

program, in an effort to reduce drug

costs, contracted with a PBM to try

to achieve it without severe

rationing. “So far, it’s been

successful,” Marty Smith, a

spokesman for the Medicaid system,

told the Wall Street Journal. It won’t

be for long.

(Source: Russell Gold, “Drug

Benefits Managers Come Under Fire,

As Pharmacists Push States for

Regulations,” Wall Street Journal,

September 5, 2001.)



doctor, why not try to schedule a visit every week? Thus HMOs,

which, after all, operate in a competitive market, instituted

co-pays to keep consumers from going overboard.

Now that the rationing techniques of managed care are on the

decline, the flawed economic incentives of co-pays have become

evident. Without strict, managed care rationing, co-pays are fuel-

ing health care cost increases.

Fortunately, the private sector is developing solutions that match

the needs of consumers with the need to control costs.

Solution: Pharmacy Benefit Managers

To control pharmaceutical costs without killing the incentives

that drive research, we need to allow the private sector to develop

new institutions that make purchasers sensitive to price. The

most pervasive institutions are Pharmacy Benefit Managers

(PBMs), firms that act as brokers to supply the most cost-effective

drugs to health plans.

These private firms get discounts though bulk purchases. They

also study the effectiveness of drugs. PBMs work to substitute

generics for name brand drugs when appropriate. By 2002, PBMs

were involved in the sale of $1.2 billion worth of pharmaceuticals

for 150 million Americans.165

Another market response to increased drug spending addresses a

fundamental problem in the system. Doctors, as well as patients,

often have no idea what drugs cost. One study found that 80 per-

cent of doctors surveyed didn’t know how much their patients

paid for the drugs they prescribed. Four in 10 of these doctors

underestimated the cost of the drugs they prescribed.166 Certainly

doctors can’t prescribe based on the relative cost effectiveness of

drugs if they don’t know the costs.

Solution: Shorten Drug Approval Times

Successfully getting a pharmaceutical product to market is a long,

expensive process. In 1964, it took 6.5 years to get a pharmaceuti-
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cal product approved for sale, according to Henry I. Miller, a for-

mer FDA official and current research fellow at the Stanford-

based Hoover Institution. Today, it takes roughly 15 years.167

This regulatory delay adds considerably to the cost of developing

new treatments, and hence to the price that consumers ultimately

pay. The Tufts Center for the Study of Drug Development finds

that time accounts for as much as 48 percent of the clinical costs

of developing some drugs.168 Cutting regulatory review times by

25 percent, the center estimates, would shave $129 million off the

cost of drug approval.169

Solution: Virtual Comparison Shopping

A web site, Rxaminer.com, is filling this void. For a fee of $10, the

site supplies patients and doctors with customized reports on all

the available drugs to treat a specific condition. Sometimes the

best alternative is a generic drug. Other times, however, the

most appropriate drug isn’t the lowest priced, but one that costs

a bit more.

This site can save patients up to 75 percent on the cost of their

prescriptions. “It’s an easy example of how you can save money in

medicine and at the same time practice better medicine,” Detroit

cardiologist Joseph Rogers, who founded the site with his son,

told the Wall Street Journal.170

Solution: Extend Over-the-Counter Status

Another potential source of savings is to explore the extension of

over-the-counter status to certain drugs. In 2001, WellPoint

Health Networks petitioned the FDA to switch the leading

anti-allergy medicine Claritin from prescription to over-the-coun-

ter status. Claritin’s manufacturer, Schering-Plough Corp., ini-

tially fought the change, but after it lost an unprecedented FDA

hearing, it announced its intention to go along with the move.171

Claritin began selling over the counter in December 2002. By May

2003, it was selling for 95 cents per pill, or $28.50 for a full
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month’s supply of 30 pills. Even for most insured persons, a typi-

cal doctor’s visit and prescription would require a greater

out-of-pocket expense.

WellPoint, meanwhile, has shed the $90 million a year that it used

to pay for Claritin prescriptions and related doctor visits.172 Fur-

thermore, consumers who don’t want to pay 95 cents per pill for

Claritin can buy the generic version of Claritin, known as

loratadine. Wal-itin, the version of loratadine sold by the

Walgreens pharmacy chain, costs only 75 cents per pill. An inde-

pendent drug store was spotted selling loratadine for as low as 35

cents per pill.173

Schering-Plough saw its profits for the first quarter of 2003 fall 71

percent. But Claritin had lost its 20-year patent protection any-

way. Even if it were still being sold as a prescription drug, generic

competition would have had much the same effect on Schering’s

bottom line. The switch to over-the-counter status probably did

not have a significant effect.

Overall, the switch has clearly been beneficial. Price competition

in the over-the-counter marketplace has lowered the cost of

health care.

Solution: Consumer-Driven Health Plans

A more efficient benefit structure would expose consumers to the

real prices of drugs and enable them to see the full price differ-

ences between competing drugs. These are plans that offer a com-

petitive, cafeteria-style choice of health care options. We will soon

look at these plans in greater depth.

Though it sounds politically difficult, consumer-driven health

plans are already gaining acceptance in the American market-

place. As with similar solutions, we come back to a single princi-

ple—to move policymakers from thinking about how much we

pay for drugs, to how we pay for them.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN:

Why Not Just Import

Cheap Drugs?

Independent of government policy, technology is turning local

pharmaceutical markets into national and even international mar-

kets. Canada’s price controls certainly create arbitrage opportuni-

ties for entrepreneurs. At least one firm is making a handsome

profit by charging Americans for day trips from Seattle to Canada,

where busloads of people buy cheaper drugs.174 Another group of

medical entrepreneurs announced plans to open up an Ameri-

can-only clinic just over the Canada-US border.175

Mail-order and web-based cross-border drug sellers have

exploded. In 2000, fewer than 20 pharmacies sold $50 million

worth of pills to 40,000 US consumers, according to the Canadian

International Pharmacy Association. By 2003, 140 pharmacies

were selling $800 million of product to one million Americans.176

Politicians are paying attention. In 2000, President Clinton signed

a law allowing the re-importation of pharmaceuticals from 26

countries. Clinton’s own Department of Health and Human Ser-

vices (HHS) refused to issue the regulations to implement it. The

measure did not result in a single pill returning to the United

States at a lower price.177

Then in July of 2002 the US Senate passed a re-importation bill,

this time limiting the country through which US-produced drugs

could be legally laundered to Canada.
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State and local politicians, faced with budget deficits, are looking

to Canadian drugs to cut the money they spend on drugs for retir-

ees and employees. As of early 2004, 25 states and 15 localities

were considering importing drugs from Canada. The governor of

Minnesota established a website that directs people to Canadian

pharmacies. Springfield, Massachusetts, and Montgomery, Ala-

bama, were actually violating US law and importing drugs from

Canada for their employees and retirees.

Given the lower costs, what could be wrong with re-importation?

Plenty. The growth of importation schemes threatens to destroy

the delicate balance of incentives that makes the United States the

best—perhaps the last—place on earth for pharmaceutical inno-

vation.

Of course, the industry’s cost structure makes it an easy target for

political demagogues. Overlooked by critics are the high fixed

costs of research and development for pharmaceuticals—costs

that are sunk before the first batch of pills makes it to the local

drugstore. So a given pill might costs billions to develop, but only

20 cents to manufacture.

With R&D costs largely invisible to the public, it is hard to explain

to the public that selling a 20-cent pill for, say, 25 cents would still

constitute a financial disaster for pharmaceuticals.

Pricing for a profit

Also little appreciated is the role price discrimination plays in

allowing pharmaceuticals to manage their cost structure. Econo-

mists call this “discriminatory pricing,” but it has nothing to do

with what we usually think of as discrimination. Discrimination

based on race and sex, for example, is an irrational and unfair

treatment of individuals. Price discrimination, on the other hand,

is what airlines do when they charge business travelers higher

fares than leisure travelers who book two to three weeks in

advance. In a similar way, pharmaceutical firms have an incentive

to charge different prices to different customers, depending on

how much they are willing to pay.
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Of course, one might denounce senior fares as unfair discrimina-

tion against those who pay the higher price. Yet discriminatory

pricing does not make anyone worse off than they were before. In

fact, by allowing more people to purchase the product, it renders

consumers as a group better off. As long as demand grows, price

discrimination results in net benefits for the maximum number of

buyers, while allowing sellers to maximize profitability.

A simplified example illustrates this point. Suppose “Clear Skin

Inc.” develops and patents a pill that clears up acne and needs to be

taken only once a week. It’s clearly an improvement over creams

and other over-the-counter products. Suppose, as well, that the

company spent $100 million to develop and test the pill, but that

the cost of manufacturing the medicine is only 10 cents per pill.

If Clear Skin believes it can sell 100 million pills, the company

would need to earn $110 million in revenue to recoup its total

costs for the drug. So if Clear Skin were to charge a uniform price

to attain that revenue, it would price the pill at $1.10. Notice,

however, that it costs only one-eleventh of that price to manufac-

ture each pill.

Some people are willing to spend far more than $1.10, while oth-

ers would only buy it if it were sold at a lower price. Foreign coun-

tries, including Canada, use government to demand a lower price,

regardless of their citizens’ demand for the product.

This is how price discrimination works, and how some countries

use the coercive power of the state, i.e., price controls, to make

sure that they secure a rock-bottom price.

As a second illustration, suppose Clear Skin targets two different

groups of customers. The first group has a strong desire for Clear

Skin’s product and will pay $2 a pill for it. A second group is com-

posed of Canadians. The company can sell to Canadians if it

charges 20 cents a pill. Since the company is now appealing to a

broader range of customers, it will sell more pills than before.

Now suppose the two groups (one made up of $2 purchasers, the

other made up of 20 cent purchasers) each buy 70 million pills.
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The total revenue collected will be $154 million, or $44 million

more than before. The extra cost of producing the additional 40

million pills is only $4 million, so the company has increased its

profit by $40 million.

Clear Skin must earn revenue to cover both its fixed and marginal

costs. But it makes sense to sell the pills as long as they are priced

higher than the marginal cost of production. The people who pay

$2 per pill are contributing $1.90 toward recouping the fixed costs

of research and development, while the customers who pay 20

cents are contributing only 10 cents to fixed costs. Still, this is

better than nothing. Assuming they wouldn’t purchase the pill at

a higher price or their government negotiates the price, they are,

nevertheless, paying something towards the research

costs—which benefits everyone.

This example illustrates something else. If the US government

decided this pricing structure was unfair and mandated that

everyone pay 20 cents, the company would soon be out of busi-

ness. Even if it sold 200 million pills at that price, it would be

unable to fully pay back its investors.

In practical terms, the industry’s economics dictate that as long as

the large US market remains relatively free, companies will will-

ingly sell products at below average cost—but above marginal

cost—to people in other (often poor) countries. In the US domes-

tic market, firms will develop programs that also allow them to

sell at deep discounts to people who have neither drug coverage

nor the income to pay full price.

Drug companies can tolerate price controls in developed countries

like Canada as long as the prices cover marginal costs, and the

country represents a small share of the market. But drug compa-

nies are ultimately creatures of the financial markets. They cannot

raise risk capital to keep their products flowing through the phar-

maceutical “pipeline” if too many customers pay prices below

their sunk costs.

Firms can succeed at charging different prices to different people

only if they are allowed to segment their markets. That is why
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Pfizer doesn’t offer its card

to all seniors—only those

who need a price break and

have no other option for

subsidized pharmaceuticals.

Also, other companies, such

as Lilly and GlaxoSmith-

Kline, are providing dis-

count cards for low-income

seniors.

Unfortunately for pharma-

ceutical customers, both

marketplace technology and

government policy are

diminishing the industry’s

ability to customize pricing.

This point seems lost on

leaders like Democrat Sena-

tor Byron Dorgan from

North Dakota, a sponsor of a

re-importation drug bill,

who declared that his handi-

work will “force pharmaceu-

tical companies to re-price

prescription drugs in this

country.”178

The likeliest outcome won’t

be to anyone’s benefit. Com-

panies will be forced to limit

or cut off sales to the Cana-

dian market. Pfizer, Lilly, and AstraZenica are already limiting

sales to Canada to historic levels. Canadian distributors, given the

opportunity to profit by sending pills to the United States, will

have to decide whether to sell in Canada at lower prices, or serve

the US market. If they do the former, they’ll be forgoing a profit-

able opportunity. If they opt for the latter, the result will be short-

ages of drugs in Canada.
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Just as movie theaters charge

“matinee” prices favored by the

retired, so, too, many major

pharmaceutical firms offer discount

cards to low-income seniors who

earn too much to be covered by

Medicaid, but not enough to afford

an expensive Medigap policy.a

Pfizer, for example, offers the Share

Card, which entitles holders to 30

days worth of any Pfizer

prescription for $15. To be eligible,

seniors must earn less than $18,000

for individuals, $24,000 for

couples, and have no other

prescription coverage.b

Sources: a“Pharmaceutical

Companies Step Up Promotion of

Drug Discount Cards,” Reuters

Health, August 2, 2002.
bSee “The Pfizer for Living Share

Card Fact Program Sheet” at

www.warner-lambert.com/pfizerinc/

about/sharecard/factsheet.html.



As we’ve seen, there’s

already no such thing as a

free lunch. And if Senator

Dorgan and his allies in

Congress get their way,

there will soon be no such

thing as a discounted pill.

Another threat to the health

of the pharmaceutical indus-

try is the dense and diverse

mesh of rules, mandates,

and voluntary contracts in

which it must operate.

Despite the enormous bene-

fits the pharmaceutical

industry has provided, by

the turn of the century it had

become the health care

whipping boy. It is now

under attack from the

media, trial lawyers, and

politicians at the federal and

state levels.
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A study by the consulting firm

PricewaterhouseCoopers found that

prescription drugs, medical devices,

and medical advances accounted for

only 22 percent of the increase in

premiums for 2002, a calculation

that didn’t account for the reduction

in other health care costs that

usually accompanies these advances.

A larger percent of the increase, 27

percent, was driven by government

mandates and regulation, lawsuits,

and other risk management

expenses, and fraud and abuse.

Source: “The Factors Fueling Rising

Health care Costs,” Prepared for the

American Association of Health

Plans, PricewaterhouseCoopers,

April 2002.



CHAPTER NINETEEN:

What Role Do Lawsuits Play in

Increasing Health Care Costs?

Often there are things completely outside of the medical system’s

control that drive up costs. The US tort system—the legal process

by which victims of institutional and individual negligence sue to

recover damages—is a prime example of a problem that needs

addressing.

The US tort system in general is an expensive disaster. There’s

something wrong when a person can sue over spilt McDonald’s

coffee and be awarded $2.9 million because it was hot. Someone

has to pay for these generous awards, and the someone is US con-

sumers who foot the bill in small increments each time they pur-

chase a product or service. Excessive litigation costs consumers

two percent of the US economy. This translates into an annual

“litigation tax” at $809 per US citizen.179

As bad as it is in the general economy, in health care medical mal-

practice suits are causing an acute crisis. Medical malpractice

costs have increased at 11.9 percent a year, compounded, since

1975, or 25 times, according to a recent study.180 In 2002, mal-

practice costs totaled $25 billion, or $250 per US household.

That’s more than half of what the average household spent on pre-

scription drugs.181 And it’s getting worse. The average award

increased from $700,000 in 1999 to $1 million in 2001. The larg-

est award for that year was $131 million.182

These awards have pushed the private medical malpractice insur-

ance system to the brink of collapse. In 2002, insurers paid out
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$1.40 for every dollar in premiums they collected. Logic dictates

that this can’t continue, and it hasn’t. Short of reducing awards—

which are actually increasing unabated—the only choice is for insur-

ers to increase premiums or leave the market. They’re doing both.

In 2002, the St. Paul Companies, which accounted for one in 10

malpractice policies in the US, left the market, citing losses. In Sep-

tember 2003, Farmers, the fifth largest carrier, quit writing new

coverage as well. It lost $100 million in 2003. The carriers that

remain in the market, including non-profit physician cooperatives,

are increasing rates just to survive. According to the Congressional

Budget Office (CBO), average premiums nationwide jumped 15

percent from 2000 to 2002, double the rate of medical spending.183

But in a country as large and diverse as the United States, averages

often obscure real problem areas. That’s the case here, where

problems persist in both medical specialties and certain regions.

The dominant carrier in Florida, for example, jacked up rates by 75

percent in Dade County from 1999 to 2002. Over the same period,

the market leader in Minnesota increased rates by only two per-

cent. The difference was more than $160,000 for the same cover-

age.184 Premiums for obstetricians/gynecologists increased 22

percent nationally, and as much as 165 percent in some markets.185

“In some states,” reports a study by the National Governor’s

Association, “obstetricians have stopped accepting new pregnant

patients or will no longer deliver babies, and neurosurgeons will

no longer staff trauma centers or emergency rooms, forcing those

facilities to close or lose their rating.”186

That’s what happened in Las Vegas in 2002, when the University

of Nevada Medical Center closed its trauma center for 10 days

after the malpractice insurance on its surgeons jumped from

$40,000 to $200,000. It resumed operation only after some of

the surgeons signed up as government employees and were

therefore no longer responsible for purchasing their own mal-

practice insurance.187

The American Medical Association cites 19 states that face a seri-

ous crisis due to skyrocketing premiums and the lack of carriers
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even willing to write high-risk but common specialties. For

instance, in two West Virginia counties, only two OB units exist

because of the insurance rates obstetricians were forced to pay.188

Residents of Mississippi have been particularly affected. One

woman was forced to drive 100 miles to Tennessee to get care three

weeks prior to her due date after her doctors quit practicing medi-

cine. In fact, most communities in that state with populations

under 20,000 are without doctors who deliver babies. Many have

relocated to Louisiana where insurance rates are more reasonable.189

Institutions, too, are suffering. The American Hospital Associa-

tion reports that many of its members faced a doubling of premi-

ums from 2000 to 2001.190 These costs, while masked, are not

ultimately borne by the hospitals or doctors, but by those who pay

for health care services.

A study by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)

states that placing reasonable limits on malpractice awards would

save the federal government—and hence taxpayers—$25 to $44

billion a year. HHS figures the right policy changes could reduce

total health care costs by up to nine percent. This would translate

into total savings of $60 to $108 billion and could make health

insurance affordable for up to 4.3 million more Americans.191

What can be done?

To sensibly address the malpractice crisis, Americans must recog-

nize that mistakes happen in medicine, and rarely are they caused by

malevolence. It’s certainly important that individuals who are

harmed are compensated for the damages they suffer, or made whole

with compensatory damages in legal terms. But punitive damages—

those that are merely designed to punish wrongdoers and increase

legal awards to lottery-like proportions—must be reigned in.

Trial lawyers, who are generally paid with a hefty cut of the huge

awards rather than on flat fees, oppose such reforms and are a

powerful lobby at both the state and federal levels. Still, there’s

been progress. California capped non-economic damages at

$250,000 in 1975 with the Medical Injury Compensation Reform

Act (MICRA), a law that still provides a template for other states.
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The law has six other features in addition to the damage cap. It

requires that juries be informed if patients have access to other

sources of money for their injuries. Awards greater than $50,000

can be paid in periodic payments, rather than as a lump sum. Med-

ical agreements can include binding arbitration clauses, which

keep many disputes out of the courts. Cases must be filed within

three years of an injury. Defendants must be given 90 days notice

before a case is filed. In addition, the law provides a scale for rea-

sonable attorney fees.

California’s law has proven effective in keeping some control over

both insurance premiums and awards. From 1997 to 2002, Cali-

fornia’s median award was $402,500. This compares to $1 million

in New York and more than $800,000 in Florida and Pennsylva-

nia.192 Both the states’ doctors and residents benefited. Malprac-

tice insurance premiums have increased at one third the rate of the

national average. The American Medical Association estimates that

this saves Californians $1 billion a year in health care costs.

Twenty-six states have passed legislation that limits non-eco-

nomic compensation. It’s no surprise that it works. In states with

caps on non-economic damages, premium increases were roughly

one third of those in states with no limits on what the lawyers can

collect. This reform needs to go nationwide.

The House has twice passed malpractice reform legislation, most

recently in May 2004. The bill incorporates state-of-the-art

reforms, the reforms that we know work to control premiums at

the state level. It caps punitive damages at $250,000, institutes a

three year statute of limitations, allows the courts to limit the per-

centage of awards that drop into the lawyers’ pockets, and allows

for periodic payment of awards, among other reforms.193

The CBO estimates that this bill could reduce premiums nation-

wide by an average of 25 to 30 percent.194 In 2003, the effort died

in the Senate under intense pressure from the trial lawyer lobby,

the largest contributor to the Democratic Party. One hopes that

the greater good will trump narrow interests soon.
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CHAPTER TWENTY:

What Does the Future Hold for

Quality in US Health Care?

Harvard business professor Regina Herzlinger notes in her 1997

book, Market Driven Health Care, that health care is the largest ser-

vice industry in the US. Yet, unlike other sectors of the service

economy, health care providers often lack the customer-service

ethic and customized attention that has revolutionized the service

economy. There are signs this is changing.

“The market forces that have reshaped much of the American

economy are now working on our health care system,” writes

Herzlinger. “When they have completed their labors, the system

will have lost its fat—inconvenience, lack of information, and high

costs—but will have kept much of its muscle. A new market

driven health care system will emerge.”195

Herzlinger, who published Consumer-Driven Health Care: Implica-

tions for Providers, Payers, and Policy Makers in 2004, offers a satisfy-

ing answer. But is it true?

To be sure, niches in the health care economy—eye doctors, laser

specialists, and cosmetic surgeons, for example—embrace the

practices that characterize other successful segments of the ser-

vice economy: convenient hours, posted prices, and aggressive

marketing. It’s no coincidence that these segments of the health

care sector that do the most to meet customer needs are those

where the customer pays the bill.

Over the next few decades, it is likely some health care providers

will innovate and provide personalized services. Driving this revo-
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lution will be patients who will start to see themselves not as vic-

tims, but as active health care consumers.

At the dawn of the era of mass production, Henry Ford could quip

that customers could choose to buy a Model T in any color they

wanted, so long as it was black. Not any more. One-size-fits-all

has given way to small production runs and customized ordering,

from cars to computers.

Info-proficient patients

Armed with the tools of the information revolution, Americans

will have the means to take more of their health care decisions

into their own hands.

Already, 110 million American adults surf the web for health care

information, according to a Harris poll conducted in March 2002.

That’s up from 97 million in the previous year’s poll. Only 26 per-

cent of Americans over age 65 have searched for health informa-

tion online, but it’s 49 percent for those aged 50 to 64, and 63

percent for those aged 40 to 49.196 This suggests that much larger

percentages of seniors will be looking for health information

online in the future.

For physicians, the information age is another source of stress.

“My blood pressure’s up and my mind is spinning,” writes Dr.

Robert Secor. “Instead of me running the practice, the practice is

running me.” Why Dr. Secor’s lament? In part, he says, because

visits with chronic-illness patients can drag on because, “the

patient will often have questions about the illness, medications,

and treatment plan.”197

Physicians will have to get used to this, just as car dealers have to

accept that customers are increasingly showing up in their show-

rooms with detailed information on what dealers paid for the car.

As the information revolution progresses, people will have even

more detailed information about illnesses and their own genetic

profiles.
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Alternative demands

Reliance on alternative medicine is another change that is moving

in the direction of consumers—though some of it may be of sus-

pect medical value.

After sinus surgery left her with a chronic, burning facial pain,

Elizabeth Calder spent a year going from physician to physician

without finding relief. “I had been through the mill,” she

explained. “I had been to doctors who told me that the asymmetry

in my face was normal. I had been to neurologists who had given

me stuff for nerve pain. All the doctors looked at certain symp-

toms from their area of expertise.” Calder finally found relief

through acupuncture treatments, though she still uses conven-

tional doctors for most health problems.198 She is far from alone.

Studies show that five out of 10 baby boomers, and seven out of

10 post-boomers, use some form of alternative health care, which

has started gaining significant support from the US government.

In 1998, the National Institutes of Health elevated the Office of

Alternative Medicine to the National Center for Complementary

and Alternative Medicine. Funding for the center rose from $2

million in 1993 to $100.6 million in fiscal 2002.199

Regardless of the value of many alternative therapies, this is one

more sign that customers can drive markets.

Consumer-driven health plans

US employers want to engender the employee goodwill that

comes with offering medical insurance, but they also want to put

an end to the relentless price increases. There is, fortunately, a

constructive way to go.

In the future, many companies will harness market forces

through what are known as “consumer-driven” health plans.

This umbrella term covers a variety of approaches, such as the

cafeteria plans of large employers and defined-contribution

health plans.200
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The idea is to provide employees with flexibility and choice and,

at the same time, allow companies to limit the total amount they

spend on health care. “Increasingly, employers are looking at their

pension benefits as a model,” writes Galen Institute policy analyst

Greg Scandlen. “They have successfully moved their retirement

programs from defined benefits to Defined Contribution pro-

grams like 401(k)s. Employees are happy to control their invest-

ments and shape their own futures. Employers are happy to have

a fixed, budgetable obligation administered by professional

money managers.”201

While only a few pure

defined-contribution plans

have emerged, many compa-

nies and organizations already

practice a version of defined-

contribution health plans.

Defined-contribution
arrangements

The Federal Employees

Health Benefits Program

(FEHBP), as well as many

large corporations, harnesses

consumer choice to keep

prices down. This works even

if the employer’s low-cost

option isn’t an in-house prod-

uct. The FEHBP arrangement,

in essence, is a version of

defined-contribution health

insurance. It provides employees an incentive to choose the

low-cost option—and thus keep total costs down—while it does-

n’t prevent them from paying for an option that better suits them.

According to a recent survey by the Kaiser Family Foundation,

among firms that offer a choice of more than one health plan, 17

percent of those firms use a defined contribution arrangement.
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Yale University offers its employees a

variety of health care plans, from the

Yale Health Plan, a staff model HMO

that relies on a local health center and

the Yale–New Haven hospital, to Blue

Cross HMO and more flexible

point-of-service plans. Employees are

free to choose a plan that suits their

individual needs. If they choose the

Yale Health Plan, the individual and

family premiums are set at $0 for

faculty who earn less than $70,000 a

year. If individuals choose the other

options, they’ll pay more.

(Source: http://www.yale.edu/

hronline/benefits/01fa.html.)



Small firms (those with fewer than 200 employees) are much less

likely to offer a choice of plans. Interestingly, those that do offer a

choice are more likely to use a defined contribution plan (28 per-

cent) than are the larger firms—a sure sign of the cost advantages

of such plans.202

HRAs and HSAs

Other emerging health care products are Health Reimbursement

Arrangements (HRAs) and Health Savings Accounts (HSAs).

HRAs are used in the employer group market. HSAs, created by

the 2003 Medicare bill, are available to individuals.

The concepts driving these products are simple and time tested.

People spend their own money more wisely than someone else’s.

This insight is wedded to the empirical fact that most people

spend very little money each year on health care. What they need

is insurance against large expenses.

Therefore, these products combine a tax-advantaged savings

account with a high-deductible insurance policy. Individuals can

pay routine expenses from the savings account. Any money left

over can either remain in the account for future expenses or,

under some circumstances, be withdrawn and spent. This returns

insurance to its proper function and reduces administrative

expenses for small claims.

Companies such as Definity Health, based in St. Louis Park, Min-

nesota; Destiny Health, based in Bethesda, Maryland; Lumenos,

based in Alexandria, Virginia; Golden Rule Insurance, based in

Indianapolis, Indiana; and even some large commercial insurers

are offering innovative consumer-driven products that, while pro-

tecting individuals against major medical expenses, make them

conscious shoppers for health services.

MSAs

Medical Savings Accounts (MSAs) were created as a pilot program

in 1996. Set up to fail, the accounts were restricted to small busi-

nesses and the self-employed, and the government dictated the
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details of the benefit plans. MSAs are treated by policymakers as a

public policy experiment, and so are quite limited in the number

of enrollees. The legislation that created MSAs has proven to be

too narrow in scope to have a big impact on health benefits.

Consumer-driven future

In all of these myriad forms, a switch to consumer-driven policies

will reduce costs, which in turn will allow health care providers to

offer greater quality. The consumer revolution in health will not

only bring benefits to patients. It will benefit employers as well.

“Employers want to stop being ‘the monkey in the middle,’”

writes Scandlen, who notes that employers often get very little
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Thirty-three-year-old Cheryl Brock, a benefit analyst for Humana,

signed up for an HRA plan in 2001 after considering all her

options (including standard HMO and PPO plans). In exchange

for taking a manageable financial risk, she reduced her share of

the monthly premium to just over $10, a 75-percent drop.

Here’s how her plan works. Her employer pays her first $500 in

annual medical expenses.

Brock is then responsible for the entire tab until she’s spent

$2,000, or incurred $2,500 in total expenses. At that point, her

insurance takes over 100 percent of all expenses.

She saves $390 annually by reducing her share of the premium, so

she comes out ahead unless she spends more than $890 for care.

“I think it’s well worth the risk,” she told USA Today. It’ll definitely

make her a better shopper. “Depending on what the doctor wanted to

test me for and why, I would determine whether I wanted to do that.

It’s my responsibility to evaluate the cost of care.”

(Source: Julie Appleby, “New Insurance Plans Turn Patients into

Shoppers, Some Consumers Willing to Gamble They’ll Stay Well,”

USA Today, January 8, 2002.)



thanks for spending up to $6,000 a year per employee, and are

weary of reams of government regulations. “They want to get out

of managing health benefits. At the same time, they want their

workforce covered and productive.”203

Defined contribution plans, HRAs, and HSAs are just a sign of the

plethora of consumer-friendly, cost-controlling, quality-boosting

programs that could be around the corner. In order for these pro-

grams to be viable, however, the United States will have to move

from a system of employer-provided health care to refundable tax

credits attached to individuals. Only in this way can plans be

developed that are tailored to individual needs (and, in most

cases, have some degree of portability).

With such credits, workers could switch jobs without having

health insurance as a factor in their decision. Like a pure defined

contribution, these credits provide people with money they can

use to purchase their own health-insurance policy. Refundable tax

credits make health care financing fairer and more transparent.

As of January 2002, an estimated 350,000 Americans were

enrolled in consumer-driven health plans. They are attractive to

large and small business alike. One in five employers says it

would like to offer such a plan, and many large employers are

starting to do so, including Medtronic, Raytheon, and the Uni-

versity of Minnesota.204
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CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE:

How would Consumer-driven

Health Care Affect Doctors?

How could it Benefit the Uninsured,

Seniors, and All Consumers?

As we’ve seen, consumer-driven plans have inherent strengths.

But are they flexible enough for the poor, the uninsured, and the

elderly?

Remember, consumer-driven health plans make use of either

Medical Savings Accounts (MSAs) or Health Savings Accounts

(HSAs) tied to individuals, or Health Reimbursement Arrange-

ments (HRAs) tied to individuals and their employment.

Both forms provide funds to individuals and families to spend on

medical goods and services below a high deductible. With con-

sumer-driven plans, individuals spend money toward the actual

prices of drugs. This enables consumers, with the help of their

physicians, to weigh the benefits and costs of competing drugs.

If a low-cost generic drug works fine for a patient, he can pay less

and retain the savings in his MSA, HSA, or HRA for future needs.

If, however, a higher-priced drug works better, the patient also

gains because the drug may keep him from entering the hospital

or incurring other medical expenses that would cost even more.

The main restriction is that HRAs must be funded by employers,

not by employee salary deductions. Other than that, HRAs are
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very flexible. They can be set up by any business, large or small.

They can be funded at any amount. They can even be set up with-

out being tied to a specific insurance plan or without any insur-

ance plan at all.

Benefits for consumers and doctors alike

HRAs, HSAs, and other consumer-driven health plans are just the

beginning of a movement to put in place a real marketplace for

health care. Consumers will be faced with the real prices of the

non-catastrophic medical goods and services they consume, but

with the advantage of having greater flexibility and choice. Insur-

ance, in turn, will be limited to unpredictable, high-expense medi-

cal events that seldom occur—in just the way most other types of

insurance operate.

A consumer-driven market for

health care will also benefit doc-

tors and other providers of health

care. These professionals have

seen their salaries reduced under

pressure from governments and

managed care. In a real market-

place, doctors could price their

services much more freely.

This is essential to making medi-

cine a profession that young peo-

ple will want to go into.

The typical medical school gradu-

ate incurs debt in the six-figure

range. If there are no opportuni-

ties to make a good salary, the

next generation will conclude that becoming a doctor is a poor

investment. If governments dictate to doctors how health care

must be performed, young people will find a better use for their

talents.
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Several start-up companies have

been formed—with names such

as Definity Health, Lumenos,

and Destiny Health—to

administer these new,

consumer-driven health plans.

They focus on providing

information to employees through

the use of web sites, enabling

employees to act as informed

consumers. HRAs, however, can

be set up by employers without

the help of these companies.



HSAs for the uninsured

Tax credits and vouchers would give a direct government subsidy

to individuals and families to purchase health-insurance policies

unconnected to the workplace. By giving people direct control

over the insurance policy they purchase, the tax credit/voucher

would also promote the sale of catastrophic health insurance

combined with Health Savings Accounts.

There is a savings to be had here, one that allows us to improve

the lot of seniors and the unemployed. Recall the District of

Columbia insurance commissioner’s explanation about the inher-

ent contradiction at the core of most managed-care plans? Insur-

ance, he noted, works best when it’s used infrequently. That’s

why life, homeowners, and automobile insurance are all afford-

able—because we don’t want to die, and we can’t use car insur-

ance to change the oil and fill up our gas tanks. Health insurance

should work along the same lines.

Ordinary health maintenance should not be treated as an event

that triggers insurance coverage. Health maintenance should be

encouraged—catch problems early and they are treated with more

ease and at less expense—but not by making insurance a ubiqui-

tous form of financing. Managed care seeks to promote health

maintenance through the use of low co-payments, but this has

promoted the idea that individuals are entitled to subsidized pay-

ments for all types of health care.

HSAs provide a better answer for consumers of all conditions,

ages, and levels of income.

Originally developed in the 1970s by Jesse Hixson, an economist

at the American Medical Association, the concept of MSAs and

HSAs were popularized by health economists John Goodman and

Gerald Musgrave in their 1992 book, Patient Power. They were

introduced in the real world by health insurance pioneer J. Patrick

Rooney’s Golden Rule Insurance Company and the Virginia-

based utility Dominion Resources.205
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As we’ve seen, HSA plans combine a high deductible insurance

policy with a tax-free savings account dedicated to paying for

expenses below the insurance deductible. Any unused funds at

the end of the year are rolled over and remain tax-free, as long as

they are not withdrawn to purchase non-health care items.

HSAs address some of the key problems affecting health care in

the United States. They control health care costs by making peo-

ple price sensitive. This is done by separating out routine and

maintenance health spending from the insurance function. HSAs

also address a critical imbalance in health care spending. In 1996,

10 percent of Americans accounted for 69 percent of health

expenditures. Some 30 percent of Americans accounted for 90

percent of expenditures.206

The flip side of this fact is good news—a large majority of Ameri-

cans do not spend much on health care. Most Americans, how-

ever, have insurance or managed-care coverage that pays for these

small and routine expenses, and large administrative expenses for

claims are incurred in the process. With HSAs, those expenses are

avoided for all but the few who actually use their insurance. This

alone adds up to significant savings.

But HSAs offer an even more powerful cost control arrangement.

Notice that HSAs change the incentives that an individual faces.

Under first-dollar managed care, a person faces a “use-it-or-

lose-it” situation. The savings from any health care not consumed

does not benefit the individual, but goes into a common pool.

For people who have HSAs, however, money that is not spent

from the cash account in any given year is retained. It rolls over to

the next year and collects interest. Over time, individuals can

build up a health care nest egg. It’s a product premised on savings,

not spending.

HSAs also address the problem of managed care. While the insur-

ance product will in many cases be a managed network, the

patient, not the insurance company, will be the one deciding

which doctor to see. Once in the doctor’s office, there won’t be a

third party to intrude on the doctor/patient relationship. Doctors
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often offer deep discounts for those who are willing to pay in full

by cash or check at the time of the visit.

SimpleCare, for instance, was started in Washington State but has

been rapidly expanding into other states. Under SimpleCare, doc-

tors charge a simple, three-tiered payment scale corresponding to

“Short,” “Medium,” and “Long” visits. (Dr. Vern Cherewatenko

reports that he charges $35 for a “Short” visit and nets $5, while

under managed care, he received a $79 payment for the same visit

but lost $7 because administrative expenses were so much

greater.207)

Furthermore, HSAs are no longer an untested theory, thanks to

the MSA pilot program. They are at work in the real world. The

Cato Institute in Washington, DC, has employed an MSA with

catastrophic insurance since 1997 when they first received favor-

able tax treatment. From 1997 through 2000, Cato’s insurance

premiums have remained constant. The average unused funds

retained in MSAs were $1,143 per year for individual employees

and $1,181 per year for employees with family coverage.208

The cutting-edge health food grocery chain Whole Foods

switched to a HRA/MSA-style health plan in 2003. The company

offers high deductible insurance to its employees—$500 for pre-

scriptions and $1,000 for standard medical care. It also deposits

from $300 to $1,800 each year in a health savings account. The

results have been outstanding. Employee coverage has increased

from 65 percent to 95 percent, as employees no longer face a pre-

mium. Medical claims dropped 13 percent while hospital admis-

sions plummeted by 22 percent. The company’s costs held

constant in a year when similar employers with traditional plans

faced increases of 14 percent. The best part: only one in 10

employees drained their savings account. This meant that $14

million—$560 per account—rolled over for medical use in 2004

or future years.209

Even without tax benefits, MSAs have proven to work well.

Golden Rule Insurance Company is a large employer that doesn’t

qualify for tax-free MSAs, which allow the tax-free rollover of

unspent account balances from one year to the next. Neverthe-
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less, it has offered two MSA plans to its employees for several

years. Since the MSAs are not free from taxes, Golden Rule

employees often withdraw their unspent balances at the end of

the year. In 2000, 79 percent of their employees withdrew

unspent MSA balances averaging $989.210

Congress: Why MSAs were lagging

While MSAs were popular with employees, they haven’t been

popular with most Democrats in Congress. In 1996, advocates for

MSAs were finally able to get Congress to pass a pilot MSA pro-

gram as part of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountabil-

ity Act (HIPAA) of 1996. Although ostensibly a move to free up

health insurance, Congress tightly regulated the plans and

doomed them to being a small market niche.

First, the law limits the total number of people who can open

accounts to 750,000—a pittance given the health insurance mar-

ket under age 65. This restriction limited the profits companies

could expect to earn from developing products for this market.

Not that there was much of a market or many product options to

develop. Congress also limited the market to self-employed per-

sons and companies with fewer than 50 employees.211 This shut

out companies most able to develop MSAs in-house—those with

professional human resource departments.

Congress also designed the insurance product, setting initial

deductibles between $1,500 and $2,250 for individual coverage

and between $3,000 and $4,500 for family coverage. Those limits

were indexed for inflation and in 2003 were raised to $1,700 to

$2,500 for individuals and $3,350 to $5,050 for families.212 The

maximum annual contribution to the MSA was set at 65 percent

of the deductible for individual policies and 75 percent of the

deductible for family policies.213

This tight range meant that the products were uneconomical for

many companies. Not surprisingly, few purchased the product,

with only about 42,000 policies in existence in 1998.214 On a suc-

cessful note, nearly 40 percent of those who purchased MSA plans
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in 1997 were previously uninsured, showing the attractiveness of

affordable health insurance.

Finally, just to underscore how little respect Congress had for the

concept, the law made this MSA program temporary.

The program, a cynic might note, was designed to fail. The solu-

tion was to deregulate the program. That’s what Congress did

when it created HSAs in 2003.

HSAs for seniors

HSAs represent a good solution for the employed. What about

seniors?

As we’ve seen, Medicare is increasingly a program that abuses

physicians even as it provides incomplete coverage for US seniors.

Despite these drawbacks, its costs continue upward at an

unsupportable pace.

Medicare needs an incremental approach that puts to work the

combined power of individual consumer choice and the market.

Scholars at the Heritage Foundation have spent years studying

Medicare and developing ideas for reform. Interestingly, the

approach they propose is exactly the approach the federal govern-

ment takes for its own employees.

Instead of developing 110,000 pages of regulations and harassing

doctors in the service of cost control, it would be better to provide

seniors with vouchers for health insurance. Seniors could use

these vouchers to purchase private insurance from plans that were

pre-approved by the federal government. Everyone would be enti-

tled to care that is at least as generous as the package offered by

Medicare today. But many would choose to purchase plans that

provided extra services, such as prescription drugs or eye care.

Some might purchase an HSA package. Others might elect to pur-

chase a managed-care package that promises generous coverage in

exchange for a limited selection of physicians. Some seniors

might elect to pay extra for comprehensive benefits and unfet-
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tered choice. Plans would compete for seniors’ business, and in so

doing there would be intense pressure to provide as many services

as possible for the lowest possible price.

This same voucher approach, which relies on the power of con-

sumer choice, should be applied to Medicaid, the federal/state

health program for low-income Americans.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO:

Innovation is Alive and Well

The United States is mired in a quasi-socialist medical system that

distorts incentives to provide good health care, while degrading

the doctor-patient relationship. In reaction, doctors and patients

alike are seeking out ways to get around the system—and even

outside of it, altogether.

The wider promise of boutique or
“concierge” practices

As we’ve seen, many physicians are deeply frustrated with the

demands managed care organizations have made of them. While

managed care was able to reduce costs in the 1990s, there are

many patients and doctors who are dissatisfied with it.215 Com-

bined with the increasing bureaucratization of Medicare and its

declining payments, some doctors are concluding that enough is

enough, quitting practices dependent on managed care, and start-

ing “concierge” or “boutique” practices.

In exchange for an annual fee ranging from $1,500 to $20,000 per

family, these practices offer personalized services, such as

24-hour phone contact with the physicians, and luxury amenities,

such as personalized robes and a well-appointed doctor’s office.

The fees cover services that are not covered by Medicare or tradi-

tional insurance. Patients, therefore, rely on their insurance to

cover additional medical expenses.

The extra time these emerging practices spend on patients can be

quite extensive. MD2, a boutique practice in Seattle with plans to
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expand to New York, Los Angeles, and other major cities, charges

$20,000 a year for a couple to join the practice that was founded

by Dr. Howard Maron, the former doctor of the Seattle Super-

Sonics. For this fee, patients get a 50-to-1 patient-to-doctor

ratio—compared to a ratio as high as 4,000-to-1 in some practices.

And they get constant care, regardless of when or where they need it.

Dr. Maron, for example, arranged care via cell phone for a patient

whose hip replacement failed while on a trip to Hong Kong. “We

thought, ‘Oh gee, that’s quite a bit of money,’” 65-year-old David

Heerensperger, the distressed Hong Kong traveler, told the New

York Times. “Even if it was half again as much, it’s still nice to have

that service available.”216

Heerensperger’s view is not universal, especially among academ-

ics who work in health policy. The emergence of concierge prac-

tices came to a head when Dr. Steven R. Flier and Dr. Jordan S.

Busch, internists at Boston’s Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Cen-

ter, decided to give up their 4,200-person practice for a boutique

practice of just 300 people. They see two or three patients a day, as

opposed to 24 under their old practice. Their entrepreneurial

move was treated as a defection by the local press, academic com-

mentators, and their former colleagues.217

Dr. John D. Goodson, a professor at Harvard Medical School and a

primary-care physician, blasts the concierge practices. “The impli-

cation that well-heeled patients have the right to something more

is abhorrent,” he told the Boston Globe.218 Tufts Health Plan, a

Boston-area HMO, asked state officials to determine whether the

doctors’ new practice complies with insurance laws.219

“It just doesn’t sit right,” Nancy Achin Sullivan, executive direc-

tor of the Massachusetts Board of Registration in Medicine, told

the New York Times. She investigated the practice and found noth-

ing illegal. Still, she’s open to the suggestion that it ought not to

be allowed. “Is this the type of practice and the type of medicine

that the board members would like to see in Massachusetts?” she

asks. “The answer is clearly no.”220

Even the feds have gotten into the act. On March 4, 2002, five

Democratic congressmen led by Henry Waxman sent a letter to
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Health and Human Services (HHS) Secretary Tommy Thompson

asking him to “stop the spread of premium medical services.” The

practices were “raising concerns of access and affordability in the

Medicare program.” Waxman also told reporters that an annual

fee “violates limits on charges for services” and violates the False

Claims Act by “understating true charges.” HHS said it had no

plans to issue a ruling in the near future.221

Senator Bill Nelson, a Florida Democrat who represents many

Medicare beneficiaries, has introduced a bill that would prevent

concierge practices from charging Medicare patients an annual

fee. The result of such a law is easy to predict. It would make the

practices more exclusive, not less. Such practices would exist for

retirees who are wealthy enough to reach into their pockets for

the annual fee, and also pay out-of-pocket for each office visit.

These criticisms ignore the beneficial—and even egalitarian—prom-

ise of these practices. Wealthy Americans, and their counterparts

around the world, have always been able to cut personal deals

with doctors. They’ve always received more personalized care.

This is true for the mega-rich, who can afford to retain doctors for

their exclusive use. It’s true for athletes, who have 24-hour-a-day,

7-day-a-week access to team specialists. It’s true for corporate

executives, who have access to red-carpet treatment from such

clinics as Cleveland’s Center for Corporate Health, all paid for by

the company.222 What the emerging concierge practices offer is a

proliferation of the model to the upper-middle-class.

Sure, MD2, which considers itself to be the Ritz-Carlton of con-

cierge practices, charges $20,000. But others charge as little as

$1,500, a sum that is within reach for upper middle-class families

that want to purchase more personalized care. The true signifi-

cance of the concierge practice is that it’s democratizing luxury.

Two packs a day

When one patient scolded Dr. Flier for abandoning him for the

wealthy, Dr. Flier pointed out that, at two packs of cigarettes a
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day, the patient’s smoking habit costs him more than the fee for

personalized care. “No one goes around saying that smoking is a

habit only for the wealthy,” says Dr. Flier. “People do make

choices within a range of dollars.”223

Doctors such as Flier and Busch are entrepreneurs. The man-

aged-care revolution, which increased their patient load from

2,500 patients per doctor to 4,200 patients per doctor, led them to

believe they could find a better way to add value.224 In so doing,

they expect to be able to offer better care, make more money, and

have more time to perform volunteer work.

Critics of concierge medicine say that lower-income people will be

left behind. They fail to understand how the market economy pro-

duces innovations that become available to everyone. New prod-

ucts and technology, often expensive, are initially consumed only

by the wealthy who have the disposable income to spend on

expensive new items. This revenue allows companies to develop

efficient production processes and reduce unit costs. When these

changes happen in medical care, there should be no more criti-

cism than when they happen for automobiles, computers, or even

financial services.

Generally, the rich purchase Lexuses, the middle-class buy Toyota

Camrys, the lower middle-class buy Toyota Echos. Antilock

brakes, which were initially available only on luxury cars, are now

an available option on all automobiles. Inequality isn’t what’s

remarkable. What’s remarkable is how quickly innovations that

were once available only to the rich become commonplace when

the market is left free to operate. As Nobel laureate in economics

Milton Friedman says, “the rich work for the poor.” 225

E-consultations

Drs. Chuck Kilo and Steve Gordon are engaged in another experi-

ment on the West Coast to give their patients more personalized

care. Their patients pay $350 a year, which buys them e-mail

access to the physicians as well as a place in their practice. The

physicians don’t take insurance co-payments. The money isn’t
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worth the paperwork. “You’ve got a lot of baby boomers and

gen-X-ers who are used to a very high level of service in the rest of

their lives,” Dr. Kilo told US News & World Report. “We want to

take health care to a different level.”226

Many doctors aren’t using e-mail because they aren’t reimbursed

for the time. The fee takes care of that. It may seem impersonal,

but it is far more cost-effective than the telephone, which requires

the doctor and patient to be free simultaneously. Often issues can

be dealt with online which obviates the need for an office visit.

That, in turn, frees up the schedule for sicker patients who require

more time. “The huge advantage is having access to the doctor,”

says 39-year-old Blake Patsy. “For the average Joe who’s hesitant

about the doctor’s office, there’s a huge value.”227

Personalization

More people are demanding personalized health care and showing

a willingness to reach into their pockets to pay for it. Many are

confounding the medical establishment by insisting on getting

what they want when they want it. The explosive growth of the

for-profit body scan industry proves that Americans aren’t willing

to be led around and told “no” by managed care.

The same forces producing concierge practices—physician and

patient disaffection with the constraints of managed care com-

bined with rising affluence—are producing another popular ser-

vice: Stand-alone diagnostic body scans. While concierge

practices make available to the upper-middle-class what was once

the sole province of the super-rich, a burgeoning for-profit body

scan industry is also putting within reach of the middle-class what

was once only available for the wealthy.

CT scans are powerfully effective x-rays that can detect a variety of

health problems from weak spots in arteries, to small tumors, to

the conditions that cause heart disease. In the United States, ever

since such powerful imaging devices as MRIs (Magnetic Reso-

nance Imaging scanners) and CT scanners became available,

wealthy people have been able to purchase expensive scans as part
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of their annual check-ups. Today, these diagnostic tools are

within the reach of ordinary Americans, thanks to decreasing

costs of technology and entrepreneurial companies.

CAT Scan 2000, a self-described Wal-Mart of scanning, operates

six tractor-trailer scanning units. Based in Florida, each of the

company’s units are staffed with a technician who runs the

machine and an administrator who handles the cash payments.

They usually set up shop in the parking lot of a local church,

whose pastor receives free scans for himself and his family for

extending the courtesy. Customers can choose to have one region

of their body scanned for $199 or their entire body for $567.228

Radiologists in Florida read the images and mail reports to cus-

tomers, who receive them in a matter of weeks. The scans often

detect problems that otherwise would go untreated. Doctors at

the Cooper Clinic, a Dallas-based scan company, have found solid

kidney tumors in 70 individuals. All but three were cancerous.229

It’s no wonder that ex-smokers, such as 47-year-old nurse Tanya

Ingle, jumped at the chance to get her lungs scanned. Her uncle had

lung cancer and she asked her doctor for a scan, to ensure she was

clear. Her doctor refused to order the scan, saying there was no med-

ical reason for it. When CAT Scan 2000 rolled into town, she happily

reached into her own pocket to pay for the peace of mind.230

One might expect this development to be heralded, especially in

the light of the massive amounts of information Americans have

received on the dangers of smoking, drinking, and fatty diets.

Catch problems early, Americans are often told, and they are more

easily and cheaply treated. Yet experts decry the scans and gripe

that they no longer control patients’ decisions.

“This is a pretty heavy-duty exam that seems to have sort of

escaped into the marketplace,” Dr. Larry Kessler, the federal

employee who directs the office of surveillance and biometrics at

the Food and Drug Administration, lamented to the New York

Times. “We have a technology that’s gotten caught in the gaps

between the scientific agencies, and the payers who pay for health

care of all sorts. The fair evaluation of these procedures is no one’s

province. That’s the gap here.”231
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Actually, the gap is in the thinking of bureaucrats such as Kessler.

They are operating under the old mindset, one in which patients

did as they were told and didn’t ask questions. But today, when

patients are told no, they are likely to take things into their own

hands. When Ingle’s doctor told her no, she thought being a sta-

tistic wasn’t good enough for her. She paid for her own scan.

Critics complain that this personal spending may end up increas-

ing costs for the insured sector of the health care system. That’s

because the bills for follow-up appointments to further diagnose

and treat conditions identified by the scans will often be paid by

insurance. This may be true, or it may prove false. If early detec-

tion makes treatment more effective and cheaper, the units could

turn out to decrease costs. It’s an empirical question—one for

which there are insufficient data to answer.

The broader point is that free people ought to be able to spend

their own money to get peace of mind, even if their doctor or man-

aged-care company says that statistics show they have nothing to

worry about. The “fair evaluation” of the medical procedures, to

borrow Dr. Kessler’s phrase, should ultimately rest with the

patient. Thanks to companies such as CAT Scan 2000, it does. This

trend toward the personalization of medicine is sure to continue.

Full-service pharmacies

Roles are changing, and no one knows this better than pharma-

cists. In the old days, the pharmacy was a local business, with

neighborhood pharmacists dispensing drugs to patients. Chain

stores first challenged this way of doing business with their ability

to offer lower prices based on volume.

But with overnight delivery, large managed-care companies, and

lightening fast information systems, now the chain stores are

under pressure from mail-order pharmacies. The cost advan-

tage—and effects of the evolving drug patterns—hit home in New

York City in March 2002 when New York’s Health and Human

Service Employees Union SEIU 1199 announced that it was con-

tracting with AdvancePCS to fill members’ prescriptions for

long-term conditions.
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The company offered the union a 22-percent discount from listed

wholesale prices, a savings that meant $5 to $6 million a year for

the union, which covers 250,000 individuals.232 Some of those

250,000 individuals happened to be working pharmacists in New

York, people who were already feeling the competitive heat from

mail-order competition.

“This doesn’t make sense to me,” Frank Strafaci, a Rite-Aid phar-

macist and union member, told the New York Times. “I’m shocked

that this program may take jobs away from union members.”233

Union officials first defended the program as necessary to keep

offering generous benefits, but they backed down under pressure,

making the program voluntary.

Yet even as New York’s pharmacists fight to keep the city’s pill

supply local, pharmacists in other parts of the country are expand-

ing into different areas to stay vital. The Kerr Drug Store in Chapel

Hill, North Carolina, offers bone-density tests, smoking cessation

clinics, and women’s health courses, in addition to drugs.234 In

Florida, pharmacists can prescribe some routine drugs. In 32

states, they can offer flu and pneumonia shots.

“Pharmacists are accessible to people,” Eleni Anagnostiadis, exec-

utive director of the National Institute for Standards in Pharma-

cist Credentialing, told the New York Times. “Patients see their

pharmacists more than their doctor.”235 It’s a dynamic process

that serves to push prices lower, even as it puts services and prod-

ucts closer to patients.

Technology and consumer empowerment

Technology and the communications revolution are enabling

massive changes in medicine. Not only do ordinary people have,

at a mouse click away, access to in-depth information, but so, too,

do physicians and other health professionals. Inexpensive com-

munication and storage and retrieval of information are changing

the health care system in many ways. The question, as always, is

will government policy adapt to keep up?
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Harvard Professor Michael Porter recommends the free flow of

information to consumers. As he so aptly states, “Information is

integral to competition in any well-functioning market. It allows

buyers to shop for the best value and forces sellers to compare

themselves to rivals. In health care, though, the information really

needed to support value-creating competition has been largely

absent or suppressed.”236

Now, more than ever, the regulatory lines that keep various com-

ponents of the health care system separate and distinct—doctor,

nurse, technician, pharmacist—are increasingly seen as arbitrary.

Telemedicine

In the global economy, information travels fast and technology

diffuses quickly as long as there are people willing to pay its initial

cost. When new practices work best for both patients and provid-

ers, they will be widely adopted. One trend that makes sense is the

use of telemedicine.

Although the medical profession, at least in the United States, has

debated the appropriateness of the telephone as a tool of medi-

cine, it’s safe to say that such issues are no longer controversial.237

Telemedicine was officially employed as early as 1964, when the

first closed-circuit television link was built between the Nebraska

Psychiatric Institute in Omaha and Norfolk State Hospital, a dis-

tance of over 100 miles.238

These days, with high-speed data networks making video commu-

nication easy and relatively inexpensive, telemedicine is used for

everything from bringing big-city medicine to remote areas, to

keeping terminally ill patients comfortable at home, rather than in

hospice care.

This technology is at work in rural America. Over the last decade,

telemedicine, which is used in 42 states, has brought medical spe-

cialists into the smallest villages. In Kansas, a state where

one-third of counties have population densities so low that they

still qualify as frontiers, getting timely access to medical special-

ists has always been challenging.
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Prior to telemedicine, doctors had to be flown to remote areas, an

expensive and time-consuming option that’s not available on

many harsh winter days. Now it means hooking up a televideo and

telemonitoring technologies, often over the Internet, so that spe-

cialists can conduct full examinations, assisted on the other end

by nurses and perhaps a family doctor.

“Clinicians (can) assess, manage, and treat off-site patients and

exchange digital radiographs, pathological images, and multime-

dia medical records,” writes Dr. Ace Allen, a medical oncologist

and founding member of the American Telemedicine Association.

“Home monitoring of EEGs, EKGs, temperature, blood pressure,

and infusion pumps is also becoming possible, saving patients

exhausting trips across the country in rural areas, and across the

city in urban areas.”239

Rapidly falling costs are one factor that has made telemedicine

possible. Videoconferencing equipment that once cost $100,000

is now available for $12,000. Some units are as inexpensive as

$3,500.240 Telemedicine not only facilitates long-distance exami-

nations, but it also allows for home monitoring of patients.

Homebound patients get more frequent monitoring, several times

a day and on demand, instead of several times a week.

The value of telemedicine hit home for hospice nurse Barbara

Johnson when she arrived at the home of a 27-year-old breast can-

cer patient who was in severe pain. It took her four hours to get a

morphine system up and running. It took care of the pain but did-

n’t provide her with peace of mind. “I was an hour and a half

away,” she recalls. “If something happened to the machine, it

might take hours to get the IV functioning again. The family

would have to call an ambulance, and the patient might go for four

or five hours without adequate pain control. I knew there had to

be a better way.”241

There was. Barbara Johnson heard about telemedicine and con-

vinced her employer, Kaiser Permanente, to experiment with it.

Now this option is available to her patients. “Immuno-compro-

mised, malnourished, fatigued, and pain-ridden cancer patients

shouldn’t have to be carted around to be seen,” she says. “They
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spend more time being taken to the clinic than seeing the practi-

tioner after they arrive. Using home telecare for routine evalua-

tions is so much better for everyone.”

The creativity inherent in these new programs serves as living

proof that in health care, as in other aspects of our lives, people

can be inventive when they are allowed to be. There is no reason

why health care can’t be as innovative as other aspects of our

economy in terms of responding to what people need and want.

Free-market choice, as always, drives a healthy competition that

inevitably leads to better goods and services, more convenience,

more choice, and better pricing.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE:

Consumer Power is the Answer

After a half-century or so of experimentation, the results are clear.

Too much government intervention into US health care hasn’t

been good—for patients, doctors, or taxpayers. Experience shows

that consumer-directed programs such as HRAs, HSAs, and

PBMs can go a long way toward restoring the doctor-patient rela-

tionship.

By placing decision-making back into the hands of the consumer,

we can empower patients to choose their doctors and their health

plans.

We can empower doctors to restore the primacy of the doctor-

patient relationship.

We can reduce the upward pressure on health care costs and

extend broader coverage.

And we can bring in those left out of the current insurance system.

Human ingenuity—once freed from constraint—has already

begun the work of creating a new age of health services to the ben-

efit of all. The challenge is for legislators and regulators in the

United States to catch up.
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Part Two 

The Canadian Solution: 
Legalize Competition 





INTRODUCTION:


Canada’s Health Care Conundrum


Canadians like nothing better than to praise their health care sys

tem, and contrast it with the United States. “For Canadians, our 

publicly funded health care system is a key distinguishing charac

teristic for our country,” noted a September 2001 report from the 

Canadian Senate. “In fact, it has achieved iconic status. It is per

ceived to reflect Canadian values and these are seen to stand in 

sharp contrast to the values of our American neighbors.”1 

The ability to insure 100 percent of the population, while spend

ing less than their neighbors south of the border, is a genuine 

source of pride for Canadians. However, Canadians are finding 

themselves facing constraints and controversies similar to those 

inherent in the US health care system. As in the United States, 

health care in Canada faces its largest constraints in terms of 

affordability. Because health care is provided by a govern-

ment-run, single-payer system, it is the Canadian patient who 

ultimately pays the price in terms of access and quality. 

Despite obvious differences, the US and Canadian systems are 

growing to resemble one another in their shortcomings. What 

these two countries share (and many other countries, for that 

matter) is too much government, too much bureaucracy, and too 

many regulations and mandates. 

Third-party payment for health care services is a serious problem 

in both the United States and Canada. Third-party decision-mak-

ing is a bigger problem still. Governments and employers make far 

too many health care decisions on behalf of citizens. Nobel laure
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ate economist Milton Friedman often says that “nobody spends 

somebody else’s money as wisely or as frugally as he spends his 

own.”2 

The solution in Canada is to open up the system to competitive 

improvements, and to grant Canadians the power to choose 

between different health care plans. 



CHAPTER ONE:


What is the Single-payer System?


The single-payer in Canada is the government. The advertised vir

tue of a single-payer system is that it eliminates the costs of hav

ing multiple payers, many of them private-sector entities that 

must reward investors, and the need to spend money on market

ing budgets and overhead costs that are often redundant. 

Canadian governments maintain complete control of health 

insurance for the hospital and physician sectors of the health care 

system through “medicare,” a jointly administered program of the 

federal and provincial governments. Although often referred to as 

a “single-payer system,” it is really a series of single-payer systems. 

Unlike in Britain, for example, where the government actually 

runs many health facilities, the majority of hospitals and doctors’ 

offices in Canada are nominally independent of the government. 

But considering that the government is the only funding source 

allowed by law, this independence is more theoretical than practical. 

In fact, Canada is the only Western country in which private 

insurance for publicly-insured procedures is actually outlawed.3 

Here’s how it works in practice: Through medicare, the federal 

government sets and administers the national principles and stan

dards for provincial health care, as currently defined by the Can

ada Health Act. It transfers federal funds to provincial 

governments for health care and social services through the Can

ada Health and Social Transfer Act (CHST). Provincial govern

ments are required to contribute significant financial support to 
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their hospital and medical insurance programs. They are also 

responsible for administering the programs. 

Governments pay for just under 70 percent of total spending for 

health care nationally. Canadians finance the remainder of health 

care spending privately through supplementary health insurance, 

employer-sponsored health care benefits, or out-of-pocket pay

ments for services that are not covered by medicare. 

The dollars actually spent by Canadian consumers on health care 

in Canada, however, are low enough for those consumers to be 

shielded from the real costs of health care. Canadian medicare 

resembles US Medicaid more than it resembles US Medicare, 

where seniors must pay significant co-pays. Like Medicaid, Cana

dian medicare is run by provincial governments, with partial fund

ing and oversight by the federal government. 

In their Harvard Business Review article, “Redefining Competition 

in Health Care,” authors Michael Porter and Elizabeth Olmsted 

Teisberg say that the “wrong kinds of competition have made a 

mess of the American health care system. The right kinds of com

petition can straighten it out.” 

They do not see the Canadian single-payer model as the answer to 

the dilemmas facing the US system. They eloquently point out that: 

A single-payer system, which has been proposed, would 
end the practice of excluding high-risk subscribers. But 
it would only exacerbate all the other skewed incentives 
by eliminating competition at the level of health plans 
and giving the payer more bargaining power with which 
to shift costs to providers, patients, and employers. A 
single payer would have greater incentive to reduce its 
costs by restricting or rationing services and slowing the 
diffusion of innovation. The only real solution is to 
change these incentives and open up competition, not 
to make health insurance a government monopoly.”4 



CHAPTER TWO: 

How does Canada’s Single-payer 

System Differ from 

Universal Coverage? 

In everyday usage, “universal coverage” is often used synony

mously with a government-run “single-payer” system that pro

vides every resident with an insurance package. However, 

universal coverage does not require the government to monopo

lize the financing of the preponderance of health care. If the cover

age is to be taken literally, as in insurance coverage, systems of 

competing and complimentary private and public payers could be 

established to ensure that every resident has recourse to a 

third-party payer for critical medical services. 

If, as is often the case when politicians invoke it, universal cover

age means that every person has access to quality medical treat

ment in a timely fashion, it can be achieved without total 

third-party coverage. In fact, if the latter definition is the goal, sin-

gle-payer systems can actually work against universal coverage for 

many treatments. Canada’s single-payer system entails broad 

aspects of social control that make it more of an intrusive, cen-

trally-directed method than the simple provision of coverage for 

all people. 

Under single-payer, the government controls the funds and, 

therefore, makes every important decision about the provision of 

health care. Because benefits and premiums are the same for 
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Some Americans continue to embrace proposals to adopt a 

Canadian-style health care system for all. “Like every other 

advanced country, we need a single-payer or consolidated-payer 

system to prevent both the widespread underinsurance and the 

cost-shifting,” former editor of the New England Journal of 

Medicine and senior lecturer at Harvard Medical School Marcia 

Angell wrote in The American Prospect.a 

Angell is a spokesperson for Physicians for a National Health 

Program, a group of about 8,000 physicians within the American 

Medical Association (AMA) that collaborates with liberal 

members of Congress to keep single-payer legislation always in 

Congress. Activist groups work tirelessly to get single-payer 

programs passed at the state level. 

California State Senator Sheila Kuehl has sponsored a 

single-payer bill that was passed by the California Senate in the 

late spring of 2003.b It was placed on hold during the recall of 

Governor Davis; it is expected that Senator Kuehl will 

re-introduce the legislation in fall 2004. In Maine, the legislature 

created and funded a bureaucracy to study the feasibility of 

implementing a single-payer system. 

But when Americans actually get the chance to vote on 

single-payer proposals, they register distaste. In 1996, California 

voters rejected a single-payer initiative. Oregon voters did the 

same in 2002. 

(Sources: aMarcia Angell, “Placebo Politics: Health Care Reform 

Requires Strong Medicine; The Election-year Rhetoric Makes Us 

Feel Better—But It Is Deferring a Real Cure,” American Prospect 

(November 6, 2000): 25. 
bTimm Herdt, “Lawmakers Vote on Flurry of Bills: Heavy Action 

at Session’s Halfway Point,” Ventura County Star, June 7, 2003.) 
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everyone, consumers have no ability to make smart health care 

purchases. The decisions are made for them. 

Under single-payer, consumers are expected to be passive. They 

should not expect innovations in health care. Even today, Cana

dian entrepreneurs are often prevented from creating specialized 

medical sites that promote efficiency and reduce costs. These 

attempts are criticized for “stealing” customers from established 

hospitals. “Sympathetic politicians now respond to (such) 

charges by enforcing Certificate of Need laws that curtail specialty 

orthopedic and heart facilities, despite ample evidence of the 

better quality health care they provide—at lower cost,” writes 

Harvard Business School professor Regina Herzlinger.5 

Canadians are proud of this system. But today this pride is 

increasingly harmful to the health of Canadians. While Canada is 

busy studying its health care system, most innovations—medical, 

pharmaceutical, technological, and even policy—are happening 

elsewhere. It is Canada’s turn to play catch up. 





CHAPTER THREE:


How Did the Canadian System


Come to Be?


The first function of the founders of nations, after 
founding itself, is to devise a set of true falsehoods 
about origins—a mythology—that will make it desirable 
for nationals to live under a common authority, and, in
deed make it impossible to entertain contrary thoughts. 
—Forrest McDonald6 

Triumphant tales of the Canadian single-payer health care system 

often start in 1910 in Scotland, where a six-year-old boy named 

Tommy Douglas suffered a cut to his leg that wouldn’t heal. 

Douglas later moved to Canada, where a surgeon looking to try 

out a new procedure saved him from a hospital charity ward and 

almost certain amputation. “That cut changed Canadian history,” 

wrote Canadian academics and health care activists Pat and Hugh 

Armstrong.7 

While recovering in the hospital, little Tommy Douglas did not 

conclude that it was a good thing that the private economy pro

duced enough wealth to make such generous charity possible. 

Rather, he concluded that governments ought to make such char

ity unnecessary by funding universal health care. 

From here, the story fast-forwards to 1946 and the province of 

Saskatchewan. Douglas, now the province’s socialist premier, 

leads an effort to pass government-funded hospital insurance for 

every Saskatchewan resident. The effort is so successful that the 

federal government passes its own program in 1957. Douglas’s 
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work, however, was not yet complete. In 1961 he proposed, and 

Saskatchewan’s parliament passed, full-fledged government med

ical insurance. 

As Maclean’s surveys have


shown consistently over the


years, medicare is a matter of


enormous pride for many


Canadians, rivaling the Maple


Leaf flag as a symbol. With


Doctors at first resisted, and went 

on strike. But they soon relented. 

In 1966, the Canadian Parliament 

in Ottawa passed national legisla

tion that provided money to prov

inces that followed Saskat-

chewan’s lead. By 1968, all of 

medicare playing such a central them had done just that and 

role in Canadian life, it is passed programs of government 

insurance. This system has been a 
sometimes hard to imagine that source of pride for many Canadi

it has been in effect for only ans ever since. 

about three decades of Canada’s 

133 years.” “For more than twenty years,” 

write Michael Rachlis, MD, and 
(Source: Robert Marshall, 

Carol Kushner, two leading ana-
“Paying the Price: User Fees and lysts of the Canadian system, 
Two-tier. Are Canadians Ready 

for Fundamental Changes to 

Health Care?” Maclean’s, 

January 1, 2001.) 

“Canada has been a world leader 

in health policy, enriching the 

field with new conceptual models 

to help improve our understand

ing of health and health care.”8 

As McDonald notes, all societies 

need their founding myths. The same can be said of large institu

tions and systems, especially those that create the identity of a 

nation. And few would deny that a significant amount of Cana

dian identity is wrapped up in its medicare program. 

Like most expansions of the state, the expansion of single-payer 

relied on two dynamics. First, Canadians consciously employed 

the incremental strategies of building one program on the success 

of the last. People liked government-provided hospital insurance 

in Saskatchewan, which led others to be eager to implement it in 

their provinces, and, eventually, nationwide. 
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The second dynamic is largely invisible to the public. As we’ve 

seen time and again in the United States, politicians build new 

programs on the failings of past ones. Government failure, in 

other words, provides the justification for more government. 

Here’s how it has worked in Canada. In 1948, the Canadian fed

eral government decided the country needed more hospitals, and 

started funding the building of hospitals. 

Hospitals are expensive, not only to build, but to run. At the same 

time, the provinces, which were adopting socialized hospital 

insurance programs, discovered that paying for hospitals was 

much more expensive than they had predicted. 

So in 1957, four years before Douglas’s second triumph, the Cana

dian Parliament passed an act that provided provinces with 

money for hospital insurance programs. This, too, bore unin

tended consequences, not the least of which was shifting even 

more care out of the home and doctor’s office to the hospital, the 

most expensive of all locations.9 

This shift to hospitals provides the context for understanding 

Douglas’s second foundational act, the creation of socialized med

ical insurance in 1961. As with hospital insurance, Douglas’s leg

islation was imitated in other provinces, then by the federal 

government. The push for medical insurance is but one episode in 

a familiar and relentless pattern that continues to this day: the 

government is still continuously being called in to fix problems 

caused by previous government action. 

This drawn out dynamic—not the Saskatchewan founding 

moment—is the true story of Canada’s once proud, now troubled, 

single-payer health care system. 

Of course, Canada’s system certainly appeared innovative in its 

day. One might say it was the original “third way.” It rejected the 

models of its most kindred countries. Unlike Great Britain, where 

the government owned the hospitals and clinics, in Canada the 

hospitals and clinics, with a few exceptions, would neither be 

owned nor directly managed by any government. 
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But unlike the United States, where health care services were at 

the time largely left up to private arrangements, governments 

would pay for all medically necessary procedures. While the fed

eral government would help fund the programs—originally on a 

dollar-to-dollar matching basis for hospital and physician ser-

vices—provincial governments were charged with designing and 

operating the insurance systems. 

The system was founded close to the peak of people’s faith in gov

ernments to address societal problems. Government insurance, it 

was thought then (and is still widely asserted by many today), is 

more efficient than private insurance, because it wipes out waste

ful competition. Allowing each province to run its own plan was a 

deft application of federalism. It allowed governments to tailor 

plans to local conditions and provided room for experimentation 

while still relying on federal support. 

And while the government didn’t directly own and operate hospi

tals, clinics, or doctors’ offices, it was well understood that “he 

who pays the piper calls the tune.” Having a single payer per prov

ince, then, would allow for rational planning of the system and 

eliminate wasteful spending. (This financial control would later 

shift significant power from the provinces to the federal govern

ment, which would dictate policy at the threat of withholding 

money.) 

As for patients, planners actually believed that the price of care 

bore no relationship to the amount of care demanded. Lord Bever

idge, a driving force behind the creation of Britain’s socialized sys

tem, actually predicted in the decade Douglas enjoyed his first 

triumph that free universal access would in practice decrease 

demand for health care over time as people’s needs were met.10 

Few, if any, believe this now. The Canadian experience explains why. 

At first, everyone seemed to benefit from the Canadian system. 

Doctors, who protested its adoption, saw their incomes increase, 

as patients were free to spend their countrymen’s tax money. 

Saskatchewan doctors, for example, saw their incomes increase by 

more than one-third right after the government took over all 
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insurance.11 Hospitals, too, had a ready source of funding. 

Patients enjoyed free health care on demand. And all this cost less 

than the United States spent. 

It seemed too good to be true—and it was. 

It turns out that when health care is free, people do demand more 

of it, and they demand it at expensive places, such as hospital 

emergency rooms. 

Thirty years ago, the average Canadian visited his doctor three 

times a year. Today, that patient will show up twice as often.12 

Exploding demand drove up costs. The lack of competition kept 

the single-payer system from being able to manage its costs. To 

keep spending under control, the federal government reduced its 

share of total health care spending. Today, the federal government 

provides less than one-quarter of provincial health care budgets. 

Provinces, in turn, cut payments to doctors, cut back on the ser

vices covered, and in the most drastic step of all, clamped down on 

hospital budgets and quashed the proliferation of high-tech 

equipment. At every juncture, governments responded in the same 

way: Quash private initiative and increase government control. 

At first, doctors, in at least one province, Alberta, responded by 

billing patients directly for amounts greater than the government 

paid for insured services, a practice dubbed “extra billing.” The 

federal government outlawed extra billing for insured services 

when it passed the Canada Health Act in 1984. Doctors again 

responded by billing for such uninsured services as phone calls 

and letter writing.13 Costs kept going up. 

Some provinces limited the total amount doctors could bill, and 

so they closed up shop at the end of each fiscal quarter and took 

vacations.14 Finally, many left for the land South of Niagara, 

which offered not only warmer weather but also higher salaries 

and more professional freedom. Patients, at least those who 

wanted prompt specialized care, found themselves forced to fol

low the doctors’ trail across the border. 
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What happened? Costs are properly conceived as the total amount 

of things—time, money, and alternative activities—one must give 

up to acquire a given good. In Canadian health care, these rising 

costs have been shifted from taxpayers, who pay in monetary 

form, to patients, who bear the non-monetary costs in increased 

pain and suffering, and monetary costs of lost wages or traveling 

to the United States for prompt treatment. 

Today, after 30 years of government intervention, the system suf

fers from: 

• long waiting times for critical procedures; 

• lack of access to current technology; 

• increasing costs to taxpayers and patients; and 

• a brain drain of doctors 

In turn, each of these problems has caused Canadians to lose out 

in their quest for the three essential aspects of any good health 

care system. Canadians are finding their health care degraded in 

terms of: 

• access, 

• affordability; and 

• quality 

Each of these problems can be traced to government intervention. 

So how do many of Canada’s leading health care experts respond? 

They call for yet more government control and increased funding 

by raising taxes. 

“Only tradition can explain why it is acceptable for government to 

decide how many teachers or police officers should serve a partic

ular community at public expense,” writes health analyst Jane 

Fulton, Ph.D., “but offensive when government applies the same 

principle to physicians.”15 Write Rachlis and Kushner in their 

widely read book, Strong Medicine: How to Save Canada’s Health Care 

System, “A greater federal presence in health policy is essential.”16 



CHAPTER FOUR: 

What does Canada Spend 

Every Year on Health Care? 

How Does the Canadian 

Health Care Debate Affect 

the United States? 

For all the non-monetary costs the system shifts to patients, and 

for all the restrictions it places on expensive procedures, one 

would hope the system would at least control spending. Canada’s 

system does allow it to exert some control over monetary costs. 

Canadian health care costs 9.4 percent of that country’s GDP, a 

level exceeded by three countries—Germany, Switzerland, and 

the United States.17 Once one accounts for the relatively youthful 

population in Canada, 18 only the United States spends more on 

health care in total.19 

Quantifying health care costs as a percent of GDP is highly dubi

ous, however, because this statistic says nothing of the product 

being purchased, whether it’s swift surgery when one needs it, or 

a place in line and a bottle of painkillers. And health care is not 

cheap for the average working Canadian. The bill is just buried in 

an already high tax burden. 

Nor is it cheap for the provinces. When medicare was first passed, 

the federal government picked up about half the bill. Today, the 

national share is less than 25 percent.20 
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In Saskatchewan, medicare’s birthplace, health care accounts for 

40 percent of the province’s budget. This is more than the prov

ince collects in personal income and the sales tax.21 The average 

province spends nearly one in three budget dollars on health care.22 

Still, the Canadian Medical Association (CMA) says that even 

these levels of break-the-bank spending aren’t enough, and warns 

of a “cataclysmic collapse” if more money isn’t pumped into 

patient care. Politicians are scrambling to 

shift the costs to others. In August 2001, 

Dr. David Gratzer figures provincial premiers, led by Ontario’s 

that government-provided then-premier Mike Harris, put the 

national government on notice that if it 
medicare costs working 

didn’t pass down more money for health 
Canadians $.21 for every $1 care, the provinces were prepared to 

earned. Writes Gratzer, ignore its regulations.23 

“This means that Canadians 

earning $35,000 a year Canada’s relationship with the United 

States is complex, perhaps nowhere 
pay $7,350 for Medicare.” more so than in regard to health care. 

(Source: Gratzer, Code Blue, Canada often finds itself in the shadow of 

p. 175.)	 its more boisterous neighbor. Yet in 

health care, starting in the 1960s, it was 

Canada that boldly broke from the 

United States, applying what it considers its superior moral val-

ues—the idea that the state ought to take care of the individual. 

For some time, when the government was willing to pump in 

ever-increasing sums of money, the Canadian system sparkled, 

causing even many Americans to long for such a system. Not yet a 

half century later, however, the system is showing numerous 

strains that, as we shall see in the final chapter, can only be allevi

ated by opening it up to market forces. 

Few Canadians are fully aware of the extent of the growing crisis 

in Canadian health care. Every Canadian does know two things, 

however. First, health care is a right that ought to be guaranteed 

by government. Thankfully, an enlightened Canadian government 

sees to this right, even if exercising that right and securing care 

takes some time. Second, the United States has a horrible, private, 
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profit-driven system that leaves millions without medical insur

ance. 

The specter of the United States dominates Canadian health care 

thinking, paralyzing its policies, even as Canada increasingly 

relies on the United States as 

an integral part of its system. 

Thus, the United States plays 

many roles in the Canadian 

health care system, most 

prominently as its chief straw 

man, safety valve, and source 

of innovations. “In Canada,” 

writes Fulton, “queuing is far 

more acceptable than the 

notion of rationing Ameri-

can-style, which leaves con

sumers with the decision of 

whether treatment is needed 

and worth the price of the user 

fee or other deterrent.”24 

Of course, this is a distorted 

view of health care in America, 

“A Canadian... measures Canada 

inevitably and overwhelmingly 

against the United States... This 

Canadian measuring produces a 

kaleidoscope of reactions, ranging 

from envy to anger, from 

inferiority complex to moral 

superiority, from doubt to 

defiance.” (Source: Jeffrey 

Simpson, columnist, Globe and 

Mail and author, Star-Spangled 

Canadians: Canadians Living the 

American Dream (HarperCollins 

Canada, 2000), p. 6.) 
the health care equivalent of 

Americans considering the 

beer-swilling stars of Canadian Strange Brew, Bob and Doug 

McKenzie, as typical of their countrymen. Still, the negative image 

of the United States has a powerful grip on Canadian psychology, 

which fears destroying the system that’s made it so proud and 

moving closer to the heartless US model. 

There’s no denying that the free-spending United States provides 

Canadians with many health care benefits. Thousands of Canadi

ans travel south for prompt care, sometimes at government 

expense, which alleviates the need for Canadian governments to 

undertake the necessary reforms to supply these medical services 

domestically. As incredible as it may sound, some defenders of 

the Canadian system blame the United States for raising the 

expectations of Canadians. 
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“The Canadian system is already vulnerable to the workings of the 

US system,” write Rachlis and Kushner, articulating this view. 

“The explosion of largely unevaluated US technology, driven by 

incentives for private profit, has created pressure for similar 

expansion here. Very high incomes for some American doc-

tors—particularly surgeons—have put pressure on certain spe

cialties in Canada. Both these factors are a strain on Canada’s 

health budgets. Most important, will America’s rejection of a 

Canadian-style health care system lead us to doubt the fundamen

tal soundness of our own approach to health care financing?”25 

In truth, Canadians already benefit from the considerable sums 

US companies sink into medical research. Although Canada’s 

bureaucracies restrict the drugs its citizens have access to, the 

products that survive the screening are largely developed in the 

United States. And even as Canadians health experts point to 

administrative costs in the United States as a reason the Canadian 

system is superior, they admit to free-riding on US expenditures. 

“A few years ago it appeared that Canada should concentrate on 

measuring the value of specific elements of health care,” writes 

Fulton. “For two reasons, this is not the case. First, the United 

States is spending $1 billion annually on cost-effectiveness 

research and a great deal more is being done in Europe. Second, 

Canada has been slow to make use of the information available.”26 

There’s an old joke that asks, “What’s the definition of a Cana

dian?” The answer is, “An American who has health insurance 

and doesn’t have a gun.” In Toronto, this joke was tragically 

reversed on New Year’s Day, 2000, when a father, frustrated that 

he couldn’t get care for his extremely sick baby, pulled a gun on 

emergency room workers. He was shot and killed by police.27 

Canadian critics, as the last chapter demonstrates, are correct that 

all is not well to the south. They are wrong, however, about how 

US problems relate to Canada. They are wrong to let fear of the 

shortcomings of the US approach to health care stop them from 

addressing Canada’s problems. Above all, they are wrong in 

thinking that the source of the problems is a lack of government. 



CHAPTER FIVE: 

Can You Give Me Concrete 

Evidence of the Failure of 

Single-payer? 

“Everybody waits.”


—Anonymous Canadian surgeon.28


At a glance, Canada seems to have progressed past the US system, 

providing its citizens with universal health insurance while 

spending less than the United States. But beneath the shiny 

veneer of Canada’s single-payer health-care system is a darker 

reality: old and inadequate equipment, intolerable waits for treat

ment, and disaffected physicians. 

“In the past, we did the best we could for patients,” Dr. Bill 

McArthur, a longtime veteran of Canadian health care, told fellow 

doctor and author David Gratzer. “Today we do the best we are 

allowed to do under the circumstances.”29 

Canadians once found few barriers to seeing a doctor for 

day-to-day conditions—a situation that sadly is no longer true. 

When they fall seriously ill, or a bug spreads through the Great 

White North, the system’s life-threatening fissures actually 

become life threatening. Even something as routine and predict

able as an outbreak of the flu can seriously disrupt emergency care 

and tax hospital capacity, leading to the neglect of acutely ill 

patients. 
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“No Hospital Beds in BC, Mom-to-be Flown to Alberta” read the 

headline on the front page of the May 29, 2004 edition of The Van

couver Sun. The article tells the story of the Cornthwaites, the par

ents of premature twin boys, who were born in Edmonton, 

Alberta, because no hospital in British Columbia could accept 

them. Mr. Cornthwaite accused BC “of having a Third World 

health system that puts lives at risk.” He went on to criticize the 

BC health system for being so poorly managed that it could not 

find room for the birth of two babies in an emergency, adding “it 

took about seven hours to sort out 

the bureaucracy and get them on a 

A flu outbreak in 1999 practically flight to Alberta.” 

closed some hospitals to the most 

critically ill patients for, on 

average, more than three hours a 

day for twelve weeks. “In the 12 

weeks beginning on Nov. 1, 

1999,” one report noted, “York 

Central hospital was on critical 

care bypass—rejecting even the 

most needy patients—for 268 

hours. For the entire previous year 

the total was 10.5 hours.” 

An outbreak of Clostridium difficile 

caused the death of as many as 100 

patients at University Hospital in 

Sherbrooke, Quebec, over an 18

month span starting in 2003 and 

continuing through 2004. Nearly 

90 more patients have died due to 

the bacterial agent at other hospi

tals in Montreal and Calgary. Dr. 

Jacques Pepin, who authored a 

study on the outbreak for the Cana

dian Medical Association Journal, 

places some of the blame on dete-
(Source: Robert Sheppard, “Stress 

riorating conditions of Canadian 
in Suburbia,” Maclean’s, hospitals that can leave up to 40 

February 7, 2000.) patients sharing a single bath

room. “[I]n some of these old 

buildings, the sanitary conditions 

are intolerable,” Dr. Pepin told The Canadian Press. “I mean it’s 

indecent.” 30 That was certainly the experience reported by 

Lysiane Gagnon, who wrote to The Globe and Mail about accompa

nying her mother to a hospital for two cataract operations. “The 

facilities were cramped and somewhat seedy,” wrote Gagnon. 

“Both times, my mother had to change in the unisex bathroom off 

the waiting room, with her clothes balanced on the sink, near a 

toilet that the previous occupant had not bothered to flush.”31 
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The flu of 1999 was a prelude to the Severe Acute Respiratory 

Syndrome (SARS) crisis of 2003—and nothing had changed. The 

SARS crisis, with its need for quarantine, would stress any health 

care delivery system. It proved especially trying for Ontario’s, 

which having lost 12,000 hospital beds in the 1990s, was 

stretched thin before the first patient appeared in March.a The 

three hospitals comprising the University Health Network 

cancelled 1,050 surgical procedures, including cancer and heart 

surgeries and transplants.b The hospitals postponed 31,000 

clinical visits.c Predictably, Canadians traveled to the United 

States for MRIs and CT scans as well as urgent surgeries.d In the 

SARS aftermath, hospitals found themselves battling budget 

deficits and long waits for procedures. UHN, for example, targets 

a maximum 28 day wait from referral to treatment for cancer 

patients. “Prior to SARS we were at 62 days,” UHN president 

and CEO Tom Closson told the Medical Post. “We are now at 

85 days and we think it’s going to go to 100 days.”e 

(Sources: aToday’s Choices... Tomorrow’s Care: Key Facts 

and Figures, Media Backgrounder, Ontario Hospital 

Association, June 20, 2003, p. 3. 
bTheresa Boyle, “Ontario Hospitals in ‘New Normal’ 

Mode,” Toronto Star, May 19, 2003, p. A-1. 
cAndrew Skelly, “Promised $25M Won’t Cover Backlog: 

Catching Up On Surgeries Requires Much More Money,” 

Medical Post, May 6, 2003. 
dTom Blackwell, “Hospital Closures Send Patients South 

of Border: SARS Delays Treatments: Buffalo Diagnostic 

Clinics Bustling with Canadian Customers,” National Post, 

April 10, 2003, p. A-16. 
eSkelly, “Promised $25M Won’t Cover Backlog,” May 6, 2003.) 
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Long a source of national pride, 

Canada’s heath care system is 

rapidly becoming a source of 

national anxiety. A public opinion 

poll conducted in July, 2004, 

found that more than eight in 10 

Ontarians are concerned about 

waiting for diagnostic procedures, 

specialists, and surgery.a Another 

poll conducted in May 2004 found 

that 87 percent of Canada’s 

business leaders would support 

seeking health care outside the 

government system if they had a 

pressing medical concern.b 

(Sources: a“Doctors to Canada’s 

Premiers: Future of Health Care 

Relies on Unity; New Provincial 

Poll Shows Declining Confidence 

in Health Care,” Canada 

NewsWire, July 28, 2004. 
bRobert Thompson, “Health Care a 

Growing Issue: Most would 

Support Using Private Care 

Rather than Waiting,” Financial 

Post, May 17, 2004.) 

In March 2004, a class-action law

suit was launched against 12 Que

bec hospitals on behalf of 10,000 

patients who waited more than 

eight weeks for radiotherapy after 

being diagnosed with breast cancer. 

The woman who initiated the law

suit had waited three months in 

vain for radiotherapy under Can-

ada’s public health care system 

before spending $10,000 to receive 

the costly treatment outside the 

country. The suit, the first of its 

kind, could entail damages as great 

as $37 million and have repercus

sions across Canada.32 

On June 24, in one of the many 

e-mails I have received in response 

to my newspaper articles, a resident 

of Ontario provided me with these 

stories: 

•	 My father was told by his 

ophthalmologist that he would 

not be able to schedule an 

appointment for a needed 

cataract operation until the 

hospital administrator gave the 

doctor his next annual package 

of operating time at the end of 

the month. What if there isn’t 

enough money for my father’s 

operation? Of course, we told him to go to Syracuse, NY, to pay 

for it and get it out of the way. 

•	 My aunts and uncles living in the St. John, New Brunswick area 

tell me it’s next to impossible to find a doctor if you don’t 

already have one. None are taking new patients. It’s pretty 

much the same case here in the Kingston, Ontario area. The 
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politicians are considering licensing immigrants who have a 

medical education, in order to provide more physicians. One 

might think this will further reduce the standard of medical 

care in this country. 

Stories such as these are common, and there are many more 

extreme examples. Eighteen-year-old Joshua Fleuelling experienced 

the dangers of the system in January 1999, when his ambulance 

was turned back from a Toronto emergency room. He was suffering 

from asthma, and by the time he reached the doors of the next 

closest emergency room, he was brain dead from lack of oxygen.33 

Fifty-three-year-old Jan Norwood confronted the limits in the fall 

of 2000, when her doctor determined she needed her left hip 

replaced. She won’t cost the government any money for 16 

months, because she’ll be languishing on a waiting list of more 

than 150 people in need of similar surgery. But the wait will cost 

her dearly—emotionally, physically, and financially. “My life and 

that of my family is severely impacted by my pain,” Norwood 

wrote to then Ontario Health Minister Elizabeth Witmer. “I sleep 

less, am tired all the time, and my income (as a consultant) is sig

nificantly reduced. My client base is eroding. My costs are increas

ing and my drugs are expensive. The pain is unrelenting,” 

continued Norwood, “it saps my energy and ruins my life.”34 

The system relies on global budgets to control costs. It is beyond 

dispute that one of the best ways to keep government budget 

expenses down in any given year is to choose not to invest in the 

latest equipment. 

There’s no question that Canada suffers from a shortage of new 

medical technology that can assist in diagnosis and treatments. 

This is fine from the administrator’s perspective. But it’s under

standable that patients see it from a different angle—from the 

angle offered at the back of a long line. 

Ottawa nurse Trish Besner had exactly that view in early 2001. 

The 31-year-old mother started experiencing fainting spells and 

was told in October 2000 that she needed an MRI to diagnose her 

condition. “The doctors keep mentioning MS to me,” Mrs. Besner 
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told the Ottawa Citizen. “That’s a very scary thing and I know that 

an MRI can rule that out.” Unfortunately, Ottawa has only one 

MRI for 555,000 residents, and more than 7,000 were already 

lined up for screening. 

Many, like Canadian Senator


Edward M. Lawson, cross over


the border and pay for prompt


care in the United States. Lawson


experienced chest pains in August


So while the government saved on 

the $3.5 million price tag of an 

MRI machine, and the $2 million 

a year it takes to keep it running, 

Besner and her family bore many 

costs. All her doctor was able to 

do was offer a raft of drugs, one 

pill for her anxiety, another for 2001 and his doctor told him 

he’d have to wait a month for her sleeping problems, and yet 

another for her seizures. They
an angiogram, the recommended didn’t work, which left her unable 
diagnostic. No thanks, he said, to care for her toddler. Her 

as he headed to Seattle to mother took an unpaid leave from 

purchase prompt care. her job to take care of her family. 

(Source: Crossette, “Canada’s 
“She’s lost weight. She’s thin and 

drawn,” says her mother. “But we 
Health Care Shows Strains,” 2001.) have no information as to what is 

wrong with Trish.”35 

Tom Holland, director of diagnostic imaging for the Ottawa Hos

pital and, therefore, the man who grants access to the MRI, can 

only offer his sympathies. “Unfortunately, we hear these stories 

all the time,” says Holland. “There’s a tremendous amount of anx

iety for the patients and a tremendous amount of anxiety for those 

who are working here as well. Everybody associated with this 

operation deals with this on a daily basis.”36 

Thus, health care in Canada is a DMV (Department of Motor 

Vehicles) experience—“take a number and wait in line.” Jan 

Norwood, described above, faced nearly a year and a half of pain 

and lost income. Yet, presumably to control costs, her surgeon’s 

time at the hospital had actually been cut by one-third.37 Patients 

in such straits face stark choices. 

When lines get too long, the provinces may actually pay for travel 

and treatment in the United States. Ontario, for example, sent 
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just under 1,800 cancer patients to the US for care between April 

1999 and May 2000. This diversion costs, on average, $20,000 per 

patient.38 In December 2001, a court ruled that Ontario had to pay 

$150,000 to send a drug-addicted teen to the United States for 

treatment, since the wait for the 10 available beds was too long.39 

These experiences would 

seem to violate the accessi- When former Quebec premier 
bility principle from the sac- Robert Bourassa discovered that 
rosanct 1984 Canada Health 

he had skin cancer, he went to 
Act, which states that prov

inces must provide “reason- the United States and paid for 

able access” to care. But it 

turns out that the Act doesn’t 

provide enforceable rights, at 

least when it comes to wait-

his treatment there. 

(Source: James Frogue, A High 

Price for Patients: An Update 

on Health Care in Britain and 
ing in line. A study published 

in the Canadian Medical Asso- Canada, Backgrounder No. 1398, 

ciation Journal finds that half The Heritage Foundation 
of cancer patients wait more (September 26, 2000).) 
than 37 days for referral to 

surgery in Ontario’s regional 

cancer centers.40 The Canadian Society of Surgical Oncology rec

ommends that patients receive surgery within two weeks. 

The Vancouver-based Fraser Institute has long been tracking 

waiting times in Canada through its annual surveys of doctors. 

Between 1993 and 2003, the median waiting time from referral by 

a general practitioner to treatment increased by 90 percent, from 

9.3 weeks to 17.7 weeks. Waiting times increased across all spe

cialties. For cancer patients, the waiting time for medical oncol

ogy more than doubled from 2.5 weeks to 6.1 weeks, and the 

waiting time for radiation oncology increased from 5.3 weeks to 

8.1 weeks. Across all 10 provinces, waiting times increased.41 

How you feel about this depends on whether you are a needy 

patient like Norwood and Lawson, or whether you are healthy, 

and ideologically and emotionally wedded to the current, 

top-down, single-payer plan. “Canadians do not wait for care that 

is required immediately,” assert Pat and Hugh Armstrong, who 
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claim that emergency rooms are available for everyone—a claim 

that didn’t hold on January 2, 2000, when 23 of Toronto’s 25 

emergency rooms were closed to all.42 

And the Armstrongs are not worried about quality of life. “While 

waiting for knee surgery might be inconvenient or even painful, it 

is unlikely to be life threatening.” They also claim that in some 

cases waiting lines are “indications of the system’s success, not its 

failure,” since it shows strong demand for quality care.43 In short, 

we are told there is reason to celebrate long lines. Policymakers 

advise patients to keep stiff upper-lips; and many of them do, as 

their lips curl from agony. 

Of course, rationing by waiting is the inescapable product of a 

government-controlled system that funds hospitals with global 

budgets and doesn’t allow the private purchase of services. “If the 

costs of hospitals and physicians are controlled, there will be con

tinuing complaints about longer hospital waiting lists and the 

absence of the latest technology,” writes Jane Fulton.44 

As Fulton so candidly indicates, much of the waiting for care in 

Canada is, in fact, waiting for technology. This, too, is a product of 

the single-payer system of funding. And like the waiting lines that 

system produces, the intent in delaying technological improve

ment is to shift costs from the system, which would be born in the 

form of monetary costs, to needy patients, who pay in pain and 

suffering, as well as money. The more tightly the government tries 

to manage the system, the worse it gets. 

“Does it make any sense that your cat can get an MRI at 2:30 in the 

morning and you can pay $20 to do that but your mother can’t?” 

asked Ernie Eves, a candidate for premier of Ontario in January 

2002. “Is your cat more important than your mother?”45 Eves 

refers to the 1998 discovery by the Toronto Star that St. Joseph’s 

Health Centre in London, Ontario, was renting access to its MRI 

machine to veterinarians for after-hours use while Canadian 

patients waited for diagnosis.46 

It makes perfect sense, once you understand the incentives of the 

system. Canadian humans pay nothing for the services they 
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receive. As a result, providing them with expensive services costs 

hospitals and provinces money. Pet owners, however, pay for the 

services their pets receive. Therefore, hospitals make money by 

providing them with extra services in the off hours—hours that 

transform equipment from being cost centers to revenue centers. 

The same is true of foreigners, who travel to Canada for the fine 

care some of its specialized centers offer. In 1999, a member of the 

Moroccan royal family jumped ahead of hundreds of waiting 

Canadians to get heart surgery at a Montreal hospital. His 

$60,000 provided a windfall for the hospital, which claims to have 

opened up a closed bed for the procedure.47 

Yet when Canadians want to spend $4 for x-rays—less than the 

cost of a Big Mac super-meal at McDonald’s—the government 

won’t allow it.48 Waiting is the price they pay for free care. 

There’s no denying that Canada suffers from a lack of high-tech 

equipment, not just compared to the United States, but compared 

to all advanced countries. 

According to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 

Development (OECD), Canada had only 3.5 magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) units per million population in 2001. This com

pares to an average of 6.3 MRIs per million for the 25 OECD coun

tries for which data were available. In fact, Canada ranked 16th 

out of 25 OECD countries in MRIs per capita. 

The news is even worse for computed tomography (CT) scanners. 

Canada has only 9.5 CT scanners per million population, com

pared to an average of 16.7 CT scanners for the 24 OECD countries 

that make their data available. Among these 24 OECD countries, 

Canada ranked 20th in the number of CT scanners per capita.49 

Even the equipment hospitals have is increasingly obsolete. The 

Canadian Association of Radiologists (CAR) reports that one in 

two diagnostic imaging units—ultrasound, x-ray, and CT scan 

machines—requires immediate replacement. One CT scan machine 

in a Montreal suburb can’t even be turned off, CAR says, because 

it’s so outdated that replacement parts, including the power 

switch, are no longer made.50 
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“Our radiology equipment is in bad shape,” according to CAR CEO 

Normand Laberge, who pegs the national replacement cost at $2 

billion. Without immediate action radiologists will no longer be 

able to guarantee the reliability and quality of examinations.” 

Old machines aren’t replaced and new machines, even ones that 

greatly improve care, are not added. Canada has only two Positron 

Emission Tomography machines, or PET scanners, a relatively 

new diagnostic machine that employs radioactive chemicals to 

view molecular changes in cells and detect cancer. PET scans have 

proven extremely useful in detecting and diagnosing many types 

of cancer, including breast cancer. 

A recent study found that PET scans caused doctors to change their 

treatment in six out of 10 cases, due to their greater precision. 

“For patients with breast cancer, there really is the opportunity of 

being able to say, ‘Look, we know your cancer treatment now isn’t 

working,’” says Dr. Sandy McEwan, an Edmonton-based 

oncologist. “Because there are so many therapies for breast can

cer, it is very important that we know exactly where we are man

aging patients. What is the cancer? Where is it? How is it respond

ing? Because if we get it at the beginning of a failure of response 

we can change to treatments that we know work very well.”51 

Yet at a cost of up to $3 million a machine, Canadian provinces 

haven’t eagerly purchased them. McEwan has access to a third 

machine, purchased with research money, which she’s allowed to 

use only a few hours a week for patients. 

A PET scanner “definitely changes the way we manage patients, 

avoiding lots of unnecessary surgery,” says Dr. Francois Bénard, 

who has access to one of the fully operational scanners. “It helps 

us predict disease when other tests are negative. It saves a lot of 

pain and suffering for cancer patients.”52 

That’s certainly the case—and it’s why there are more than 250 PET 

scanners in the United States, 48 in Japan, 45 in Germany, and nearly 

20 in Belgium. But although they help patients, these scanners 

provide pain and suffering to the budgets of health care planners. 
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“In Canada, hospitals are not free to develop services such as 

open-heart surgery and transplantation, or to purchase expensive 

equipment such as magnetic resonance imagining (MRI) scan

ners, without specific approval from provincial governments,” 

explain an approving Rachlis and Kushner.53 And when it comes 

to purchasing new PET scanners or replacing old x-ray machines, 

the governments simply say no. 

“The large and growing gap between the United States and Can

ada,” writes Canada’s most vocal economist R.G. Evans and others 

in the New England Journal of Medicine, “drives home the point that, 

for good or ill, the form of funding adopted by Canada does permit a 

society to control its overall outlays on health care. Furthermore it is 

unnecessary to impose financial barriers to access in the process.”54 

Evans and associates penned these words in 1989, when Canada 

was spending 8.6 percent of its GDP on health care, the third high

est percentage in the world. The claim was a stretch then. By 1993, 

the median wait time between referral by a general practitioner and 

treatment was 9.3 weeks. Today, it’s clear that Evans’s last sen

tence needs to be radically edited to state, “But it is necessary to 

impose significant non-financial barriers to access in the process.” 

In a private system, costs are not systemic issues, but are instead 

issues between buyers and sellers. Buyers, ideally individuals, but 

often large third parties such as employers or health plans, want to 

spend as little as possible to secure quality care. They must account 

for the non-monetary costs as well as the cash expenditures. Doc

tors, clinics, and hospitals want to sell their services for as high a 

price as possible. Individual negotiations, in which monetary and 

non-monetary costs are taken into account, produce the outcome. 

Under a private system, doctors and hospitals view patients as 

beneficial, at least from the institutional perspective. Expecting 

mothers, seniors in need of joint replacements, and heart 

patients, are all welcomed and served, because they help sustain 

hospitals with their payments. 

Under a system of global budgets, where hospitals are given a 

lump of money per year that’s only loosely tied to individual pro

cedures, patients are a pain in the budget for hospitals. 
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Surgery centers are cost, not revenue, centers for these hospitals. 

The only way to limit expenditures is to limit procedures by refus

ing to invest in expensive equipment and limiting surgeons’ access 

to operating rooms. This is how costs are shifted to patients. 

“For cardiac patients in Canada, because of the way health care is 

funded, you are looked at as a cost-center, someone who costs the 

provincial government a lot of money because what I do is expen

sive, technology driven, a lot of cost per life saved,” Dr. Kevin 

Landolfo, a Canadian heart-transplant surgeon who transplanted 

himself to the Duke Medical Center in the United States, told 

Canadian author Jeffrey Simpson. “In the United States, it’s seen 

as the exact opposite.”55 

Dr. Alfons Pomp, a Canadian laparoscopic surgeon who does his 

operating in the US, makes the same point. “There’s no compari

son because the basic difference is that in medical care in the 

United States, the more patients you operate on the better you 

In December 2001, the press broke the story that health care 

bureaucrats in Queens Park instructed the Queensway-Carleton 

Hospital in Ottawa to ration babies. The facility is set to deliver 

2,700 bundles of joy a year, but that’s expensive under a system in 

which deliveries are “free.” 

So the bureaucrats set the hospital’s quota at 2,100 newborns, 

and forced the hospital’s delivery doctors to sign a contract that 

promised they would not exceed the quota. If they served too many 

parents, they would lose their jobs. “They figured they’d save 

$600,000,” says Dr. Paul Legault, the hospital’s chief of 

obstetrics, who fought the quota and got it raised to 2,500. 

“We felt we were being kicked out, penalized for providing service, 

which I thought was our job. I trained 12 years in order to do 

obstetrical care, not to sit in my office and refuse patients.” 

(Source: Quoted in Margaret Wente, “How to Cut Health Care 

Costs: Ration Babies,” Globe and Mail, December 13, 2001.) 
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are,” Dr. Pomp tells Simpson. “You bring money in. The patient is 

a source of revenue. Whereas in Canada, the patient is a source of 

expense. So it’s to the hospital’s 

benefit to reduce costs (by) 

doing the least amount of opera- “I have witnessed health 
tions as possible, as paradoxical ministry employees argue that 
as that seems.”56 

women with incontinence 

Hospitals must control their should not have access to 

costs, so rationing of procedures collagen injections because 
is built into the system, year in ‘they are only peeing 
and year out. Pomp notes that themselves,’” writes Tim 
the average surgeon in Quebec 

Lynch, who, as a health 
performs only one operation a 

week, on a good week. Says services reimbursement 

Pomp, “When you have a wait- consultant, deals with health 
ing list and you’re doing only bureaucrats day in and day 
one patient in every week, and out. “Medication to inhibit 
you add three or four patients a 

vomiting in cancer patients, 
week to the waiting list, it’s obvi

a side effect of chemotherapy, ously an untenable situation.” 57 

was greeted with the 
Year after year, this incentive argument, ‘they are only 
structure produces hospitals throwing up.’” 
and surgery centers that are 

woefully inadequate at serving (Source: Tim Lynch, “Choice 

people. The rationing is often in Health Care,” Globe and 

subtle, known to only the sur- Mail, November 12, 2001.) 
geons, who cannot obtain oper

ating rooms or the latest tech

nology, and their would-be patients. Sometimes absurd cases 

bring the situation to the public’s attention. That is, of course, the 

case when it was discovered in 1998 that pets could get MRIs 

while their owners couldn’t. It is also the case in the maternity 

ward, where each birth is a newborn cost center. 

“I had a nurse with me the entire time I was in labor and the doc

tor was always nearby,” says Jane Don, thirty-three-year-old 

mother of two from Burlington, Ontario, who had her first child in 

1993. Yet when she had her second three years later, personal care 
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had turned into a group experience. She had to share two nurses 

and one doctor with five other women. She didn’t get much atten

tion, and believes she picked up an infection as a result.58 

As Don’s experience shows, the way bureaucrats save money is by 

shifting costs to patients. Consider the statement of health-care 

activists Pat and Hugh Armstrong: “While waiting for knee sur

gery might be inconvenient or even painful, it is unlikely to be life 

threatening.” It’s true that Jane Don’s lack of attention didn’t 

threaten her life; it just left her uncomfortable and perhaps caused 

a secondary infection, which also inconvenienced her and cost 

money to treat. 

But is the goal of health care to intervene only when something is 

life threatening? Certainly, considerations such as comfort and 

peace of mind matter to patients. But when it comes time to bud

get, the Armstrongs’ view rules the day. 

Lynch points to exceedingly callous statements that, while jolting 

in their starkness, point to the calculations that take place in every 

aspect of the system’s budgeting process. 

Consider laparoscopic surgery. Unlike traditional surgery, it 

requires only small incisions, through which highly skilled sur

geons use cameras and precision tools to perform procedures 

inside the body. It’s less painful for patients and it reduces recov

ery times. The equipment, however, is expensive and, therefore, 

not prevalent in Canada. 

“It’s really a matter of having the tools to do my job,” Emma 

Patterson, a native of British Columbia, told Simpson. Patterson 

was trained at Mount Sinai Hospital in New York by two other 

Canadian surgeons who were driven south by lack of resources 

and planned to return to Canada to practice her trade. The hospi

tal at which she used to work in British Columbia just couldn’t 

come up with the money to purchase the equipment she needed, 

so she planned to stay in the United States.59 This is not an aberra

tion, it’s part of the system’s design. 



CHAPTER SIX:


How Does Canadian Federalism


Work in Practice?


Political philosophers and scientists have long recognized that 

one of the major benefits of federalism—the division of govern

ment powers and responsibilities in different layers of govern-

ment—is the diversity in approach to public policy issues that it 

allows. As markets cater to individual choices—ketchup lovers 

and salsa enthusiasts have no reason to quarrel, as they can each 

purchase their product of choice—a dispersion of governing 

regimes allows people a degree of freedom to choose the set of 

rules under which they live. 

Federalism also promotes progress in public policy. As in other 

areas of life, improvements in public policy result from a relent

less process of experimental trial and error, under which sound 

policies are retained and less beneficial policies either adjusted or 

jettisoned. As US Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis famously 

characterized, the states are “laboratories,” from which sprung 

the popular phrase “laboratories of democracy.” 

The same is true in Canada. Indeed, it was through the mecha

nisms of federalism that single-payer health care became the 

norm in Canada. Over time, however, power was consolidated in 

Ottawa, culminating in the 1984 Canada Health Act placing uni

form conditions on the provincial plans. The provinces should be 

set free to undertake bold experiments again. 
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The federal government had better listen. There are signs of rest

lessness and even outright rebellion in the provinces. In Alberta, 

Bill 11 allows private clinics to perform surgical procedures 

requiring overnight stays. This has prompted a backlash, with 

officials citing the Canada Health Act and threatening sanctions. 

Christine Burdett, chair of the Friends of Medicare lobby, asked 

how the public hospitals would save money if they keep paying 

the same overhead and staff costs as more surgery is contracted 

out. “Will we be paying the money twice?” she asked. 

Nevertheless, some provinces may go ahead. Depending on which 

reforms the provinces are willing to push, they may want to con

front Ottawa, violate the supreme health care law of the land, and 

accept the consequences. The reason: they may soon have no 

other choice. 

In 2000, economist Martin Zelder calculated the net effects for the 

provinces if they were to violate the Canada Health Act’s accessi

bility mandate by instituting a 25 percent co-insurance payment. 

An exhaustive study by the RAND Corporation found that such a 

co-insurance reduces health care use, but doesn’t have a negative 

impact on the health of most participants.60 Zelder estimates that 

this policy alone would save each province 19 percent of its cur

rent health care expenditure. 

He then calculated the net effect to each province, which must 

account for the provincial money saved, as well as the loss of fed

eral funding. It turns out that Alberta and Ontario would be better 

off going it alone under such an arrangement. Alberta could 

expect an $83 million windfall from opting out, while Ontario 

could expect a boost of $51 million.61 

“A province intent on reforming its health care system can do so, 

if it is willing to pay the price in forgone (federal) transfers, and 

potential political opprobrium,” notes Zelder. “Some may call 

that a sin, but in time when the current heath system forsakes so 

many who are suffering, it might instead prove the most saintly 

compassion.”62 



CHAPTER SEVEN:


How does the Canadian System


Treat Pharmaceuticals?


In the United States, liberal politicians and advocates of national

ized health care have found something else in Canada’s health 

care system to admire: its prescription drug policy. At least one 

politician, Michigan Democrat Debbie Stabenow, found that her 

trip to the US Senate in 2000 ran through Canada, where she 

staged many publicized bus trips for needy seniors. 

“We have an industry that is the most profitable in the world,” 

Stabenow told the New York Times. “And I don’t begrudge them 

that in any way. But when an industry is allowed to make 18 to 20 

percent a year, at the same time it’s raising prices three times the 

rate of inflation, and people who need life-saving medicine cannot 

afford it, I think it’s time to ask where the corporate responsibility 

is.”63 

The affection US liberals have for the Canadian system is ironic, 

because pharmaceuticals in Canada are explicitly excluded from 

the national health care mandate. The reason? As incredible as it 

sounds, the Canadian federal government does not consider 

pharmaceuticals to be medically necessary, at least not yet. The 

Canada Health Act does not require prescription drug coverage 

under the medicare system. 

At the same time, Canadian provinces pay for nearly half of pre

scription drug expenses. In 2001, governments paid for 49 per

cent of prescription costs, private insurance paid for 30 percent, 
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and individual out-of-pocket costs covered the remaining 21 per-

cent.64 Each province provides coverage for low-income elderly 

Canadians. Six in 10 Canadians enjoy some third-party coverage 

for prescription drugs.65 

Canada also enforces strict price controls on what manufacturers 

can charge for patented drugs. Many drugs are less expensive in 

Canada than in the United States for this reason. Canada’s 

national government also tightly regulates the drug industry, 

including the prices at which it can sell to distributors, the 

so-called “gate price” of the products. At first glance, this policy 

appears to have kept prices lower in Canada. But closer examina

tion calls that into question. University of Pennsylvania professor 

Patricia Danzon found that US consumers would have paid three 

percent more in 1992 if they purchased the same bundle of drugs 

in Canada as they did in the United States.66 

The governing law is the amended 1987 Patent Act, which estab

lished the Patented Medicine Prices Review Board (PMPRB). The 

PMPRB, which reports to Parliament, is charged with ensuring 

that prices for drugs are not excessive. This board places drugs 

into one of three categories, which determine acceptable prices. 

Category One: New drugs that are extensions of existing medi

cines or of comparable dosage to existing medicines. A new drug 

placed in Category One cannot increase the cost of drug treatment 

for a disease. (The bureaucrats do not take into consideration any 

cost reductions in non-drug treatments when setting the prices.) 

Category Two: A new drug that is the first to treat an illness, or is 

a substantial improvement over what’s already available, is con

sidered a breakthrough drug, and thus earns a coveted spot in this 

second category. The price of these Category Two drugs cannot be 

set so high that a bureaucrat deems it would increase the costs of 

treatment in its therapeutic class. Thus, breakthrough drugs are 

limited to the median price of the same drug in France, Germany, 

Italy, Sweden, Switzerland, Britain, and the United States. 

Category Three: Reserved for what are derisively referred to as 

“me too” drugs. They are usually a new dosage or form of an 
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existing drug. As such, the government doesn’t consider them to 

add much improvement over what’s already available. These drugs, 

like those in category one, can’t increase the costs of therapy. 

Government meddling isn’t limited to sim-

The Canadian Patented ply setting prices. The board also keeps 

Medicine Prices Review track of every prescription that’s sold. 

Board rarely finds a drug 
Companies are required to file detailed 

price and sales reports for every six-month 
to be a breakthrough drug. period.67 If government officials determine 
Between 1988 and 1995, that companies are selling too much prod-

the government only uct at too high a price, they will demand 

classified 41 out of 581 that companies enter into a Voluntary 

drugs as breakthrough. 
Compliance Undertaking, an Orwellian 

euphemism, that results in industry 
(Source: Menon, givebacks to government and even fines.68 

“Pharmaceutical Cost 
In 1998, the price of Eli Lilly’s insulin drug, Control in Canada: Does 

It Work?” p. 99.) Humalog, was reduced from $30 to $23 as 

part of a Voluntary Compliance Undertak

ing. Eli Lilly paid the Canadian government 

$666,824 as part of the Undertaking to offset the “excess reve

nues” it had previously earned.69 

Provinces aren’t content to leave regulation to the federal govern

ment. They also regulate pharmaceuticals. “Formularies” are the 

primary means by which they regulate. Pharmaceuticals first must 

be approved by the federal government, which, as mentioned, 

classifies them and assigns an acceptable price range. They must 

then be approved by provincial governments, which include them 

in their formularies of approved drugs. 

Again, one might expect such approval to be a formality, since one 

set of government officials has already given the product a 

thumbs-up. At the very least, since the process should be objec

tive, one would expect drug approvals not to vary except in rare 

cases across the provinces. Neither assumption is true. 

Often a drug will be approved for inclusion in some provincial for

mularies, but find itself shut out of others. Of 23 cardiovascular 
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drugs approved by the national government between 1991 and 

1998, one province covered only 10, while another covered 22.70 

The federal government approved 99 new drugs in 1998 and 1999. 

Yet the Ontario formulary included only 25.71 

The reason is no mystery. Delay saves money. Ontario takes 

nearly 500 days to approve a drug while Nova Scotia gets the job 

done in half the time.72 

This, of course, hurts patients, for whom the drug might provide 

added benefit. It makes a mockery of the idea that the process is 

based on objective science. It also conflicts with the notion that 

all Canadians have equal access to health care, as ensured by the 

Canada Health Act. But as mentioned, pharmaceuticals aren’t 

considered medically necessary and, therefore, aren’t covered by 

the act. 

Other methods some provinces use to limit patients’ access to the 

full range of pharmaceutical products include “generic substitu

tion” and “reference-based pricing.” 

Under generic substitution, provinces require that when drugs are 

available from more than one source, a generic version be used. 

Under reference-based pricing, government officials create thera

peutic categories, each with two or more drugs that can be used to 

treat the category’s illness. 

The reference product is the one with the lowest price. Provinces 

will only reimburse patients for this price, regardless of which 

drug is actually suitable for the patient’s individual condition. 

Under reference-based pricing, different drugs are placed in the 

same category for treatment of an ailment. The cheapest drug 

might not be the most effective one for many patients. That does-

n’t matter to the government. 

It often does matter, however, to patients who are forced to 

change medication when the government decides to shift its prod

ucts, which it often does. Some 27 percent of physicians in British 

Columbia have had to admit patients to the emergency room or 
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admit them to the hospital due to the adverse effects of a switch in 

medication.73 

While in private practice, the 

former chief coroner of 

British Columbia, Dr. 

William McArthur, was 

forced to admit a 64-year-old 

patient to the hospital after 

the government switched that 

patient to an older, cheaper, 

and less effective drug to 

treat his peptic ulcers. It only 

took three days on the 

cheaper drug to cause enough 

bleeding for him to require a 

lifesaving blood transfusion. 

This is a classic example of 

the system shifting costs to 

both patients and the larger 

health-care system. 

(Source: McArthur, 

“Prescription Drug Costs: 

Has Canada Found the 

Answer?” May 19, 2000.) 

Reference pricing distorts consumer 

behavior, which in turn defeats the 

effort to cut costs. 

Worst of all, reference-based pricing 

flunks at its primary task—controlling 

costs. Prior to the enactment of British 

Columbia’s Reference Drug Program in 

1995, both public and private drug 

spending grew at a slower pace in Brit

ish Columbia than in other Canadian 

provinces. 

Since enactment of the RDP in 1995, 

both public and private drug spending in 

British Columbia have grown faster than 

other provinces.74 

At the same time, reference pricing may 

lead to the purchase of an inferior drug 

for treating an illness. British Columbia 

does grant “special authority” for 

patients who demonstrate the need for 

an expensive drug in one of the thera

peutic clusters. When a patient is 

granted special authority, the province 

will pay for the full cost of a high-priced 

drug within a cluster (not including the 

dispensing fee). 

This may be one reason why British Columbia has seen drug 

spending rise faster since the introduction of the Reference Drug 

Program. The province continues to provide nearly full drug cov

erage for many patients, and it is unclear to what extent the “spe

cial authority” provision may be subject to abuse. 
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The emerging field of behavioral economics has shown that 

reference-based pricing strongly influences consumer behavior. 

In an experiment, subjects were told that they could purchase a 

calculator for $15 or travel 20 minutes to purchase the same 

calculator at another store for $10. Sixty-eight percent 

of respondents said they would make the trip to save the 

five dollars. 

However, when the price of the calculator was put at $125 and 

consumers were told they could travel 20 minutes to buy it at 

another store for $120, only 29 percent said they would travel 

to save the five dollars.a In both cases the identical trip would 

save five dollars, but consumers were much more willing to seek 

out the five-dollar savings when nominal prices were lower. 

This counterintuitive finding upsets the standard theory of 

economic behavior, which holds that a rational, self-interested 

consumer will be consistent in weighing benefits and costs. 

“Prospect theory,” as developed by Nobel laureate Daniel 

Kahneman and the late Amos Tversky, recognizes that 

consumers assign value to total costs, rather than the 

price differences themselves. 

In effect, individuals place greater value on the first dollar than 

on the second, place a greater value on the second dollar than the 

third, and so on. Thus, for many consumers, the difference 

between $5 and $10 looms larger than the difference between 

$120 and $125. 

(Source: aDaniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky, “Choices, Values, 

and Frames,” in Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky, eds., 

Choices, Values, and Frames (New York: Cambridge University 

Press, 2000): 11-12.) 
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Another reason for increasing drug spending in British Columbia 

is the high prices for generic drugs. A study looking at the lowest 

prices available for 27 generic drugs in the US and Canada found 

that 21 drugs had lower prices in the United States.75 On average, 

the Canadian generics cost 37 percent more. 

Health policy experts believe this results from a lack of competi

tion in the generics market in Canada. Because the Patented Med

icine Prices Review Board sets price controls on brand-name 

drugs, there is less of a discount when generics are brought to 

market. As a result, two firms dominate the Canadian generics 

industry.76 

In British Columbia, reference pricing may also contribute to 

inflated generic drug prices. Since the ingredient cost of the refer

ence drug is fully subsidized under the RDP, there is no incentive 

for generic drug makers to hold down prices. And unlike 

brand-name drugs, the PMPRB does not set maximum prices for 

generics. 

Other provinces, however, have enacted their own price controls 

on generics. Ontario requires that the first generic drug be priced 

30 percent less than the brand-name drug and that subsequent 

generic competitors be priced even lower.77 Quebec requires 

generic drug makers to offer the “best price” they offer anywhere 

else in Canada.78 But with Quebec being the second most popu

lous province, this provides a disincentive for generic drug makers 

to offer lower prices in other provinces. 

Price competition is the reason why most generics are less expen

sive in the United States. Some famous cost comparisons, includ

ing Senator Hillary Clinton’s comparison of the price of the allergy 

medication Claritin in Canada and the United States, are simply 

inaccurate. Activists cite US drug prices and Canadian drug prices 

as if there’s a single price in each country. This is fiction. The 

prices for the same product vary from area to area and store to 

store in both countries. There’s no such thing as a US price and a 

Canadian price.79 
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Nevertheless, retail prices are lower in Canada for some high-pro-

file, brand-name drugs, as Americans going north of the border 

can attest. If prices on the drugs they were purchasing weren’t 

lower, Americans most certainly wouldn’t spend the $100 for the 

round trip and waste a day on travel. Still, there are reasons other 

than government price controls that explain lower retail prices in 

Canada. 

One reason drug prices are lower in Canada is that the general 

price level is lower in Canada. Countries with lower per-capita 

earnings have prices for the same product that are lower than in 

countries with higher earnings per-capita. As hard as it is for 

Canadians to think of themselves as poorer than their southern 

neighbors, the fact is that they are, and in relative terms they are 

getting poorer. 

In 1987, drug prices were only six percent lower in Canada. By 

1998 the gap had widened to 25 percent.80 

In 2000, AOL, for example, cost $21.95 per month in the United 

States, but only US $16 in Canada. Intuit’s personal finance soft

ware program, Quicken Basic 2000, cost $34.95 in the United 

States, but only US $20 in Canada.81 

There are other complications. Government regulations and the 

US legal system produce costs that aren’t accounted for in simple 

cross-country price comparisons. In Canada, lawyers aren’t 

allowed to sue their way to riches. 

In the United States, it’s not only allowed, but as current efforts by 

state attorneys general against the pharmaceutical industry show, 

it’s actively encouraged by government officials. And some of the 

money finds its way back into the campaign coffers of politicians, 

who pass more laws encouraging more lawsuits. (As a group, law

yers are the largest contributors to the US Democratic Party.)82 

A recent study found that lawsuits accounted for between 

one-third and one-half of the drug price differentials between the 

two countries.83 



Canada has a significantly 

longer drug-approval process 

than the US. In 1995, the 

median time for drug approvals 

was 650 days in Canada, 

versus 464 days in the 

United States. 

(Source: Roy J. Romanow, 

Building on Values: The Future 

of Health Care in Canada, 

Commission on the Future of 

Health Care in Canada 

(November 2002), p. 201.) 
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The Canadian pricing system also 

produces unintended consequences. 

The most obvious one is that by limit

ing Canadian access to drugs, it shifts 

costs onto patients. Due to excessive 

government regulation, pharmaceuti

cal companies take much longer to 

launch products in the Canadian mar

ket than they do in the US market. 

Even after products are launched, 

there can be significant lags before 

the products are approved for inclu

sion into provincial formularies. One 

hundred new drugs were launched in 

the United States from 1997 through 

1999. Only 43 made it to market in 

Canada in that same period.84 

Some drugs simply aren’t available in Canada.85 As late as 2002, 

Paxil Control Release, an advanced anti-depressant, still wasn’t 

available in some parts of Canada and diabetes patients couldn’t 

purchase Glucophage XR, a once-a-day treatment, anywhere 

north of the border.86 It’s not the bureaucrats who suffer the con

sequences, but Canadian patients. 





CHAPTER EIGHT:


Still, Americans Are the Ones


Taking Buses to Canada, Right?


The truth is, busloads of drug seekers go both ways. It’s rarely 

reported in the United States, but Canadians head south by the 

busload to purchase pharmaceuticals that aren’t available in their 

country at any price.87 

In 2001, 12 percent of Canadian health care spending was for pre

scription drugs, compared to 10 percent in the United States.88 

One reason for the difference is the higher prices for generic drugs 

charged in Canada. As mentioned in the previous section, 21 of 

27 top-selling generic drugs cost more in Canada than in the 

United States.89 

This can be explained largely by a lack of competition—two firms 

dominate the market for generic drugs in Canada. Canadian price 

controls only apply to patented prescription drugs, not generics. 

Patented drugs don’t compete on price, even as older less effective 

drugs face competition from new drugs. Since the government 

sets the price for new drugs based on the price for existing drugs 

in the same class, drug companies are unwilling to cut the prices 

of existing drugs, because it would mean getting an even lower 

price on their new products. 

Unlike in the United States, where manufacturers of older drugs 

and second- and third-choice patented drugs have an incentive to 

increase sales by lowering price, no such incentive exists in Can

181 
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ada. In fact, the opposite incentive exists. Because of price con

trols on brand-name drugs, generics provide a smaller discount in 

Canada and this discourages firms from offering competing prod

ucts. The result is that manufacturers of generic drugs don’t face 

stiff competition from older patented drugs and can, therefore, 

charge higher prices.90 

Due to the large portion of the US drug market held by 

generics—roughly 50 percent—Americans would often spend 

more on drugs if they had to pay Canadian prices for all the drugs 

they consume, not just the latest patented drugs. 

One final point on the Canadian system must be made. It is a free 

rider on the US system, which is to say that when Canadians pay 

lower prices for the latest patented drugs, it is because Americans 

are willing and able to pay higher prices for the same drugs. 

As noted in the US section, the United States is the only place on 

earth where the incentives still exist to fund robust research in 

pharmaceutical progress. If the United States were to adopt the 

Canadian system or allow pharmacies to re-import Canadian 

drugs into the US market, the result in the former case would be 

fewer new drugs available in Canada. 

In the latter case, Canadians would either end up paying the same 

prices that Americans pay or, if prices were to remain low in Can

ada, they would find that they were unable to purchase drugs 

because none would be available. Even more Canadians would be 

forced to board buses for the United States or visit US web sites. 

Either way, they’d pay US prices or go without pharmaceuticals. 

Like the single-payer system, Canada doesn’t offer a healthy phar

maceutical model for the United States—or anyone else—to follow. 



CHAPTER NINE:


Is there a Role for the


Private Sector in Canada?


At the beginning of 2002, private companies in Canada operated 

19 MRI machines, seven CT scanners, and one PET scanner.91 All 

these operations were constrained, and sometimes harassed, by 

government. Some, however, are actually contracted by the gov

ernment to relieve stress from the public system. Cancer Care 

Ontario, for example, is contracting with Canadian Radiation 

Oncology Services, Ltd., to run an after-hours radiation clinic. 

Union activists have protested the contract. But until the contract 

was signed, Ontario was sending breast and prostate cancer 

patients to the United States for care at a cost of $20,000 each.92 

The Calgary Regional Health Authority contracted with two orga

nizations, Western Canada MRI Centre and Mayfair Diagnostics, 

to serve patients stuck on waiting lists from May 2000 to March 

2001.93 

Clinics that aren’t operating under a government contract operate 

under the absurd stipulation that they can only provide non-medi-

cally necessary care. This means that people can purchase an MRI, 

for example, as part of some feel-good routine check up, similar to 

the body scans in the United States. But if their doctor orders it as 

part of a treatment program, they must queue up for the publicly 

purchased machines. 

Frank Fedyk, Canada’s director-general of intergovernmental 

affairs, told the Globe and Mail that if it is medically necessary the 

183 
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government should pay for it. Yet the federal government spends 

$4 million a year to ferret out and punish private clinics that violate 

the public administration requirement of the Canada Health Act. 



CHAPTER TEN:


Are there Benefits to


the Canadian System?


In Canada, where half of households are wired to the Internet, 23 

percent consult the web for health care information, a source sec

ond only to the family doctor.94 Doctors frequently confront 

patients who have downloaded information about what they 

think ails them, such as studies from medical journals available on 

Medline or information from chat groups. 

Telemedicine is an important innovation bringing benefits to 

Canada, a vast country, much of it sparsely populated. Accord

ingly, Canada’s provinces support numerous telemedicine pro

jects. A tele-homecare project in the Canadian province of New 

Brunswick links patients’ homes to a cardiac center, so that 

patients can return home more quickly.95 The most commonly 

reimbursed telemedicine services are dermatology, pediatrics, 

psychiatry, and radiology.96 

Still, Canadian telemedicine hasn’t yet lived up to its full promise; 

it lacks capital investment. In a market system, patients are seen 

as revenue sources and technology as a way to serve them better 

and, therefore, increase revenue. In a public system, as we have 

seen many times, spending on technology is seen as a cost to be 

avoided or at least carefully controlled. “From the government’s 

perspective,” notes a study on fee-for-service telemedicine reim

bursements, “one of its major concerns is uncontrolled utilization 

that could drive up health care spending.”97 
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That’s why the Ontario Hospital Association notes that while 

Information and Communications Technology (ICT) increases 

efficiency, “the Ontario health care sector has consistently 

underinvested in ICT, compared to other health care sectors in 

leading industrialized countries and other sectors of the econ-

omy.”98 Little surprise, then, that the association’s report called 

for an expanded role for the private sector in getting up to date 

with this technology. 

Another positive aspect of the Canadian system is the greater free

dom Canadian doctors enjoy than their colleagues to the south. 

Unlike US doctors, who are second-guessed by managed-care 

companies, Canadian doctors are free to treat their patients as 

they see fit. They are constrained not by proscriptive regulations, 

but by lack of resources. 

“We live in a much smaller house, but we’re free to move around 

in the house,” says one doctor. “American physicians live in a 

mansion, but they are constrained from moving from room to 

room. Canadian physicians never have their individual judgment 

challenged on how to treat a patient. The decisions we make are 

constrained, because we don’t have the resources to do what we 

want to do.”99 

This is tolerable to a point. There must, after all, be some limits on 

the amount of resources a society devotes to any one thing, 

including health care. And if the service is to appear free to the 

consumer, then providers must be restricted either actively by 

managers, or passively by global budgets. But it’s getting to the 

point that some doctors are questioning single-payer’s impact on 

quality. 

Fewer than three in 10 doctors rated their access to advanced 

equipment as good or better in a 1998 survey conducted by the 

Canadian Medical Association.100 

“The system in this country is close to the end of the line,” Dr. 

Jean Roch Lafrance, a 31-year veteran of Canadian medicine wrote 

in January 2001. “Hospitals are overcrowded, waiting times are 

unacceptably long, services have to be bought from the United 
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States for cancer patients, doctors are overworked and demoral

ized, nurses are not given a fair shake, and the aging population is 

a looming problem.”101 

“It breaks my heart to see severely disabled patients in the office 

and have to tell them I can’t operate on them for 14 months,” Dr. 

Alan Giachino, chief of orthopedic surgery at the Ottawa Hospital, 

wrote to former Ontario Premier Mike Harris in late 2000. “Some 

people can’t walk. They are living in pain.”102 





CHAPTER ELEVEN:


Are there Signs that Canada


is Correcting its System?


More and more Canadians are coming to think outside the box. 

They are beginning to allow the private sector—that is, investors 

interested in a profit—to build and operate the necessary facili

ties. This appears to violate the Canada Health Act’s first principle 

of public administration. It may require a change in federal public 

policy, but that change is inevitable. 

In fact, it has already begun to happen. In Ontario, the Ministry of 

Health has had a wish list of $2.5 billion worth of capital projects. 

Tight budgets, however, have meant that the government has only 

been able to spend $200 million.103 As a result, the government 

has entered into an agreement with a private firm. The firm will 

build and own the $350 million hospital in Brampton, Ontario, 

which should be completed in 2006. The government will lease 

the facility from the firm and operate the hospital.104 

“I do believe that the private sector should be given the opportu

nity to show whether or not it has the expertise to build a new 

hospital for Brampton efficiently, quickly, and within budget,” 

said then Ontario health minister Tony Clement in 2001.105 Jim 

Flaherty, the province’s finance minister, was enthusiastic about 

the project. Said Flaherty, “There’s a win-win here where we can 

use private capital and still preserve our revenues within the prov

ince to help fund care on an annual basis.”106 
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The private sector has already been proving itself in other areas. A 

private diagnostic clinic recently opened in Nova Scotia that 

allows its citizens to pay for such things as MRIs and bone-density 

tests. It has sparked opposition. “This is one more glaring exam

ple of how provinces violate the Canada Health Act,” says Dr. 

Michael Rachlis, a Toronto-based health policy analyst. “People 

are supposed to receive equal access to medical services not predi

cated on finances. Nova Scotians (with money) who need MRIs 

will get faster service than those who cannot afford to pay.”107 But 

the project is pushing forward. 

As we’ve seen, in Alberta the government—looking for ways to 

relieve the pressure on the public system—approved Bill 11. 

Alberta Premier Ralph Klein had watched his father suffer consid

erable pain while waiting for a hip replacement surgery. The polit

ical battle was bitter, with the national health minister 

campaigning against the law. But it passed. “Profit-driven medi

cine has arrived in Alberta big time,” liberal health critic Kevin 

Taft told the Globe and Mail. “Three or four years from now, big 

pieces of Alberta’s health care system will not be recognizable.”108 

Taft was engaging in overstatement typical of medicare’s defend

ers any time a marginal reform is proposed to make the system 

more responsive to consumers. Three years later, nothing much 

had changed. Unfortunately, that included the long queues for 

essential services. 

Bill 11, which took effect in 2000, allows the use of privately 

owned, for-profit, stand-alone surgery centers for a limited num

ber of operations. In April 2000, there were already 53 for-profit, 

private clinics performing day surgeries such as cataract removal, 

hernias, and cosmetic work.109 The move was controversial, 

because the procedures, unlike those at the diagnostic clinics, 

were paid for with public insurance. 

In February 2002, the province went even further, approving the 

use of for-profit clinics for procedures such as hip and knee 

replacements and lower back surgery that require overnight 

stays.110 In one sense, the bill and its effects are quite modest; pri

vate contracts in Alberta account for only 0.15 percent of provin

cial health spending. 
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There’s enough private activity that Canada’s central government 

is concerned. Health Canada, the federal department that over

sees the Canada Health Act, spent $600,000 studying the issue. 

“I’m not sure anybody has a handle on it,” says Geoffrey Gurd, a 

Health Canada official.111 

The non-medically necessary care that Vancouver-based Interna

tional P.E.T. Diagnostics provides seems necessary to its clients. 

In its first 20 months in operation, it has served just under 800 

patients who paid Can $2,500 to get a powerful diagnosis of their 

condition. The majority of patients are from British Columbia, but 

even without advertising it is attracting patients from as far away 

as Newfoundland.112 

Increasingly, patients from the United States are traveling north 

to take advantage of the bargain price. Patients must have a refer

ral from a doctor. Many have been diagnosed with cancer and 

want the powerful imaging to see how extensively the cancer has 

spread and whether surgery is a viable treatment option. 

So far, this company is the first and only private clinic offering 

PET scans, although it is actively working with the government to 

get its services covered. It is also looking to expand into Montreal 

and Toronto. “We recognized that it was going to take some time 

before provincial governments could see their way to having PET 

scans in public facilities,” executive vice-president John Smith 

told the National Post. “And there’s not much point in having just 

one grocery store. You need a chain to really be successful and 

meet the needs of investors.”113 

International P.E.T. Diagnostics is a classic entrepreneurial ven

ture striving to meet unmet needs. It was founded by an architect 

who had a personal experience—one that forced him to confront 

and deal with Canada’s public under-investment in high-tech 

diagnostic equipment. He realized that if Canadians were going to 

have access to the technology, it would have to be the private sec

tor that made it available. His effort has been low-profile; he has 

worked with government authorities and private insurance com

panies to get his company’s scans covered. In the meantime, peo

ple are willing to pay out of pocket. “People will pay for it because 
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it can save their lives,” Normand Laberge, executive director of 

the Canadian Association of Radiologists, told the National 

Post.114 “Where there’s a need, people will find a way to get it.” 

The Canadian private sector continues to innovate. Since 1995, 

Canadian insurance companies have been selling a product called 

critical-illness insurance. Unlike health insurance that pays for 

medical bills, or life insurance that pays one’s survivors a lump 

sum of money, critical-illness insurance, sold in bundles that 

range from $15,000 to $2 million, pays policy holders a lump sum 

of money if they are diagnosed with a serious disease. The idea is 

to enable people to pay for the treatment of the disease. 

A Boston-based company, Best Doctors, is providing new alter

natives for Canadian patients who have bought critical-illness 

insurance by putting very ill patients in contact with the best 

doctors internationally for their conditions, and making arrange

ments for their care. Best Doctors is now the product of two com

panies that merged in 2001. One of them, HRT Inc., was founded 

in 1989 by two Harvard doctors to arrange for and manage the 

care of critically ill patients in Latin America who couldn’t afford 

to travel to the United States for care. HRT provided for second 

opinions by Harvard doctors and assisted patients in arranging 

care. It operated in many countries but not the United States. 

Best Doctors, the other company in that merger, was founded by 

Pulitzer Prize-winning authors Greg White Smith and Steven 

Naifeh in 1992. Six years earlier, Smith had been diagnosed with 

a supposedly inoperable brain tumor and given two months to 

live. After tracking down specialists, Smith received the necessary 

operation. He co-founded Best Doctors to help other critically ill 

patients find the world’s best treatment for their condition. 

Today the merged company operates in 27 countries including the 

United States. It covers 10 million people and offers five services. 

These include a second opinion, assistance in locating the best 

doctor for a person’s condition, linking patients up with the best 

hospitals, and managing the case of a patient—everything from 

plane tickets and hotel arrangements to schools for children who 

may need to relocate for an extended period of time. The fifth ser
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vice, financing for the treatment, is offered in some countries but 

not in the United States. 

In Canada, for example, financing for Best Doctors comes from 

the critical-illness insurance. 

“In designing our products,” says Gabriela Perez, Marketing and 

Communications Manager at Best Doctors, “we took into consid

eration the new health care consumer. Currently in Canada 

patients have tremendous problems with government insurance, 

which is a good system but has problems with waiting lines. You 

cannot wait for radiation for four months when it is suggested 

that you need treatment within four weeks.”115 

Best Doctors, which handles thousands of cases a year, is an 

example of the internationalization of health care and the growing 

demands of health care consumers. It seeks to serve the three 

dominant groups in the health care marketplace: patients, doc

tors, and payers. 

Its fundamental product is the same for everyone—matching the 

best care with those who need it, and making the process as con

venient as possible. Yet the specifics of its products and marketing 

depend on the policy environment in each country. So in Canada, 

for example, it’s teamed up with Canada Life and four other criti

cal care insurers.116 





CHAPTER TWELVE:


What is the Prognosis for Canada


if It Doesn’t Reform?


If Canada fails to reform, which physician will be the last one to 

turn out the lights at the clinic? 

Emma Patterson, the Canadian surgeon who transplanted herself 

to the US who we met in Chapter 5, represents a problem for Can

ada: many of the country’s highly skilled and expensively trained 

doctors move to the United States. 

Ross Finnie of Queen’s University School of Policy Studies found 

that 18.7 Canadian physicians left for the United States for every 

physician that came to Canada from the United States.117 Some 

15.3 Canadian nurses left for the United States for every nurse 

that came to Canada from the United States.118 

In some cases, this exodus is driven by money—American doctors 

earn more and face a lower tax burden than do Canadian doctors. 

But more often decisions are based on non-monetary factors. 

Emma, after all, would prefer to practice in British Columbia, but 

she can’t count on the province paying for the equipment she 

needs to provide the level of care at which she’s been trained. 

“It’s a big dilemma for me,” she says of her decision to practice 

in Portland, Oregon. “It’s really a matter of having the tools of 

my trade available, just to be able to do the job, the best job I 

can do.”119 
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As a surgeon, her tools cost a bundle. She estimates it would cost 

her former hospital in Vancouver at least $500,000 to provide her 

with the tools of her trade. The chief of surgery was working on it, 

but he’d only been able to come up with $100,000. 

The Canadian Medical 

Association (CMA) estimated in 

1996 that almost one-half of 

medical school graduates in 

Canada departed the country 

before ever practicing medicine in 

Canada.a That is a dramatic 

increase from about one-third in 

1991, and is in addition to the 

already-practicing physicians 

that departed the country or 

retired early. 

(Source: aVictor Dirnfeld, 

“Canadian Physicians and the 

Brain Drain,” CMA Submissions 

to Parliament, Canadian Medical 

Association, June 9, 1998.) 

And even when health care bureau

crats give hospitals the green light to 

purchase high-tech equipment, 

there’s the cost of running it. Recall 

that under global budgets, each oper

ation costs hospitals money, and, 

therefore, less is better, from the per

spectives of budgeters. That’s what 

drove Dr. Michel Gagner to go south. 

“We did not have enough operating 

time to take care of all these patients. 

We did not have any team to take care 

of patients after surgery or organize 

their preoperative care. So we 

decided it was time to move,” said 

Gagner, who worked at Hôtel-Dieu 

and the Université de Montréal. “I 

had a two-year waiting list, if you can 

believe that. Every day, patients were 

calling me and saying, ‘When, when, 

when?’ I couldn’t take the pressure 

anymore.”120 

Surveys show that doctors are losing faith in the ability of govern

ment bureaucrats to run the system. 

According to a survey, two-thirds of doctors and nurses are losing 

confidence in the Canadian health care system, which they feel 

needs major reconstructive surgery.121 

Dr. Jean Roch Lafrance, who’s been practicing general medicine 

and anesthesia in Cornwall, Ontario, for more than 30 years, 

agrees. “The system in this country is close to the end of the line. 

Tweaking will not do,” writes Lafrance. “There is a shortage of 
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doctors. It’s obvious. In our community, if we lose one of our two 

obstetricians (which is a distinct possibility), we will have to close 

our hospital’s obstetrics ward. We are short one ophthalmologist, 

who moved to the United States. An orthopedist, a surgeon, and a 

urologist are also sought. In my 30-plus years in Cornwall I have 

seen dozens of physicians 

leave for the United States, 

with only a few returning. I A 2001 survey of 1,806 
have never seen a US-trained Canadian doctors found that 64 
citizen come to town.”122 

percent of doctors believe that 

health funds are misallocated, The Canadian Association of 

Radiologists (CAR) reports and three in four don’t expect 
that six percent of Canadian planners to improve the system in 
radiologists are working the next five years. 
without accreditation. The 

(Source: Tom Arnold, “MDs 
shortage is driven by two fac-

Show Little Faith in Health tors, according to CAR. First,


governments have cut back System,” National Post Online,

funding for training by 10 November 27, 2001.)

percent, which means fewer


graduates. Compounding the


problem is the southern drift: CAR expects 25 percent of gradu


ates to take fellowships outside of Canada.123


The College of Family Physicians of Canada reports that


two-thirds of Canadian doctors are refusing new patients. “I went


to 44 doctors before I finally got one,” says Fay Sherlock of


Burnaby, BC, who requires both physical and mental care. “Doc


tors don’t want complex cases.”124


And why should they? With government setting billing rates, the


pay is the same for an easy versus a complicated visit, and the for


mer takes less time.


By American standards, the financial control government wields


over physicians is excessive. For example, the provinces of


Ontario and Quebec reduce physicians’ fees when their income


exceeds a certain threshold.125 Such measures make the appeal of
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practicing in the United States, where physicians earn far more 

money, self-evident. 

The government also determines reimbursement rates and uses 

global budgets to allocate finite annual amounts of money to be 

used for doctors’ payments for the entire year. This has not only 

led to low rates of payment, it has also resulted in doctors closing 

their offices and taking vacations.126 Given these conditions, it is 

not surprising that many Canadian doctors are losing enthusiasm 

for the system. 

It is estimated that Canada already needs about 2,500 new physi

cians per year to meet the nation’s health care needs. That is about 

500 new physicians per year more than the current supply.127 

Physician shortages will become more severe unless dramatic 

changes occur. According to Dr. June Bergman of the Calgary 

Regional Health Authority, Calgary, a city of about 850,000 resi

dents, is 200 physicians short. With only 800 doctors, Calgary is 

attempting to recruit from overseas.128 



CHAPTER THIRTEEN: 

What is the Romanow Commission 

Report? How Will It Affect Access 

and Quality of Care? 

The Canadian public’s clamor for reform prompted the federal 

government to create a Commission on the Future of Health Care 

in Canada. Unfortunately, from a market reformer’s point of view, 

the government appointed former socialist Saskatchewan Premier 

Roy Romanow to head the commission. By appointing Romanow 

the government made it clear that the “reforms” to be recom

mended by the commission would not involve market-based solu

tions. 

In November 2002 the commission released its final report, Build

ing on Values: The Future of Health Care in Canada. The sentiment of 

the report is expressed early on in such statements as, “Our health 

care system is adequately meeting our needs”129 and “There is no 

‘invisible hand’ that silently and unobtrusively keeps (services 

and resources) in place.”130 

The report recommends that the federal government spend an 

additional $9.7 billion over the following three years to pay for 

“more diagnostic services such as MRIs and CT scans, bring home 

care into the national system, strengthen primary care, and cover 

some drug costs for patients with catastrophic illness.”131 

In February 2003, Canadian political leaders agreed to transfer an 

additional $8 billion to the provinces over the next three years in 
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order to provide catastrophic drug coverage and home care. Prov

inces immediately denounced the money as insufficient.132 Pro

vincial governments said the federal government would have to 

spend Can $50 billion over the next five years just to raise its 

share of funding to 25 percent from its anemic 14 percent.133 

Like other Canadian policy elites, Romanow blames Canadians 

for expecting too much from their health care system: “Canadians 

are being influenced by what they see and hear on American tele

vision, which is usually high-tech medical breakthroughs and 

high public expectations.”134 Yet for all its complaining about 

state-of-the-art medicine and diagnostic services, the Romanow 

report recognizes that access to high-tech medicine can save 

money in reduced hospital costs. 

“I go to Emergency when I am sick; there are no other choices,” 

Canadian Ross Howard states in the report. “Waiting to see a spe

cialist is a long-term wait; usually about 6-12 months.”135 In 

response, the report calls for the government to spend billions of 

dollars on a Diagnostic Services Fund. However, it rejects the idea 

that Canadians should be able to use their own money to purchase 

services from private facilities.136 Nor does the report take into 

consideration how people help reduce costs in the public system 

when they use their own money to purchase care from private 

facilities instead of waiting to rely on taxpayer money. 

The Romanow Commission also issued several recommendations 

regarding prescription drugs that would give the federal govern

ment new, top-down powers to impose its will. The federal gov

ernment would finance a Catastrophic Drug Transfer to the 

provinces that would give Canadians protection against cata

strophic drug expenses. This funding would give the federal gov

ernment the cover it needs to create a new National Drug Agency 

(NDA) that would subsume regulatory powers from the prov

inces. 

For instance, the NDA would implement a national drug formu

lary, something the provinces currently do. This is intended to 

make the availability of drugs uniform across the country. The 

report also justifies the creation of an NDA by saying pharmaceu
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tical lobbying has influenced provinces in their choice of drugs for 

formularies. However, it is difficult to see why such lobbying 

would not influence decisions about the national formulary as 

well. This new agency and its national formulary are really initial 

steps toward the goal of bringing prescription drugs under the 

Canada Health Act. 

The National Drug Agency would also subsume the price-control 

functions of the Patented Medicine Prices Review Board, with its 

authority expanded to include generic prescription drugs to 

“ensure that the price of all prescription drugs is fair to consum-

ers.”137 

In addition, it envisions a more activist role for government 

toward the pharmaceutical industry: 

A National Drug Agency would combine the forces of 
the provinces, territories and the federal government 
and increase our ability to influence the policies of ma
jor pharmaceutical companies.”138 

Under the heading of be careful what you ask for, Canada’s pre

miers accepted Romanow’s offer and took it one step further. In 

August 2004, they presented a plan to have the federal govern

ment skip the go-slow approach and create a national pharmacare 

plan under medicare. The premiers neglected to put a price tag on 

their ambitious plan to shift pharmaceutical spending up a level of 

government. Interestingly, Romanow dismissed the proposal. 

“It’s predicated on a whole number of concepts which I think need 

to be re-examined,” said Romanow. “They haven’t thought this 

through.”139 Regardless of whether Canadian policymakers fol

low Romanow’s more modest, or the premiers’ more ambitious 

approach, the problems will only worsen in the Canadian health 

care industry. Despite increased federal spending, the predictable 

result will be fewer doctors, less technology, and longer queues. 





CHAPTER FOURTEEN:


What are the Solutions for Canada?


Canadians are proud of the health care system they’ve created. 

Unfortunately, due to the large role of government, it has failed to 

keep up with the times. As Dr. Robert Lifeso puts it, “Canada has 

some of the best medicine the 1970s can provide.”140 

This may be an assault on Canada’s national identity, but it is one 

Canadians will soon have to deal with as the system continues to 

deteriorate. Canada’s emotional attachment to its single-payer 

approach, enshrined in the five principles of the Canada Health 

Act, combined with the inaccurate view of how health care actu

ally operates in the United States, severely limits the range of 

options considered by serious reformers. 

Even so, the system’s contradictions—the inefficiencies, inequali

ties, and high cost of providing government financed “free 

care”—are prompting some politicians to think the unthinkable 

and propose the unproposable: allowing more private sector 

involvement in the health care system, and moving toward a sys

tem where patients actually pay for a portion of the care they 

receive. 

There are solutions, if Canadians are willing to break with the 

past, open the system to competition, and grant the consumer the 

power to make decisions. Such a break with the past would: 

•	 Make the provincial insurance plans and the taxes that fund 

them voluntary. 
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•	 Open these plans to direct competition from private, 

non-profit, and for-profit insurers. 

•	 Allow doctors to charge whatever they like and organize their 

practices in any way they choose. 

•	 Permit private companies to build and operate the necessary 

capital-intensive facilities that Canada currently lacks and to do 

so at a profit. 

Ultimately, what is needed is for the provincial monopoly of gov-

ernment-run insurance programs to be open to competition from 

private insurance. 

This thinking is beginning to seep into official studies. A study of 

national medicare by the Standing Committee on Social Affairs, 

Science, and Technology, offered a slightly bolder vision for Can

ada than did the Romanow Commission. It recognized the deteri

oration of Canada’s system and recommended that patients be 

allowed to flee the country when waiting lines get too long.141 

Still, it rejected internal reforms such as private insurance, user 

fees, and Medical Savings Accounts.142 

In Alberta, a December 2001 report from the Premier’s Advisory 

Council on Health headed by Deputy Prime Minister Don 

Mazankowski made 10 recommendations for reform, including 

reconfiguring the health system to encourage more choice and 

competition and diversifying revenues beyond the federal and 

provincial government.143 

Policymakers are beginning to recognize what is wrong with a sin-

gle-payer system. In a system in which health care at the point of 

service is free, the incentive facing the individual is to visit doctors 

often. The incentives for doctors, who are paid a government-set 

rate per visit, is to maximize patient visits. And the incentive fac

ing politicians and those who manage the system is to invest in 

low-tech, primary care, which is just the sort that the majority of 

taxpayers are likely to use in any given year. 

Like the United States, Canada would benefit from the flourishing 

of Medical Savings Accounts (MSAs) or Health Savings Accounts 

(HSAs). Incentives, again, are universal and MSAs and HSAs get 
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the incentives right. MSAs and HSAs put the insurance back in 

health insurance and provide individuals with an economic stake in 

choosing the most efficient way to consume health care services. 

MSAs and HSAs face steep political odds in both Canada and the 

United States. It is true that health care is even more politicized 

and plays an even larger role in the identity of Canadians than it 

does in the United States. The good news is that MSAs and HSAs 

need not be as radical, or disruptive, of the public system as they 

might first appear. 

Canadian doctor and author, David Gratzer, has done much think

ing and writing on how to introduce MSAs and their healthy 

incentives into Canada. Unlike the United States, where the adop

tion of MSAs largely requires a tweaking of the tax and regula

tory codes, in Canada they can be introduced as part of the public 

system. 

“MSAs are themselves ideologically neutral,” writes Gratzer. “If 

all private involvement in health care is deemed a bad idea—a 

view often proposed by Medicare’s most ardent supporters—it 

would still be possible to have a government-run and government 

financed MSA system.”144 

Gratzer notes that there are three models from which Canadian 

policymakers could choose. 

A public model, where the government provides the catastrophic 

insurance and taxpayer money funds the spending accounts. The 

amount deposited into the spending account could depend on the 

age, sex, and health condition of the individual, with those more 

likely to need more care receiving more money. 

A private model, under which Canadians purchase the insurance 

from private insurance companies and fund the accounts out of 

their own pocket, albeit with possible mandatory contributions. 

A mixed model, where the government could provide the insur

ance, but citizens would fund their accounts on their own, or 

vice-versa, or some other combination. 
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There is no inherent reason why public funding dictates the cur

rent single-payer system. “MSAs are in fact both a health policy 

and an income redistribution policy, something that should 

appeal to left-wing thinkers,” note economists Fred McMahon 

and Martin Zelder. “General revenues will support MSAs, with an 

individual’s MSA based on medical need, regardless of income. In 

fact, the idea behind MSAs might well be described as, ‘From each 

according to ability, from each according to need.’”145 



CONCLUSION:


An Appeal to Reason and


Compassion


In both sections of this book, we have seen that for all the vaunted 

differences between the health care systems in the United States 

and Canada, they both suffer symptoms of the same disease—the 

disease of central control. The cure is to open both systems to 

competition and consumer choice. 

The greatest risk to both systems is not that they will go bankrupt. 

It is that they will come to see human beings as nothing but cost 

centers. Both systems must keep faith with the purpose of health 

care, which is, after all, to serve people. Both must see each new 

patient cured as a cause for joy. If we allow ourselves to lose this 

concern, we will lose more than access, affordability, and quality 

in health care. 

We will lose our humanity. 
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